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A STUDY 01i' THE CONGRUENCE OF OPINIONS AND A'ITITUDES O.F' !1)THERS AND FATHERS 
OF TI'l1.E I SCHOOL CHILDREN TOWARD TiiE SCHOOL SYSTEM 
·Abstract of Dissertation 
~ probl£!!! of this study was to investigate the degree to "'tdch Title I fathers 
had a say in deciding school progrsm. The purposes of the study •.ve-r.e to obtain and 
analyze data on the problem and to make recommendadcms which would aid educators in 
meeting the needs of disadvantaged students and their famiUes in planning parent 
involveme.nt 11ctivities. 
The research •mgaged in was a comparative. study of the attitudes artd opinions of 
mother9""' a;:;;r~i~th~rs of Title I school childr~n toward the school system, Thr=-:o=-:1=-·'B"')"-l _:u:ccs:_:e'-:-----c~~~-
-1--~~----o-f-'"he-s-to-l'Uc-l'ured---tntervi-e• . .,,-d-a-ta-wer-e----oota illed'--from a s tr a tifled sam? 1 e of hro~pa;: ent 
and mother-parent families. The investigation was directed specif;lcally at an 
examination of the congruency crf the opinions and attitudes between pai:ts of parP.nts, 
parents of the t1·70•parent fi>milies and mother-parent families, a·nd pair:s of Caucasian, 
Filipino, Mexican-Amerlcan, and Negro parents. 
·-
~ fincl.i_T}}lll. may be ~ummarized as follows: (1) l'here is cnngruity between the 
opinions and attitudell tm~ard the school system of a signi~i¢ant n?Jntber of the total 
pairs of Title I parents and the pairs of Caucasian, r'il ipino, ami Neg1:o parents. 
{2) l'here is congruity between the opinions and attitu.des of the mother-parf.!~ts nnd 
the two~pare11t mothers and fathers tm~ard the. school system. (3) The scoool Huiscn 
t'ole is conc<H!t.~l'ant w:l..th the mother role in the Caucasian, Filipino, and, N·;agro .Title 
I fa.mili1~s. (L•) 1-<il:h a. signif1.cant nur~ber of Title I famili•as .• and with the 
Ul~triarclJtil··t'•T·.!alitllrisn fRmiUes of the Cttucasian, Filir.ino, and N~gr·:J subcultures, 
decision~making o,, sch~ol telated issues is P.. joint proc:e,sn. Hence, Ti.tle T. ·fathers 
rln h~.~r..~ ::: ~~·.-:);,:':.~ :!or: -~~h~;-,1 p·::-:>r:~~m.. (5} I~ t?C p~t~:i.t!r.cho1.-~r:_'..L·!.d.J .. ~:~r.:\.A!t M~·;-:i/~::!!'! .. 
llrnerican 'l'itle :£. fanri.li.es, the male and female roles a·r..~ more diiferenti;.'ted then in 
the other Ti.tlf•. 1 families, and in the case of the school liaison role, it is not 
clearly ralated to either parent. (6) Quality of education is a salient issue in th,~ 
minds of the Title I parent!l, and the par.:ents ·with a high school eduGation or less 
ancl who have an J.ncome of l <<SS than $5,000 are the most con.cerned with improving the 
quality of education. (7) The .parent advisory committees which givt>. Title ~ p~rents 
s voice :i.n the affairs of their schools are an important vehicle through which 
parents c~m be i.nvolved i.n- the educative process with their children, 
~ re..£2EE)~~nc1.?:.llYE,~. are as follows: (1) In order to improve the quality of 
educati.on aud to give each school-community some control over its schools, districts 
should shift the respondbility and accountability for the instruc:.tional program 
from the central. office t:o the local school-site. Steps should be taken to place 
s. manag~ment team into each school consisting of a principal ;.md two change agents: 
an in~:truc tiont•l <its soc iate and a school-corranuni ty coordinator. (2) In order to give 
other J.o~rer-cl.ns:; parents in the dfstr:i.ct a voice il1 school pro,gl·an: a parent 
adv"isory,co'!J.ncil should be established in the non-Title I schools itl the district. 
(3) Thu school's ~£forts nov bei.ng directed tm~ard getting more Caucasian, Filipino, 
and Negro fat:hers involved in program should be shifted to efforts- to get more 
Uiot.hers :i:nvolv'(!d, ( 4) In the Hexican-Ainerican families, both parents should be 
involved jn p;;:rent advisory committee activiti.es. (5) A follow-up study should be 
conducti=!d to verify certain of the items that this limited study suggests. (6) A 
replication of th.is study with middle and upper-income parents. as well as lower-
i<'lcome, may yield additional infot·mation relevant to the question of whether there 
is a curvilinear correlation with social class and decision-making on school related 
issues. · (7) An i.n-depth study with Mexican-American populations may reveal 
addition1.1l insight into the concomitancy of the school liaison role with the mother 
role and the decision-making proceGs on school related problems. 
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THE PlWHLEM AND DE:fl'INITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Th-e E:lemtmta:cy atod Second.-1:cy Education Act, P .L. 89-10, t-Tas 
pl:lsiJed by Congress in 1965. Tit:l<! I of this Act ~provides grants to 
school dhltl:'icts for c\')mpensutory education programs to enhance the 
educa.tiNud. attaimnent of children from poverty backgrounds.. For the 
past six y(;~e.rt:: ~ nearly one-thousand California f:IChool d:f.stricts have 
hr~en conducting Title I programs designed to improve the educat1oual 
;::~r.~hicvement of !:"hildren "YJ!w enter school with a background of the 
Education of the: Cnlifo:rn.:i.a. State Department of Ed1.1cation. The intent 
of the Act -vm~ to ·provide J.nno"\v~t1.vc prog:tams that would focus C'•n the 
m1:J.cational r~.eeds of pupils who <l.re ·potentially able to succeed in 
flCho.ol but who, because of lingual; cul. tural, aconomical, and 
env:i . rnrm~enta"J handiGaps, are unl:i.kely to succeed without special 
I.. THE PROBI.EI·i 
The pr.oblem n~searr;;hed in this study begins :i.n th:f.s <~onte,:t: 
"Federal ~md ~;tate gu:!.cleU.n(~S for Ti.tle I of: the Elemet1tln:y and 
th-e p1:~':1gran1s rm.wt kti:O~·~ \vhat their pnrents think about those needs and 




system, second, w1wt was the cor!gruity of the opinions and attitudes of 
the p<t:i.rs of Title I parents in relation to their racial and ethnic 
status, third, what -v;as the congruity of the opinions and attitudes· 
toward the school of the mothers and fathers i.n the two-parent fa;.nilles 
and the mothers in the one-parent families, fourth, what was the 
relationsh:lp of the congruity of the opinions and attitudes of the Title I 
parents with l.~er.tain. background factors, and fi.fth, what ·was the 
interrelationship of the school liaison role with the mother role and 
... 
the racial and ethnic status of the Title I parents. 
The conceptual hypo theses concerning the congruence of opinions 
a.r'H~. etti.tttdes were these: (1) The mother in the tTAvo~pa:r.ent Title 1 
fa.mlly refle!(.':tC a congruence with the opinions z.nd attitudes of the £.:1.ther 
tow~n:d the sr.:hooJ. system. (2) The congru:lty of the <."!pinions ~md attitudJ?,s 
of. thE:! pairs of-Title I parents is related to thei.r racia.l and ethnic 
status. (3) The mothers and fathers in the t-Yro-parent Title I fa.rnili.::s 
reflect a congruence with the opinions and attitudes of the mothers in the 
one-parent families toward the school system. (4) The sdwol li.<:~.ison 
role is concomitant to the mother role in all nH.:ial and ethnic groups 
r:apresent<·ld in the Title I families. (5) The congrtdty of the opinions 
and att:l.tudes of the Title I parents is related to certain b~:1ckground 
. variables. These include lfNels of educati.on, levels of income, 
occupo.t::l.on, and length of residence. 
School districts are required to implement a systematic plan for 
pr:Ar:ent involvmnent in compensatory educRtion program;;. The plan :J.s to go 
4 
beyond the employment of neighborhood and cormnunity aides and the use of 
required advisory connnittees. School districts are encouraged to provide 
activities des:i.g11ed to make parents aware of the school 1 s instructional 
p:rog:t:am and their child 1 s program, and to assist parents in helping their 
,~hildren in the learning process. Parent involvement activit:l.es in the 
Vallejo Title I program placed major emphasis on (1) improvement o£ 
communi.cations between school and home; (2) inv·olvement of parents in 
the :i.nstruct:tonal program of the school; (3) solicitation of parental 
support in improving the children1 s school attendance and attitudes 
toward the school; (4) helping parents understand the objectives of the 
compensatory education program; and (5) utilizing parents as resource 
people to school-connnunity advisory councils~ In this regard, R pllrpo~;e 
of this research was to gather pertinent data on t'b.e problem in order 
tn such a mmm.e:r that they tvould be of aid to compensatory education 
directors, and other educators in meet:i.ng more effectively the needs of 
the disadvantaged students and their fami1ies in these parent involvement 
activities. 
Inasmuch as this study w.g.s concerned 1i7ith attitude and opinion 
va:dables, it t·ras felt that an estim-9.te of the father 1 B op:tnions and 
attttuden Nould be most revealing; particularly as fathers are, at 
least :!.n theory~2. the most authoritative or dominant persons in the family 
home, but as aforementioned, moth.e:rs seem to be the dominant persons 
connnunicat:i .. ng Hith the sch.ools as they are more involved than are 
2Eugene and Fanchom ·Head~ !'!all .A!nong Men: .A~l!!.troducdon tQ 
ll9.S;,.~Q1.2.11Y (Englewood Cliffs, N.J .. :: Prendce-Hall, 1965) ~ p. 85. 
5 
fathers. Also, it was felt that an estimate of the father's attitudes 
·and opinions m:i.ght have some. relationship to the mothers' :i.11 planning 
for school-parent involvement activities. And moreover, since Title I 
guidelines specify that all parents shall have a voice in deciding 
program, to have effective participation, schools must know what all 
their parents think about their schools and the interrelatedness of 
the opinions. Therefore, mothe:t'·parent families as well as racial and 
ethn:l.c families were included as variables in this study. 
This study was intended to be more than a mere fact-finding 
dev::i.ce. Also expected from it were impOl:tant hypotheses or conclusions 
that would help to sol'Te current problems and to prov-ide basic 
information for (~omparison studies and for identify::i.ng trends. Such 
inftn.·n·(l.l.tion :Jhould not only enhance future planning for 'r5.t.le I parent 
involvement projects, but also should furnish iniot.'mat:ion t:eh:vant. to 
the planning for regular school district activities. 
The research engaged in was a comparative study of the attitudes 
and opinions of mothers and fathers of Title I school children towm:d 
the school system. Through the use of the structured interview, the 
comparative data. were obtained from a stratified sampl<.~ of two~parent 
and mother~paxent families. 1'he investigat:i.on was d:trected speci.fically 
at an e.x.mni.nation of the congruency of tne opinions· and att:lttides tovmrd 
the <:~ehool systE~m betvmen (1) matchr~d. pairs of parents, (2) the pa:t:ents 
of the t1_-ro-parent familiefl and the mother of the mother-parent families, 
and (3) the 1:acial and ethnic groups of mothers. Consequently, the 
·~.. "¥ . ..,. 
. selected pm~ents were interviE:mred j_n their home:s w:tth questions 
""· :x:t.~flecting opinions and attitudE~s toward educational goals, school 
spend:l.ng needs, local and natiorwl issues, a.nd school t•ules and policies. 
.. 
6 
The significance of this stu.dy for education was evident. Very 
few problema in the field of education are as complex as the problem of 
cultural deprivation. An adequate attack on these edttcational pt:oblems 
requires that: educators ha~e an appreciation of the many ways :f.n which 
the social problems of our society bear directly on the development of 
the ch:!.ld. and influence the interttction bet~t7een students, the home, and 
the school. 
!t_t:!.tu~. M.lch is suspected, yet little is known about a 
number of factors bearing upon social class distinction :i.n the school. 
These factors, which are more intangible than school btd.ld.ing~l, 
se:t"''tif.e~~ and p:t:ogr<-tms dt~pend on the e.tt:!.tudes and. opinions of thos~ 
ass.·r:.ci.atea. '~:l.th the school. Not only does there appear to be .a ser:f.ous 
sl·wx·te.gc; of information about parent attitudes as they relat~! to Gchool 
and social c.:lass, there is in the same arena an evem more acute shot'tage 
of information. about: male-parent and female-par:t.mt atti.tudes of. 
different income and ethnic groups toward their children, t:he schools, 
or edueational matters in general; nor is it known whether tlwre is 
a congruity on what they·value and what they regard as importuut or 
worth doing about theh· schools. 
}f.~!1!!~e~£~.QQ..l• Related closely to the problem of thi.~l research 
t.s the. n~<~tter of ~~hat literature calls the "female school": that school 
which. :ts l'un largely by and for th.e "female of the human speciE's. 113 
3Putr:i.cia Cayo Sexton~ l~.~c§!.!.1ov.:.!'l:§_ Ineome (Ne~., York: The 
Viking Press 1 1961)~ p. 106. 
7 
Though it was reported recently that for the first time i.n modern history 
·there are more men than women i.n the public junior. and senior high school, 
"7omen teachers overwhelmingly dominate the public elementary schools 
attended by the great bulk of school-age children. 4 Within the concept of 
the "female school" there seems to be female dominance in Parent-Teacher 
Associations and in the role of c.onnm.micato-r· between the home and the 
school. In the l:i.ght of this seemingly feminist arena, the important 
question aga1n seems to be, does the father have a voice in the public 
elementary school program~ 
conducted the. first of his national surveys of the publ:i.c' s opinion 
tm.mxd t:h(:d.r. schools. Since the purpose of the studies was to measure 
and . x.ecol.'d the attH:udes of th·e Aruerican public to-vmrd the public 
se.hfl'ols and. some ~i:mportant clues to the public.' s attitude had beert 
of.fex·ed on. the national level, it "1as assumed that a similar study 
conducted on the local level offered a way o£ gaining ins:i.ght into 
the att:i.tudes and opinions of 'J:i.tle I parents to~.rard the public schools. 
In fact, Chcrlf.!S F. Kettering, Cha:i.rman of Gallup Poll'~ sponsoring 
orgmiizat:ion, maintains that local polls mean more than national polls 
l·7hen: it cornes to education. Kettering pointed out that ~~dueation polls 
such as .. Gallup's reflects only vaguely what the pubU.c thinks and that 
asld.ng similar questions on the local level would result in a more 
accut'ate p:l.ctu-re.5 Hence, a number of the national sur.vey rfuesti.ons 
4National Education Assocint:ton., Research Division, 1'Fact on 
Amer.±c<.mEdu-c-at:i.on;"--~~~<f~ca,r.c_15_JH.~:h; 49: 2; Hay-1971 o-
5Ben :Grod.insky (ed.) "Local Polls Hean M:>r·~," ~~1uc~£~~~ 
( P b ·c~l) 1 J! e rua:r.y 1 ~ t . , p • • 
I 
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wm:e utilized in the Interview Schedule designed for th:f.s study. 
!'_ubli9_5.!.ants inforrnation. Brown, j_n coroment5.ng on the Gallup 
survey is of the opinion that not only is it important: that parents 
have more information about their schools, but the public seems to have 
an appetite for. more information about the schools and what they are 
d.oi.ng or trying to do. If the schools hope to avoid student e.nd parent 
protests and to avoid financial difficulties due to lack of: publ:i.c 
support in the years ahead, they need to give far greater attention, not 
only to the tasks of finding out what their parents think, but also to 
the task of informing the public.6 · Additionally~ Elv.m in his comments 
regarding the Gallup reports·. stated: "J~eaders in Amer:i.ca.n education 
m\~St possess. ;.:\ keen awareness of public att1.tudes toward what j.s going 
fo!' clJ.ango then1 :U; and :i.t is s~.1pr1.singly rapid."'i In this regard U 
vws assumed that this study would serve as a tool in developing reliable 
b<:tseH for decisions concerning the many aspects of giving parents more 
1nf:or1nation about their schools. 
attitudes anr.l opinions toward the school have stressed the importan,~e 
of parental :i.tnrolvernent with the school and have tended to center. mainly 
.. 
around studies of the attitudes of the public tox.'~ar.d the pubHc school 
-~-·-····-----~--· 
613. Frank Brown (ed.) "Second Annual Survey of the Public Schools 
1970, 11 :~1!.0..._/J.J. DjfJ!:Lli..eJ:.E..FJ::er_, Special Issue Dayton, Ohio: The Insti tu t<.~ 
fo1· Development of Educat:i.on Activities, 1971). 
7ste.nley N. Elam (ed.), "Editor's Introduction," George Gallup, 
Second AunuaJ. Survey of the Public~ s Attitude Tmvard the Public Schools, 11 
Eh.L.P..!-~lt.~~.Ji0J.?.l2.£r!~ Ll.l (October 19i'O), p. 97. 
= 
~ 
in relation to variables associated with age, sex differences, social 
class, academic achievement, giftedness 5 income, occupation, and the 
like. In this regard Sexton states: 
In a very real sense par.ents are responsible for the 
success or failure of their ch:i.ldren irt school. The child 
is a product of his family and class background just as 
his paxents are of theirs. Very often the child is s:i.rnply 
a reflection of parental .attitudes, values, skills, and 
levels of understanding. 'Because of thia) schools must 
9 = 
seek the help and coop_e_r_a_tio_n_o_f_p_ax_entrLif-the;r-~7ant-to'----------
chs.nge the behavior of students. 8 . 
Little has been do·ne in reEJearch with pairs of parents to study 
the extent the voice and influence of th.e father is communicated to 
the school via the mother. This study, the first of its kind with a 
focus on attitudes and opinions of pairs of parents wi.ll. provide bssic 
t\ lenv;mta:r.y level. 
Mor~. Additionally, this study will provide reliable bases for 
(1) alerting lot~al educators and interested laymen to overall parent 
react:i.on to many aspects of school p1.·ograms and policies regar.d:!.ng the 
educat:!.on of the disadvantaged; (2.) establish:i.ng a benchmark against 
which local attitudes may he measured In similar studies; and (3) 
developing a r.t!liable basis for decision mak:tng \ihlch is l\':\sU dependent 
on p-r.f~sstn:e groups, telephon(~ feedback, and random discttssions t11:I.th 
constitutents than is often the case todayo 
10 
The position taken in thj.s study is that ~ttitude and opinion 
behavior, as any other form of human behaviors can be explained 
adequately only if (1) the questions designed to measure the variables 
of the research which ar.e included in tht'! inter.vi•~w schedule lire 
c.onsidered as items in a psychometric instrument, rather than sn 
iniormation. gathe:r:i.:ng device; and (2) the techn1.que of int<Jrviewing 
pairs or pa1:·-::mt~> -w·ill allo.-1 a statistical examination of the congrue.nce 
of op:i.nions end .attitudes of the pairs of pr:J.rents. 
1'hf::... h~!:!E.Y)..:!:~.· The first: l:i.nd.tation inherent 1n th:ts stud.y, 
therefor(~, :i.s that thf!. :resc:ar(!h is T.f.'!stricted by tlu~· method used in 
gather:i.ng dat11.: the i>tructt.:rred int<':l:-V'tcw riiHthod. l~he consensus on the 
unr•:::ll.J:J.:d(! ,md "1.::1 only as valt.H1ble in obtaining in.fonnadon as ar·~ the 
skill and exp!?:I:ience of the int:enriet-Ter, and is only as valid and 
<l<:cm:a.t~ as a.r~! the verbal facility, memory~ and intentions of the 
intervili.\Wee. On the other hand, the chosen method of intet"View, 
coupled 'Nith the: intervie·,,r schedule, appears more appropriate beeause 
tlHn·e was no other Ineans by wh:Lch the data could be obtained. Also, 
th~~y 'tor.'t-~!~c, <-:}:per:i.ouced. <'\nd sk:!.llful in obtaining the data for 
t:h.i8 study. \~hilc: the inter.v:i.f;:'!W method has its Heaknesses, it still 
r·eraa:i.rw otH!. o:f. the best means by which insight can be obtained and 
th~wry genera tea. 
11 
.so.~~~-Ji~~t.!-~tt~Lof gues_tionnaires. Not. only are there difHcul t:i.et-; 
associated ~vith the basic questions built into rc:::carch design, there are 
also difficulties associated with obtaining r.eliable and valid data from 
testi.ng instruments selected to ans~1er these basic questions. Hhile it is 
in.?.ppropr:i.at~! to pr(~sent a full discussion of reliabil:l.ty and validity 
here, it is appropr.i.atE: to men.tion that sped.al difficultif.!S can a.rise in 
the u.se of qU£!.Stionn.~i:res wi.th lovr-incOtne. and othe1' <:ulturally diffexent 
groups. Among the cd.ff:tculties ar£~ the foJJ.ovr:i.ng: (1) a lovr level o: 
l:U:eracy :i.s often charac:terir;ti.c of such gt'O'lPS and questions are not 
e.hTays fully conrprebend.ed; (2) ·v,'Onh; and ~:::ontE'pts often have diffe-rent 
culturally affected me.:.n.ungs; (3) ther.e i.s often a strong tendency :in 
culturally d:Lffet·e:nt l.JtJb}ectH t~~ r~spcnd in t:he affirmative in c,rder to 
1.ngrat:Late the.mselver; with t!v2! intervit•wer; and (lt.) the test:i.ng situation 
9 
and the 11.ke •. 
lim:i.tat..ion. i.n\H\·r~cnt. in somE: of the findings reported in this study also 
involv<;!s d:Lffi.cul ty frequently associated \v:tth :rese:arch in gen0ral. 
Hany of the f:i:ncHngs regarding parental practices of culturally di.ffe:rent 
fnmiH.es r<.x<: de;:ived f:tom compar:i.r1g theh· practic(H~ and attitudes on 
v.; . .::imn l:,'2!b'.'iVio:·al c1imensi.ons to the practices and .a.tti..tudes of middl~"!-
r::i.ga:i.fi.•.:antly mi)re "'Jwractt.!ristic of one g:.:-oup t:hari another, that does 
9 No.rmn. Radin and Paul H. Glas~~er, 11 The Use 
0· I.,·~ •· ·I 0 .. ~. ~ "''" . Y.J. t<~ ,. 1 t . ·~] ., D. ·f·f~ . ., . t· F· ,. '1 i .., II "''l..'-"---. rttla...< ....... s wl .•• ,,u .... ur(.; ..... y 1 .e:r .... n . a.n~ ' e.,, 
.f~g~!.,_tjl§:_!:i~l~Jx, (August, 1965), pp •. ·373o:>382. 




not necessarily mean that the behavior or attitude is characteristic of 
roost of the group. 
Po~1ation. This study is further limited to a select population 
of parents. 'The project was designed to examine the problem advm1ced by 
the study in the three elementary schools, grades K-6, qualifying for 
Title 1 services in the Vallejo City Unified School District, Vallejo, 
.. 
conclusions arising from the stud.y .may apply only to the population used; 
yet the level of the genertt.lity of the analytical results was intended 
to be broad enough to apply to similar popula.tions elsewhere in the USA. 
in de:tenni.ning the ethnic: and rac:Lal distribution of the population 
C.:!Xtain ethrd.c divisions of the human species as d·!a~cacterized by tlkin 
cohn:, hai.r, facial features, stature, and surname i.e that it can he 
ttnr.elillble. It is only liS valuable in strati.fy:l.ng the population as are 
the judgment of the 'ritle I staff in basing tll(dr opinions on sight and 
cognit:i:ve fact::;. On the other hanr1, the chosen mfOthod appem:'s most 
' 





II. DEFINITIONS OF 'rER:t-ffi USED 
A predisposition to think, feel, perceive, and behave toward 
a cognitive object.lO 
A group ,nf two or more persons related by blood, mard.age, O!' 
adoption, and res irling tog e. ther .11 
A group consisting of the mother and her children but lack:i.ng· 
the attribute father becau.se of death, desertion, seperation or. 
"]".r.·~·t· • . • 12 'L .. •,··<t:.l. 1n.acy. 
A conclusion or judgment held with confiden.<.!e, hut falling tihort 
of positive knr..nvlt-:dge. An opinion may be e:i.ther a judgment in e. m.at:te:c 
of objective fact or truth, or it may express one's feelings in what is 
a matter of evaluation rather than fact.l3 
The met.hod or strategy used fot· iinproy:l.ng communications bet\'leen 
~O:Fr.ed. N,. Kerl i.nge:.:7, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New Yot·k: 
Holt~ Rinehart and Winston, J.~c--:-:-1964);-p-;43~··------·--
llcl:i.H'ord Kirkpatrick, .TI1umn!_~.l,.ro£,~ss .. !~nd l!!£t-it!Jt_.iQ.ll 
(2nd (~d.; !-lew· Yc.n:k: The Ronald Press Co., 1963), P~ 16. · 
13sa::andtt:rd C:o llege IHctionary (New York: u.1rcom~t, Brar.e and. 
l<Jor.l.d, Inc •. .'< 19!i3) , p. 947. 
I 
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the school and t:he ,poverty area co:m.-11Unity. 14 
An identifiable segment of the overall plan designed to accomplish 
a defined portion of the Title I program, accompa11ied by objectives and 
' . 15 
program content .. 
Schools selected for compensatory education programs on the basis 
that they serve attendance areas vJhich reflect the highest concentrations 
of low-income families for the school district. 16 
The term applied to the family group consisting of father, rno:.:h~rJ 
t:.n<t one or more chiJ.dr.cn '!:'elated by blood~· adoption, o:r foster-home 
placement .. 17 
The overall plan to bring together all local, state, and federal 
sources to provi.de a comprehensive compensatory education E.~ffort for 
students from low-income families. 18 
llfC.<:ti ifornia State Department: of Education, 2.E.!....Sit. $ p. 14. 
E1 .. 
..JJ;p.d H p o 2 • 
16 . 
I~~-~~ 
17~u· • •k i 1 't 17 :.:"l.:t patr. C<s ~·, P• · • 
"'8 
f.. Cr:tlifornia Btate Department of Education, loc. cit.• 
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.III. ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
Chapter 1 has dealt w:i.th the general nature of the problem w:tth 
which this study 1-s concerned. The need for. the research was discussed 
along with a rationale. for a study of the congruence of the opini.ons and 
attituden .of Title I par-ents tovmrd the school system. 1'he limi.tations 
of this investigation were set· forth, and \-Jere followed by a section 
defin:lnr; the t(,:~rms used throughout this stndy. 
A review of· the literature pert:i.nent to this problem will be 
presented in Chapter II. Chapter III v1ill be devoted to a discussion 
of the rn:\'~t:.:hodology employed in this study, including the selection of 
the subjects, background information, and data gather:i.ng pt·ocedur.~. The 
present.r.ttion and treatmen.t of the obtained data will comprise Chapter IV, 
and th:.-1 disc-.ur;sion. of the fi.rtdi.ngs of this study w:i.ll be reported irt 
Chapter· V.. Chapter VI will conclude the dissertation with a sunmw:ry, 
togethr:~r. with conclusions and l'ecommenclations. Contai.ned in the 
Appendix is Huppl.ement info:rma.tion and a sample of the Interview 







REVIEYJ OF J_,IT8RATURE 
The~ appr.ais.al of the liter.ehtre c<mcerning the roles o:f 
that apply tc the roles within the school milieu. Studies fn the 
pa:renthoc.d !:·olt~ i.n family control over education, in the corWt:=!J>t: of 
th<:! fema1·0. schools, :i.n the social el.a.ss influences on schc.ols, and in 
tht~ role analysis of AmerJ.~-;an par·ents seems to support cc,nsi.stantly the 
say ltt tive: · EI:d;:u;::a.tive process. '!he teaching prof(;ssion, the parent~ 
;: 
;: 
teacher ai:HlOt::'i.a.tir.ms, and the school liaison rolt:~ seems to be dominated !--
<-m . .:l cont1:olled hy the feri!<tle :i.n our sc,ci~ty. Each of the aforementioned 
of t:be li.tm:atu.re pe:r.ta:tning to surveys of what· people thi.nk about the 
puhli.c school:~ .. 
I , FANI.r.;y CONTROl.. OVER EDUCATION 
A re~view of the 15.tert:itttre (:oncer-n:tng fam:U.y control over education 
lnc1icaiJ::ed supp,:n:·t for th(:~ follow:tng p:r.oposit:lons: (l) J:h~. historie role. 
of famHy ~t:ontrol over educat::lon has d:l.sappcnred. (2) !'bthe:rs have been 
deprived of the role of those who teach the complex skills of adulthood 
\>'ith many child-reari.ng functions relinquished to the schools. (3) The 
family has di.mi.nlshed ::l.n importance 13.nd women in America have elevated 
themselve;s prin\arily as mothers who are. the d1.rectors of home activities 
and social life. Each of these ideas is discussed briefly in this sectitn1. 
in the Urd.Jt.ed States would not seem comple.te without a knowledge of its 
hlstoricad. background. One po;_nt of view is summarized by Frost who str.tes 
that fron,J prehistoric time on•«.a.r.d, well into the nineteenth century, it 
has been tt:l:u! parents rATho have played the dominatn role in the educJJti.on 
have trtw:.~.& t:hf!: ;;tnry of life and education in the l>restern world frvm 
through th~t~ early .settlements in America to the p:cesent, th•Z! process of 
educatiol'Jl 1lJ.r~gi.ns wi.th the mother and father teaching the:i.r dtildre.n :ht 
tht:!ir hom-e.., formally and informally. Anth:ropoligists ha\ve assumed that ;;w 
p:·eh:i.storfc.t: :ruri~ents learned \oJ'ays to improv1~ thelr skills ~m.d techniques, 
they leat:Illted how to pass on tht~ir knowledge, skills, and techni.ques, 
along ";it~ .• their taboos and belief~ to their children. Lackiug forraal. 
school .ma& a designated body of indiv:i.du,<;tls devoting themsebres wholly to 
t~;aching, ~~:r.:·:tmJ.t:tve societies placed education in the hands of thf~ family. 
The mother i!li'id f.athe.r first taught their children j.n the:l.r homes but as 
societif~s became mot•e C(lroplc:,x, th~1 community \7a.S ad.ded to the educative 
pr.oc.css) s~r·.r:'.ng ew a school teachi.ng :f.ta children as they interacted 
w:i.th its t:o<'t<11 str·octureo Parents soon learned that at specific ti.mes 
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'ln a child's development, the elders of the community group and those 
uith specialized skills and kno"t-lledge could instntct each child in s 
more formal productive fashione As society became ev<.'!n more complex, 
specialized groups were created to care for specific social !"Unctions. 
Out of these special groups came the teaching profession and the school 
in t•7hich it discharged its duty: the school as a product of the connnunity 
t-tn.d an age:ncy of the partmts .1 
J---~-------_,C_m:_win_c_o_nt:en.d.q_:_that_the_mo_dcl_fo-r_edu_catiori._Was_ltatdly_d:;!_f_fer_en_t~----
... i.n seventeenth century America. Family control over education ~.;as 
established early in the Colonial period. .Early cornpulr;ory education 
acts, among them the M'!l.ssachusetts Act ·Of 1M·7, did not provide for 
schools, but rather responsibility for educat:lng children t-rae deleg;ated 
to pax-ents. Fam.:Ui.es band~!d togethe:: to hire private teach~rs who >-•ere 
td1oKed to bo.rn:\1 with each of the families successively ::i.n t>.xchang(' for 
th1~ir ve:r.·v:tt.~r2'ls. In this tradi.tional setting, family influence vra.s so 
far reachl-ng that it cnco;;rl?ass~d t:he entire community. FamHy cont.rol 
o'rer educ.aU.<.m amounted to community control. 2 
ind:i.c:.te that with the Industrial Revolution and the transfer of work 
from th~~. nrcal arena to an urban setting, f~unily control over education 
_____ M ___ , ________ _ 
ls~ E. Frost, .Jr.:., !!ist.£.~-2.L~!.2§2J?!t}.cal I~.o.».~.tda~.Ei, 
~~.:LM..1!,£~:!:i'2,'! (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Herril.l Books, Inc., 1966L 
pp. 3-12. 
began a per.:i.od of transition. With. the transfer of work, the family 
·gradually diminished in importance economically, educationally, and 
politically. As the family lost its economic importance, its cohesive .. 
ness and the ability of its members to control one another also were 
changed.. Mothers and fathers who o11ce had been partnc~rs in n common 
economic farm enterprise, no longer played a role in each others work. 
The family work instead of being done in connnon was divided into two 
mother with some assi.stance from the children does in the home and the 
c.,milmnity. As a result, the family as a un1.t erndually lost control of 
the educative process.3 
'I:'·wo •nd. t(-!!!'S n.ote that th.a snm.~ force.~ 1vhich contributed to the 
d:i.mird.1;l~in.g in:f.J.uence of the fam'ily in th.e •~rlucative process, st.~pport.ed 
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the expanslon of education. with :its owu bureaucratic structure, i.ts mvn 
norms~ ;..md its own goals. 4 Green observed that the waning of th~:~ family's 
educat:l:ve f\mction was closely allied with economic developments f.n 
A.mer:lca. The family at one time was equipped to train children becauHe 
th\:'l economy was family centered; farm and home dnties r~malned the lif:P- .. 
long cl.":J.~eer of the majority. · On the other hand 1 the youth :in the 
1nodern-5lay family more often th<un not enters a vocation different 
1~Euger..e and Fanchon Mead, Han .AII!£..1!.&. Men: £.n. Intr<:_~E.,£_tiC?,E-_t:£ 








from that followed by any other member of the family. The modern family 
is not e:quipped to train children for their adult car<:Hlrs, because the 
specialized divi.sion of labor requires specialized· tr.ainittg which only 
the specialized agency of the school can supply.5 Keniston points out 
that: :tn a technological society, teaching children the adult skills is. 
to& (~.!Jmplex and essential a task to leave to ::i.diosyncrat:f.c fnmili.es; 
h~::mce~ our society removes children from their parents for the better part 
of. the day and trains them in schools v.i"'ere most standard leern5.ng is 
guaranteed.6 Mead believes that if education is the totality of 
e>.•per:tence, then the family reme.ius an important educat:i.onal agency. By 
modern connotati.on, however, education is considered to be preparation 
for the adult career. Educati.on in the latter sense is now tot~lly taught 
by hired functiomd.:ees, not ptn:ents; it is acquired in state and privately 
rt_?pt:oac.h h.?.s d£:'prived '!.\!'Omen of t:he.ir traditional role of those who teach 
ch.$.ldrm-. the complez sk:f.lls of adulthood; ,it leaves mothers resporwible 
for the. full··time ca.re of their ehildren for only three to five yeaxs. 
After that, :tn. the educative process, mothers are left to. the confh;.es of 
th.~:; kafe•~··klatch, schocl visitations~ parent conferences, and parent-
teacher assod.i!lt;.ons. 8 
5Arnold H. Green, ~cj.ol.E.fiYL!l-'.LAnalysL5 _2f_1J.JL'!:n t--~_§crE. 
§9.S45!..t:i• (New York: HcGrmv-Hill Book Company, Inc~, 1960), p. 386. 
6Ellen and Kenneth Keniston, "An .luue:cicnn Anachronism~ The Image 
of \.J'omen and l.Jork," The Amex_ical)~ .. §cho,~, XXXIII No. 3 (1964) pp. 356-361. 
7'Head, gp. cit:,. , pp. 136-ll~S. 
.. 
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A marked difference of opinion exists in respect to the changing 
American fam:U.y. One point of view is summarized by the Meads who stat:c 
firmly that th!?. fam:i.ly is dissolvi.ng and disinte:rgrating in America's 
technologically advanced society. Family structure has been reduced. to 
th~~ mt-c·.lear core; :family fun.ction is mainly confined to biological and 
psycholog:l.cal ossentials.9 With equal conviction, othex.·s see in the 
adapted to the democrelt:i.c society, \'lith a trend to cornp~nionship with 
emphas:i.:s upon consensus, conmK>n interest:~, democratic relations n. .. "l.d 
personal happiness. There is specialization in the mother role in the 
function of. the g:tv:tng and :eece:l..vi.ng of affection, hearing and rearlng 
chlld:r€rn 1 a11d d:i.x·eet:!..ng honK~ acti.vities and social life.lO Bdiev'lng 
that b:lt;< chang£;$ in family role are due to loos of some of its funct:i.orts ·· 
e,o:;:onon:d.(~, educ:nt1.onal, and :tel:J.g:i.ous, . Corwin finds, as doer; Burges5, 
greater freedom, seJ.fQ·expression, and democracy in the r~~placement of 
old-time farnily structure. The fundamental process underlying the chc:.ngc:s 
of the family appears to be the fact that the family is no long~:.1: a 
s0lf··sufficient economic unit.ll Green believes that much of the st:t:ength 
of the modern family is attributed- to the new status of '"omen j.n America 
~9M0ad, 2.1?..l!... cit., pp. 111-112. 
lOw:i.lliam 0. Stanley and others, Social Foundations of Edur..aJ:l'~· 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1956), p-:;- 162. 
11Ronald G. Corwin,, A_Sod.ology__of _!':ducation: Eme]:_g:i_n..s...j>a~§_of. 
£1a~~St:?..!':.:!:~~ and ,Power i.n the Public Schools (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 1965), p. 83; Ernest W. Burgess, "The Family in a Changing Society, 11 





when he indi.c;:.tes the phrase "changing American fami.lyu can almost be 
restated as the "changing status of the American woman." At least in 
our society, changes in woman's status have been nmch more radical and 
significant than those taking place throughoutour fain:l..ly system. As 
a rest.1l t, the American family has tended t.o become an affectional and 
cultural group, united by the interpersonal relati.ons of its members.l 2 
Keniston suggests that evan though there are vast dlff<~r.ences among· 
Amed.can f'amil:tes, differtmces related to individual idiosyncrasy, to 
ethnicity and social class, to region and religion, our society has 
22 
changed in the last two generations to reconstruct a more. ot' less typi.;al 
pattern of development. The urban middle class family is fast. becoming a 
model fot• the population as a t>7hole.l3 Green describes the model of tJ-u~ 
cr.mtemporary Am.,cr:i.can middle class family \·Jhen he observes that there is 
a segregat:ion or: du~ sphere~ of ciominancP. of the fr.thf!r o~md mothf!t'. 'l'hf'. 
father is the ec:onomic hel'l.d of the family. The mother is the director. of 
home a~;:tivities, social lifet and the. main disciplinarian of the children, 
except for the ser.ious mattern which are referred to the father. The 
mother ideally remains in the home and much of her time is devoted to 
fm~thering the social control of her children.14 Two other writers 
Corw:i.n and LeN.asters, ax:e also of the opinion that modet-n American wome.n 
have elevated themselves to ll position primarily as ·mothers and companions. 
Children have become the central reason for the family's very existance, 





relevant to the funct.:i.on that remains fot· the troman; the mother role 
appears as the only essential one remaining fo1· the mother within the 
famHy. 15 According to the Kenistons, the vast majority of American 
women i.n this country not only accept but largely desire this homebound 
pos:.i.t:i.on~ They gj_ve love, marriage, and family supreme priority over 
carecr.l6 
In summa.ry, from the :foregoing it would appear that (1) the 
historic role of family control of education has disappeared; (2) the 
fam:Uy h.~s diminished in importance; (3) the educative process ·J.s no 
23 
longer a function of the family as mothers have been deprived of the role 
of those who teach complex skills of adulthood with many child-rearing 
functions :r.el i.nquished to schools; and (4) women 1.n America ha\Te elevated 
themselves primarily as mothers who are directors of home acthvit:tcs 
II. THE FEHINIZATIOl~ OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
A br:i.ef review of the liftf.:!!rature concerning the feminizat:!.on of 
the public schools :l.ndicates support for the follow·ing propositions: 
(1) Parent-teacher associations a.:.r:e overwhelmingly dominated and controlled 
by mothers, and (2) Public school:s are run largely by and fo:r the "female 
of the human S}H::cies." Each of these ideas it~ discussed briefly in 
this sect:i.on. 
_, ... _____ .. _. ___ , ______ _ 
15cor\-.rin~-~.,.E. cit., p. 82; E. Eo LeMasters, Parent§...i!!._)>fo~t~.!!l 
_!.n!?-ric,~_b__?..~log_~E.!:'...U~-·- (Homewood, Illinois: The Dorsey 
Press, 1970, pp. l-16o 
In connection with the foregoing transit:l.on of the family, Waller 
made the observation that given the change in. the role that children had 
assumed i.n maintaining family integration, given the effect of children 
on the status of women, and given the changes in the traditional controls 
the family has ex<.~·rcised over education, it was natural that mothers 
became concerned mr.er hm.,. schools were educating their children. Moreover, 
these anx:i .. eti(Hl \·Jere further provoked by the fact t_h_aJ:_teaching-was--------
professionaU.z:l.ng at the same time. Teachers l-7el'e f<ssuming more control 
over the curriculum and th~y were adopting a professional viewpo:f.nt whi.ch 
set them apart from parents .17 Cm:.ivin notes that teachers and the school 
had ga:i.ned a great deal of influence ovet• child rearing precisely at the 
tima ~v-hen children. had become essential to family stability. ~vhen some 
pet·ents found trw.t they had granted more authority to schools than they 
ht;td barga.ined for t.!1ey sought to ·retain som~ control by exe.r.t:tng pressure 
through formal and lnfonnal channels.18 Hence, according to 'Holbeck, :i.t 
seemed only natural that Mother's Clubs first appeared tentatively and 
locally as early as 1855 'tiihen the country was in the throes of em 
educational and human:i.tarian awaken.ing and ~vas feeling the initial thrust 
of the factory syst:em.l9 Corwin contends that pressure groups tend to 
1"' ~ 1 \Ullard Haller, The Sod.olo&J: of Te<!,cf\.i.P.B, (New York, Hiley~ 
1932), pp. 39~41. 
lHcorwin, .212. cit., p. 83. 
l9Elmcr S. Holbeck~ An Analysis_of..J:.he Act~_!.Ues and Potentials 
for Achievement of ParEmt"'Teacher Associations (New .York: Teac.her' s 
<~olle[;.~·~-<k0~u~;bi;-r:r;~:Dv7C~ 1934.), PP· 7-9, cited by Willis Rudy, §chools 
ll! .. _An_tz!:..!-~L H~.:~~~-0.~1!~~~!lJ.'0'n!ora t:i.on o t SeJ_£l.t;;.t.<:.d Th~~ :f.n the:, 
JUs toE.Y.....2t ... l~~~I'-~l.£.~h-Centur:y Ametj.can Education (Engle~v-ood Cliffs, N •. J. 





form prec:l.sely at a time when an activity that is crucial for the goals 
and survival of the group has been delegated to another agency. 20 Rudy 
points out that as changes in the American educational·social order 
c.ontinued, the Mother's Club Movement spread and in the later years of 
the nineteenth century, the li.ne of development converged to produce a 
more active concern for child welfare. 21 Wish sees the final element in 
the pictut·e as that of the emergence of the American middle and uppt'!r 
class female as club women and crusaders ~-1ho were turning their attention 
to temperance, politics, child welfare, and public education. 22 Rudy's 
study :i.ndicates that the crusade for better children, better mothers, and 
better schools was launched as a national movement on the 17th of 
February 1897, with the founding of the Nat:!.on.al Congress of :t-bthers, As 
inte:rer>t in the work of the. Congress began to grot-r, the p·r.oject ~,•as not 
by· fathers and by teachers, both of these groups were enU.sted :i.n tlu' 
catnpaign and in 1908, the group adopted the inclusive dtle of National 
Congress of Hothe:t's and Parent-Teacher Association. In 1921+ 1 another 
c:hange 1.n name produced the National Congress of Parents and Teachers.23 
---------·------
20co:n'lin. loc. cit. 
'--·-~~-.... 
21Hillin Rudy, Sc}~in_?_~E}_of Mass Culture.J._~.E~l.crr~ll 
of JL~ed_ 'l'hemes in the H:&E._tory o.f Twentieth-Cen.tu_ry Arner:tcan Ed,uca,!:i<?!!, 
(Englewood Cliffs, No J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 51. , 
r/2 
"" Harvey Wish, I>ocie~ and Tho2-ght in Modern Americarl (New York: 
David NcKay Co., Inc., 1952), pp. 12l~-125. 




Spark~ no·te~l tha.t although the PTA officially was not just· another speci.es 
of woman's club, American males did not play a co-equal role in· it. The 
study notes that it takes more than a rtame to completely overturn deeply 
rooted cultural and psycholc,gical realities and feels this inequality may 
have been due to the necessity of men earning the living as well as to 
the inhibiting influence of the mores; as provider of the family, father's 
tt ..:me was 1nore limited than that of hie ¥.ri.fe 1 s, who could devote free 
hours to the volunteer work demanded of active PTA members. Furthermore~ 
most meetings tvere scheduled .for the afternoon, when father was occupied 
atwork. 24 When the Parent-Teacher Congress in 1939 tallied up the 
findings of a questi.onnaire to discover the characteristics of the 
11typ:i.cal" member., it announced si.gnificantly that, "She is a vlOillBn :i.n her 
thirt:te~7: has t'ill'("l or three children; lives in a middle-clas:!! home . . . 
is not gainfully. eul1'loyed, but devo·tes her time ami talents to hex.-
,~ ·t· 
family.""··..) Rudy is of the opinion that little has <:hanged as the cmt:!.rc 
organization today continues to be the particular domain of mothers. 
The "P" in PTA stands for mother as fathers do not play a significant 
role in the organization,_ 26 
------~~-·~---------
21"Do:rothy Sparks, Strong is the Current (Chic<J.go: Illinois 
Congress of l:'arents artd Teachers, 191+8), p. 172, cited by Willh Rudy, 
§~~.;..~9..!.~ __ !,r.~-2~ . ..2K.l!.~s.s __ 9l~l!!·~l~ : An E~l.<?.l:."! t!.2!! .... 2.L.S,~ 1 ~~.!lt.~~ 
Jn ~...!.!.L~~r_~~nti.§:_!;jla·.Ceptury_Ar~eric~~ (Englewood Cliffs, 
N • .T.: Prentice-Hall, In<::., 1965), p. 56. 
?S_!'he Pa_Fell!...:~her. 0.1.:88J.lJ.jUltiol); (Chicago: Natirmal Congress 
of Pm:{~r:tts and Teachers, 1944), p. 70. 






~L'eacher!; and Paxents Control Sc:hools 
, .. ;, . ,.,,~- -~--------
A~so, appearing to be related to the problem of this study is 
the matte·r of what may be called the "female school," the school that 
is run largely by and for the "female of the human species. u27 One 
"n:iter notes that in general there is no simple answer to the question 
of who ru~s the schools • 1'he answer is closely linked to local and 
cosmopoli.ttm influence and considerat:J.on of the r-.;;l.ntiv(~ dominance of 
the local and the t.!osmopoli tan leaders is rriore proinisi.ng than a search 
27 
for special outsi.de interest groups t.lhich might consistently either support 
or block the schools;,28 Bremheck observed the:~t the people who run the 
schools are those who are most interested, best organized to make their· 
vo:i.ces heard, and fully equipped to exert pressure where .they think it· 
~r:U.l clo t:h~;~ most good.29 Sexton contends that who controls the schools 
in. fn::.t, i:: cxp.l.ains a great deal about why 6chools 
t't.re ~·1vtt. they i'IY.'f.;! ~ re:fJ.ections .of the social class system :i.n the 
outside world, and in some sense the creators and guardians of the 
system~ Schools are legally controlled by school boards and their 
administrators. Though these boards are the ultimate decision~·makers, . •. 
they are much influenced by two other groups - teachers and pareuts.30 
.- 27 Sexton, .loc. ,Sit_. 
28cot1:..rin, £~...£!.!:.., p. 389e 
29cole E. Brembeck, Q_q.,ili!~ndations of Education: A 
f.E.2.~&.;:.,.~1.!2~!.. Appr.£.~£.h •. (New York; John Wiley~n;:· Inc-:.-:1'966), 
Po 406. 
30scxton, loc. ~· 
.. 
28 
P~~J1tf!.• Brembeck points out control of the schools is not 
confined to the higher levels of the school's administration - to the 
prind.pal, superintendentJ and school board. It moves into the classroom. 
when parents demr.md that some change be made; that a child be moved or 
t;he curriculum changed.31 Sexton found that middle and upper-class parents 
who usually belong t.c1 the PTA have a great deal of infl.uencl'! over control 
of the schools. These parents fJ.'equently consult with teachers, counselors, 
the principals, the superintendent and even school-board members about· 
the:i.r ch:Udren and school affairs. "(..'!hatever the complaint, it is given 
serious at.tention.32 Gross in his invest:i.gation found that supet·intendents 
and board members reported that they received the greatest pressure from 
PTA's. Su.perint.t:~ndents and board members r.<.mk parents first in exerUng 
the most p:n:$GUr.e on them. 33 Sykes fo\lnd e:vidence that .although the PTA's 
a:r:~:~ often l"e..:t1.1ireJ to attend, thf:y still g·reatly influence the control of 
tlu?! school. 34. Corwin contends that frequently the mothers l<rho are the 
most active in the organization are also the ones who are the most critical 
of the school; .such groups not only resist the efforts of the school to 
<lominate, but t::h~ grot.tp :l.t::;elf, often develops into an. effective pressure 
. 35 
group wh:tch c!o-opts th<~ school. Over the past 75 years s the influence 
'31Brembeck, .2.E.! cit., p. 407. 
32s<ncton, .2E..!...~ci.t., p. 228. 
33Neal Gross, Who Runs Our Schools? (New York: Wiley and Sons, 
Xnc., 1958), p. SO. 
34·Greshem Sykes, ''.The PTA and Par.ent .. Teacher Conflict," fu!E.Y~ 
]Mu~~.S: .. tS'.?3~~~Y..!£~, (Spring 1953), p. 23. 
35cor.win, .2E.!~-g~t., p. !+06. 
i 
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of women i.n the PTA has been felt from city councils and school boards 
in small towns to the halls of Congress in the nation's capitol.36 
.Tea_s~. Both Corwin and Brembeck vie~-1 the school as a 
2.9 
bureeucracy "!lrith a power of its own. 1'he teachers constitute an organi-
zation of full-time personnel "1ho have definite ideas about how the school 
should be run, what it should teach, and hm-t. Even the members of the 
~~-~~--ib1.:r.r::rrd.-crf-e-d-u--c-ati--on-,-,vh-o-a-r-e-1-eg-a-l-1-y-r-e-s-pan-s-i-b-1-e-far-t-h-e-s-•~ht~e-l-,-g-i-\ltl-O-n-l_y·---~-
.. 
part of their time to its operati·on; and they are lay citizens rathet· 
than professional educators. The full-time professional tnembet·s of the 
school establishment, therefore, are in a privileged position to excrciHe 
cont1·ol. 37 Sexton points out that because of their number and the:i.r 
1.nf1ucnce :i.n. the d.e.ssroom, tecH;;hers play a signif:l.c;;mt l~ole :J.n Bchool 
cled.s'i.on~ma1d..ng.. 38 Gross in the Massachusetts study revf.:aled that 
teachers H':?X(! ranked third after parents and other school board memberG 
a.s exerting the most pressure to c.:.mtrol the school. 39 Conlin ccmtendt3 
the power of teachers is steadily increasing as a result of the combi-
nation of teacher's organizations, professionalism, and greater c:~:·q1ert:i.se 
in. thcit· Held.. Organi.zation and pt:ofessionalism represents the driw..! 
of th(-:! teaclu~r' a group to control its O"!!m work; and conversely it 
rep:r.:Ments dissatisfaction 't.rith the traditional fot·ms of controL 
36Edit:orial, Y.€1-ll£J.2.._;'3und~:Y.; Times Herald, October 3, 1971, 
Sec. II, p. 11, Cols, 1-4. 
37conlin, .21?.!.-.ili~, p. 405,; Brembeck, ~.!!·, p. !101. 
38sexton, PE• cit., p. 229. 
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Teachers are beginning to express some of this drive and dissatisfaction, 
and in order to gain more control, and even more power, the movement has 
become a nation-wide drive.40 Brembeck indicates that although teachers 
have long '\otielded a g:ceat deal of informal control over school policy, 
teacher's influence :i.s being formal:i.zed as part of the regular policy~ 
making process of the schools. Teacher's demands have not been confined 
to salary increases as in the paE:t; they have pushed for fringe benE!fits • 
improv·ed working conditions, and direct participation in school·poli~~y 
mak:tng, backed up by str:f.kcs and sanctions. This surge i.n the power of 
teachers and their use of that power to demand greater partid.pation in 
school decisi.ons indicates a shift i.n th~ h:i.~to:r::l.c control of schools 
from lay to professional leadersh:1.p.41 Rudy notes that even. though tho 
public schools '!.n. the United States have been mr:m11ged for 300 years in an 
policy his to:dcally vested in democratically el~~c~·.ed school boa-rds, 
Arnerica' s public schools have been what America 1 s te?..chers have chosen 
to make them.42 
recently that for the first time in modern. history there are more men 
than women in public jun:l.or ~nd senior high schools, \<mmen still dominate 
overwhelmingly the public elementary r;chools attended by the great bulk of 
school-ag(~ ch:i.ldren. Rudy reports that as early as 1911, a study indicated 
that the feminization of the teachi.ng corp \vas proceeding rapidly in the 
-~---~--~· ---------
l~Ocor~<~:i.n) QJ?..! . ..&t· ~ pp. 217-263. 




United States, particularly on the elementary level. A later survey in 
1930, produced similar •::onclusions. American public schools continued 
to be taught predominantly by young unmarried women.43 A more recent 
report indi.cates little change. The National Education Associati.on. 
reports that in 1970-1971, two-thirds of all the teachers in the public 
schools are worn{m. Ho-v1ever, the concentration is found at the elementary 
level vli. th 88 .ll per cent of the t<~achers hei.ng female. 44 Corv1in notes 
that teachi.ng has become known as a woman's profession, a fact which 
gives it a "self-conscious effeminate and submissive image." This image 
is especially applied to elementary teachers. 45 An investigati.on by 
Columhatos suggests the teaching role may actually be an exd.hii:to-.1 of 
women's dominant roles as mothers and housewives. He feels-that the 
ot'ientat:::..on of. ~,·om~n tm,,anl the.ir roles es mothers actually reinforces 
the rule of teaching <1.1.l.d that perhaps it i.s u responsibility common to 
both t•oles for soc.iaHzing .and trainlng children. 46 Sexton observed 
that teachers ~mose "gender is usually feminine" seem to favor girls over 
boys; th€~Y understand their needs and :i.nterests better and they tend to 
be much more approving of thei.r quiet, polite, docile behavior. Further-
more, t.he school culture is "typically polite, prissy, and puritanical," 
.. and there :ts little place in the female culture of school for some of 
the high ranking ,ralues of boy culture. Taken on an average, gb:ls do 
---'"· ~ "" -· --·-----------






much better in school than boys either because they mature faster 
physically or because the. schools make it easier for them to succeed, 
or both. By almost any measurement used, they do better; they get 
better grades, more hon()r.s and awards, and much better citizenship 
ratings. 47 Tyler believes that the superior gr.ades that girls receive 
are, for the most part, based on something other than acbievement.48 
Semler points out that there is some evidence that the judgmentS: and 
32 
schools are most likely to favor girls. l~9 'l'hus, it appears that the 
American public elementary schools are run largely by and for the 
fP.mnle of the human species. 
III. SOCIAL CLASS INFLUENCE ON SCHOOLS 
A tevhlW of the literatu1·e concerning social class influence on 
public· scbools indicates support fo1: the following propositions: (1) 
1 .. m·7er-class families exert little influence on schools while the 
uppcr-incc•me groups exercise the greatest influence:, and (2) Teachers 
represent the middle class in their influence on schools. Each of 
these ideas is discussed bri.afly. 
In the past several decades, American sociai scientists have 
produced a mass of research on the behavior of the various socioeconom1.c 
------.. ----------
lt7sexton, 2P• ci_!., p. 278. 
48F. T. Tyler, "Sex Differences," in ~J1.£Y.£.!2..E..~-~j:.?}.!fl!. 
_Re.~rdt_,_ ed. Chester ~.J. Harris (3d. ed.; Ne'tor York: Macmillian Co., 
1960), p. 685. 
l~9I. J. Semler, "Relationships Among Several Measures of Pupil 
Adjustment 1 




ltlVels in ou:r society. Communities in the United States are t>tratified 
into a number of ruajor social clasE.:es. Six d'lstinct classes have been 
identified. 50 However, fot the purpose of this review, such fine class 
distinct:tonr:: are not nece8sa:ry in· the social class structure since the 
· p~pulation :i.nduded in. this study can be identified either \.Yith the lower'"' 
lower class, t?i.th the upper--lower class, or with th'~ lower-middle class. 
At the ri.sk of dangerous over- simplif:l.cation, these three class groupings 
be d.1.recte.d to the influence of the lower-class families on the school as 
compared t>o the upper .. class g:coups. Whil~ the terms "upper" and "lower11 
a·;:·e used to clesl.gnate positi.on in social claHs structure, they are not 
meant to l:eflect value judgment - they des:1.gnate for the most 1~art, the 
IWiri~t' .and pre.st·5.ge c.ez·tain classes have in their influence on the school. 
Se"n?:ral el.assic stud.:f.es have demonstrated social class influence on 
schQols. JJrom 1924- to 1926, the Lynds carried on a study of a midl\•e.stern 
industrial c.ity to examine how people in different social classes vinv.,ed 
their schools.. The- J:.ynds discovered that people in all social classes were 
concerned a'bout education. In view of the widespread support for education, 
the Lynds became interested :tn those persons who did not share the majority 
v:h::w o£ education. The researchers reported two si.gn.ificant obse,rvations: 
lower-class p8rents \.Jere not active in school affairs a:nd were less likely 
than upper-class parents to make education seem important to their children, 
and lower.··ela.ss children w·er.e penalized \v:i.thin the school because they did 
not possess the upper class values of the dominant groups and their parents 
50~1. Lloyd Warner, Ma1.·chia Neeker, and Kenneth Eells, Social Class in 
AmelZ:lc"!,, (New Ym:k: H.arper and Row, 1960), p. 175. 
"· 
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hr:•.d li.ttJ.e. influence on the schools.51 Hollingzrwad' o study of the social 
strt.~.c.t:ure of Elmtown revealed that a youth's opportunities for achievement 
were positively related to the social-class position of his parmts and 
that students in the school reflect the attitudes and behaviors of pa.rent;:: 
in tho lar.ge·c society around the school. He found that (1) Lm.J,~r··cl~'tsH 
1.1.\:iolescents and their famili.c-1s are more likely to come in confl:i.ct w·ith the 
sc:·w.:>i than are. families from the class~s .:tbove them; (:3) Par(.'mts of lowe:t~-
cl;lss stmlents g(~n.erally indicate a lack of interest in the school and i.n 
~dr.l:i.ti.on seem to possess a negative attitude to.,rard Dchooling; and (.!~) 'L'he 
lm-1er the posj.tion the child 1 s family occupies in the social structun~, tlte 
h~r.8 his c.hanee.s are of. being helped hy a teacher, and, eqw"t:t1y ·.i.nq:lol'tunt, 
,.,_.-,'·.· "--'.".-~ . .-..~:.pt·1.ng ..... 1~-~ he? .. ;...: if ()·l'=f.o.red.52 ('·"""to' in l•e"'· st:ud·u of. .. ,.~_,., s~''l~'o' ,. '1· ' ......... - • "- . ::' ~ '" i.)"'"" h . • ... • - ,/ •. !.:! .. <; ...... " ~-" J,.l . 
r.dth the schools while those i.n the lower.,class groups have l:t ttle cont.aL:t. 
Upper...:class parents frequently consult wi.th teachers, couns.:Jlo:.-s) the 
scltool principal, the superintendent, and even school-hoard members <!bout 
their childrBn and school affairs. Lower-class parents selcbn1 talk. -v1ith 
any of thf:se people. 'I:bey infrequently seek out contact wi.t:h. th.e Gchool and 
t-thoos t never visit the school or attend. school f.unc tions, oven r1Jh<.:~n wo:rr i.c~d 
·about thc:!.r chUdrcn. Almost all of the parental p:re.ssures on t:he ~lt~hool 
camE: f1:o~ the upper-class grcmps.53 
_,._.., .... ~.-...,_.,..,. _________ , _____ ..... _ 
l:j"'l 
~ ... Roh<~rt s. Lynd and Helen Mm:rill Lynd, k!!.~l_~let?wrt.L_l)._St~,9..Y..El 
f.~,E_iC,?,.!!_£~1~!:_, (New York: Har:cout, Brace and Company, E'29). 
52August Hollingshead, Elmtown Youth, (Ne·;..r York: J'ohn Hiley and 
Sons, 1949), pp. 121-203. 





LeMasters states that lower~class persons in out· society are 
really d.eyiailf:S ~ and as such experience the problems of any deviant 
group - one of whi.ch is lack of acceptance by the rest of society. 
Lower-class people have to endure f.mspicion, dis(:rimin~tion, public 
attack and avoidance. Upper-class people do not l-.rish to associate ~dth 
them or live near. them. Needless to say, the lower ... class families .almost 
never meet soe:tally any of the people who control the schools, as upper 
~~----~~~~--;income groups do - a subtle and powerful means of influencing people • .)4 
Havighurst found that the PTA and other lay organi.zations t-rol:ki.ng vli.th:l.n 
the arena of the public schools have upper-class leadership and middle~-
class membership, they are middle class in their educational attitudes 
aud interests, and they attempt to act in the general pub.lic interest .of 
the middle class .55 
Harne:~.~,, Havighurst, and Loeb suggest that the teache:t·s, adminis~ 
trators av.d the curr5.culum all favor the upper--class fam:i.lies, Teachers 
represent m:'i.ddJ.e-class attitudes and enforce mi.ddle-class values and 
manners. 'l'eachers train in middle .. class manners and skills and they 
select only those children from the lower classes who appear to be thH 
best candidates for promotion in the social h€d.rarchy. The majority of 
the childr.en f-:::om the lower cla.ss are lea.rning mtd being taught a way of 
541.,eMasters, 9.E...t....E.!!•, p. 73. 
55Rober.t J. Havighi.trst, "Social··Caass Influences on American 
Education, n in §.2_cial Fo~t;..£.@.Jnf~uenc.ing AmerJ!!at~ Education, ed., 





life which would help them adjust to the rank in which they w·ere born. 56 
·sexton observes that in the past, teachers have come in overwhelming 
proportions from the middle and upper-income groups. Recent studif.~s 
however, shm-1 they are coming more and more from lower··income g'roups, 
though the proportion from unskilled laboring families is still fm: 
belovt that of the uppe.~:-class groups in relati.on to the number of 
unskilled laboring familie.s in the populationo She feels that wha.t is 
more behavio1: determining than class origin is the class orientation 
of teachers. Her e.vidence is tlutt teachers in certain vital matters~ 
have a class outlook very similar to that of the upper-class groups 
and quite unlike that of the lower-class groups. There is a strongly 
conser..rative bi.as among teachers, and teachers with such ·a bias are not 
H.kely to recognize the clsims of lower-income groups to equal 
special treatraen.t. They m~e less likely to unde1:stand lowm:~:tncorne 
students an.d much more likely to misunderstand them and to take offens1.~ 
at their behavior. They tend to favor students from upperuincor,1e 
groupss57 Wattenburg found that a teacher's m..rn experience in the 
social system influences his :lvorlvand attitude 'as a teacher.,,. :feachers 
who have moved uplvard from a lower-class see edut~at:i.on as most valuable 
for the:l.r stu.:.~<.mts if it seems to sexve the students as it has served 
them 1ddle teachers from the upper classes seem to favor completely 
56wo Lloyd Warner; Robert J. Havighurst, and Martin B. Loeb~ 
\<lho ShaJ.:l.J?(! .Jidu}.;_~~ed? (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1944), p. 107. 
57sex:ton 1 ~it., pp. 229-231. 
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a liberal art::; education.58 Havighurst maintains that the educational 
sy~tem in the Un.ited States is run by middle-class people with middle 
class standards, tempered by some understanding of the fact that lower·"' 
class values and aspirations as ,.,ell as habits are enough different from 
those of the. upper classes to make educational adaptations desirable.59 
Brookover ass~rts that teachers Tepresent middle~class atti.tudes and 
enfol:ce middle••class values and manners when they emphasize school atten-
dance, punctuality, honesty, responsibility, respect for property_, and 
~~--------------
strict sex codes.60 Corwin feels that in the final analysis, the 
conclusion that teachers are middle cla.ss remains largely an inference 
based on evidence that most school personnel have middle-class backgrounds 
or l::tve in middleruclass suburbs.61 
Chm:."ter 1 s rcv:f.e\.r of the ev:tdence for public school board members found 
that board members are recruited from among persons in the upper ... middle 
class of the conm.run:i. ty. 62 Campbell in his stud:o>' to determine whether 
board members favor their. soc:i.al class in their r.oles as educati.onal 
pol:Lcy•,makers, found that in general, board members are drawn from the 
58Hi.lliam Wattenburg, "Social Origin and ·reaching Role: Some 
Typical ~att:e:rns, 11 in 'l'h~EE!ter'~s R~J.!l 6.ll!~~£an So8~, ed. 
J.,:i..ndl ey J. Stiles (New York: Harper and Bros. , 195 7) t chap. IV. 
59Havighurst, ~t;.. ,. p. lli·3. 
60Hilbur B. Brookover, A Soc.iolo.zy of Education (Ne,., York: 
.Mher.:tc.an Book Company, 1955), P~ 173. 
6Jc i 't 179 · o:r.w n, ~.E,o C1 ., p. • 
62w. w. Charters, Jr., 11Social Class Analysi.s and the Control of 






upper classes. He found that they represent their own classes in that 
the dominant interests of the schools are middle class values which are 
generally thought to be valid for the entire society. 63 Warner concludes 
that the board .members in the communities he studied were selected from 
among business and professional groups.6l• Holl:i.ngshead' s description 
of Elmtow11' s school board is indi.cati.ve of the general conclusions that 
board members represent diverse property and business interests and 
most part come from the dominant classes in our soc:i.ety. 66 According 
to the research division of the National Education Association, there is 
considerable evidence that school-board members cu·e drawn largely from 
the upper socioeconomic level of our society.67 
Iv. sturm1<n:y, it: appe8rs that almost all the parental influences 
on t:he schools \.~orne from the upper-income groups:. pressures wh:i.ch are 
ofl:(m. refl~;cted in the top-ranking prio·J:'ity given by the school to the 
problems of upper-income students, and in the general neglect of the 
problems of lower~income students. Also, it appears that most of the 
teachers represent the attitudes and enforce the values of the upper-
class groups, and becausE:: of their influence in the classrooms, teachers 
play n significe.nt role :i.n determining the future class status of many 
of thei:r: s cude.nt:s. 
' 
-JI'<· ___ ____..,.... ________ _ 
63Ronl:lld F. Campbel1 1 "Are School Boards Reactionm:y?" PldJ?!lt~ 
!appan) XXVII) (I1arch 1945), pp. 82-83. 
6lrwarner, op. c.i! ~, p. 101. 
65..:r 1' . h d i . 122 1"6 .ro s.1.ngs ea , ~~..!=.·, pp. . ·• z • 
6 7Research Division~ National Education Associ_al!S!;!..l)!:!.~ear.~.h 
~~~~~, 24·~2, April 19L•6, p • .53:-· 
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IV. PARENTAL ROI,ES AND SUBCULTURE FAMILil~S 
·rhis section of the overview of research fi.ndings is limited 
in that studies are generally lacking whic:h clearly d.eHne.ate school 
liaison roles for parents, especially with a concomitant consideration of 
ethnic, racial and social class variables. Furthermore, in reviewing 
the large bodies of research hav:i.ng to do with the family patterns and 
parental roles in the United States today, it seemed that the vast 
... majority of the material v.ras concerned with relationships bet\·reen . 
parent and ch:Ud - not parent-parent relationships. Additionally, it 
seemed that the father loUts virtually ignored by 111ost of the researchers. 
Hence, the focus of this section of the :eevieft7 is limj.ted to those~: 
family patte::.·n~ and parental l:ol~s ~rh"ich '!lere gleaned from the :re::::earc'h 
as .apper:tr:h~g to h~rr .. ·t,1 snme r.elatio.nsh)..ps to the issue of th:ts study. 
p:iopositions: (1) Among lotv·-income :CamiHes the mother is the stable 
dominant parent. (2) In the Negro suculture the tendency is tmvard a 
matrifocal, matriarchal family. (3) In the Mexican•Amm:ican subculture 
there is a tenden.cy toward a matrifocal family with a mixture of 
patriarchal and equalitarian authority. (L~) In the F:i.li.pino subculture 
the tendency is tO\vard a matriarchal family system~ (5) Decision-making 
in the modern Amer:l.cm1 family is a joint process which has curviU.near 
cor.:relat:l.on with social class. And (6) 'l'he American mothE~r has taken o·n 
the school lia:l.son role in the family system. 
In America's multi-group society, culture, cast, race, and class 
are interwov·en in the family system. Although there are some fa:l.rly 
40 
· basic similarities that characterize families, the1~e are some important 
differences. Each family varies the basic pattern accordi11g to the 
individual needs and tastes, some more, some less. But between the 
individual variations and the basic pattern, there are also some 
parental roles which· are typi.cal of certain groups - subcultures '.rith:!.n 
the largm:- .American culture. Burma says that when any sizeable segment 
of a multi~gl~oup societ.y h.as developed a rathe:r unique vay of life, :from 
and identification, and me.aningful reference groups, it is proper to 
call that way of life a subculture. 68 Chilman corronent~ that the term 
subcultures seems more appropriate than subculture. This is because 
research with families from various btwkgrounds strongly suggests that 
1·1:i th:i:r• the s~bcul tur~~~ ther€ is t'. wide var.iety of diffet·:i.ng family 
rel;.\t:i .. oru:;h:ip p.Ht.te'l.'ns associ<.1ted with r.ac.e, religion, region of the 
co~:.nt:r.·y ~ nat:'wn.sJ. b:.tckgt:'ounc, t'tlrnlw-urban locale, exact social class, 
age, and sex. Horeover, an individual can belong to a number of 
subcultures, all of which have .au impact on his values, goals, attitm1es, 
and overall personality functioning. 69 J..ewis has presented evidence 
that a subculture of poverty exists in the United States which cuts 
a<.!ross societal lines and is more or less the same in all socict:f.es. 70 
68.rolm H. Burma, "A Comparison of the Hex:lcan-Amer:i.can Subculture 
Hith the 0~1car Lewis Culture of Poverty Model," lfe~~~r.icans i.!U~ 
~i._§ti!~~2._, ed. John H. Burma (Cambridge: Schenkman :Publishing Co., 
1970)' p. 1'7. 
69catherine s. ChHman, £E9~o1:l.n_g__l.}p Po~.;: (Washington, D.C.: u.s. 
Department o:f Health, Education, and Welfat·e, 1966), pp. 6-13. 







contends that at least 40 million fathers, mothers, and their children 
are considered to be at the lower-class level in our society as of the 
1960's. These people have to endure suspicion, discrimination, public 
attack, and avoidance, as well as an environment of slum neighborhood, 
inferior employment, welfare, poor health, inadequate education, and 
unstable marriages. 71 Burma found, as did ·Frazer, that in the subcul~ 
ture of poverty any~"here, the family tends to be matrifocal because 
husband-fathers are of:ten absent from the home. That is, because of 
frequent desertions, high rates of i.llegi.timacy, early male mortality, 
and similar factors, the dominant authori.ty in households is exercised 
by w.bthers rather than by fathers; even where the husband-father is 
:pres-<::nt i.<1 tiw household, he is not the dcrni.nant aut:hor.i ty .72 Zeldi.tch 
the Amed.can scu..:ia1 class system. It i.s predominantly determined by 
class and by <.\olor. 73 As LeMasters points out, the separated, 
dt~r.E~rted, ,,Ji dot-1ed, and never married· mother is likely to be a member of 
a :ca.:::.ial mLwrity. She is also likely to be on public ~'lelfare. 74 
Add:i.tiocwlly, LeMasters observed that the three generation or extended 
.family system~ \•rlth. a. g:candr<1oth•:'!r or other relative in the home seems 
,• 7h "•"tc~o.,'-e''·l' ')1"~- cc~t ·p ·,·1 • .• .J.~ •• j(;l' •• ~ '-· .. ~ v' ::.. .  __ .... _. ' • .... 
72nt,~~tm.:l., !!..1.~--~i~., p. 21; E. Franklin Frazer, ~~o_J:amily, 
j._n ,t;Jte_~f!.fl:lt;~L[~l~.:!t~~.:O.:. (New York: The Dl'yden Press, 1966), p. 355. 
13N,..n·ris Zelditch, Jr., "Fami.ly, Marriage, and Kinship," 
!i~!.~(!J>ools._:£LJJDC!.£.!f} .. -~fol.~gy, ed. Robert E. L. Faris (Chi<.~ago: Rand 
HeN ally & Go. 1 19M·) t p. '/08. 





to be the typical family pattern for the lower class t-rhen the father 
is not: in the home. 75 Cltilman found that these one-parent matriarchal 
families tend also to be characteristic of subcultures of poverty.76 
Fami!Y_patterns in_~~.subculture. Under slavery, the 
Afro-American family was inevitably tilatriarchal. The father "~>ras not 
recognized biologi.cally, legally, or socially. To some extent , 
according to LeMasters, this mother-centered system has continued into 
modern Amer:i.ca, pa1:·tly because of the percentage of unmart·:i.ed mothers, 
partly because it has been easier for the black woman to find employment 
and also becauHe the American public "torelfare system favors mothers who 
do not have a man in the house.77 Burma, as does Stanley, points out 
that i.n the N1~gro subculture the tendency is toward a matrifocal, 
mat:da:rchal :farn:Uy. Fait1ily soU.darity tends to he along the extend(~d 
the economic sphe:rE! because for one reason or another, the fether is 
unable to support the family_,78 LeMaster.s made the obser'J'ation that as 
a result of all the factors that produced the matt:icentric family system, 
it has been extremely difficult for the low~income black father to assume 
lds parental role. 79 This has not been true of the middle or uppeJ:-c1ass 
black fathor in America as Frazer found that the middle-class Negro father 
-~·-·~-·-----------· _ .. _, ----
75.!~.!£•, Po 75. 
i6ch.ildman, op;~ cit;_o, p. 67. 
T' , 1LeHasters, ~I?· cito, p. 103. 
78nurma, ~.£_:!J:.., p. 21; Stanley, ~cit., Po 163. 





plays a much mr:n::-~ important role both as breadwinner and disciplinarian 
than does his lower-class counterpart,80 and Simpson and Yeager found 
that in the upper-class Negro farrtily, the man assumes the major ec:onomic 
respons:tbility and ex~rc:J.ses the majority authority. 81 
contends i:hat in the Mexic~naAmerican subculture, the family is r·acogniZed. 
. . 
and female roles. l'het-e· in a tendency toward a matrifocal family with 
a mixture of patriarchal and equalitarian authority; considerably more 
equalita:r.:i.a.n than in the case of the parent Hexican culture which is 
patriarchal. In. the Mexican-American subculture, as i'£1 the subculture 
of: poverty, the family is not: J.'t very stable unit. In eac.h subculturE'! 
th<::r~~ is the phenomn<.!llOn Burma ce.lls the "syndrome of the abse-.1t :fat:hr;.r, 11 
However, f.l.c.cor.ding to Burma, the characte1.'istic is less true i .. n 't:he 
Mexican-American subculture than i.n the culture of poverty. The 
differences are of degree, not of kind, due to the mixture of patriarchal 
and equalitarian family roles.82 
Mt:n:garet Clark in her study 6£ Americans of Mexican descent fomid 
both persistence of old customs and some modification of family life. 
Her fi.ndingn :f.ndicatt:.~ that male dominance has continued, but changed 
tow:;:r.d a ·more equal r-elationship is occuring. However, the father still 
801::. l<'ranklin Frazer, Negro Youth at the Crossroads 1 ACE, 19L:,O, 
p. 55, cited by George Eaton Simp son and J. M:i.l ton Yinger, ltacir':.U.~ 
£ul.t.'~.!2l .. [.~&i:!EI.:U:Je~, 3rd ed.$ (New York: Harper & Ro~.r, 1965), p. 351. 
81G•""-'Jil~ge Eaton Simpson and J. Milton Yin.ger, Ra_2,!al }lUg_ Cull~.; .. ?.);. 
!:finort.t~-~"?. 3 3rd4 ed., (New York: H~trper & Row, 1965), p. 3.52. 
\ 
has much authority in the family, and a 1i1oman' s place is in the home as 
w..i.fe and mother. 83 Penalosa fo·.und that the Hexican-American middle-
class person in his general way of life and basic outlook is inore like 
the American middle-class person than he is like middle-class persons 
from the parent Mexican cul.ture.84 Clark concluded in her study that 
although the plttriarchal-authoritarian family pattern is regarded by 
many Hexican-American families as ideal, actual relationships are 
quite different. She mentions that at times wives openly defy male 
authority despite the fact that theoreti.cally they are subservient 
to the husbands,85 
Burmg also found that social action in the Mexican-American 
· ~~ su.l;ettlture places stress on. poli.tene.ss, pl.~.asant11ess, attd. mutual 
agreert1}{1oi.ty, h"J. the Hexican-.. funeric.an subculture, for more than in 
else's FJtatement or· observation; one is more likely to say "yes" 
when the answer is really "no". Also, in the Hexican-American 
subculture as in the subculture of poverty, there is not likely 
to be much close interaction \<lith neighbors, fellow~1i1orkers, or 
groups like the PTA. Related to this tra1.t is the often-noted 
tendency of N.exicanaAmerican to have difficulty in achieving lasting 
organizations of any size.86 
83Mar.garet Clark, !!,~al th in the Mexican-American..£'11S.~~~~' 
Berkeley; Univet:sity of California Press, 1959), pp. 133··137. 
B'•Fernando Penalosa,. ' 1The Changing Mexican-American in Southern 
California," §E_cipl£.8l: aE..1.._.§.~.sta.l Re,SJ::.£-..!£h, 51:4.05-17, July, 1967. 





relatively unique among minot·ity groups i.n the United States in that 
(1) som1':! Filip:tn.os actually are a mixture of three diffe:r.ent biological 
stocks - Europ.ean, Aaian, and African, and (2) they have never been evenly 
distributed over America but have been concentrated in Cal iforn:i.a, tmd 
(3) the Fi.li:pino group seems to have be~n more rapi.dly assi.milated by the 
domhumt cul t:U:C>.:l in America than most other minority groups. Pan.unzi.o 
degree by the mot·es to intermarry \·lith white pe·rsons. She notes that 
for years there was a marked disparity in the rat:i.o of sexes in the 
Filipino ·groif.ps in Amer:i.ca due to the fact that Filipino \vomen ha.d 
difficulty enter:l.ng the Urd.ted States bece.use of Anti-As::i.an imigrati.on 
lt;~:;;.;s. A:'3 a '!.~et>ult, ma.ny Fi.l:l:pi.no males mar··ried x'lhite women. Additionally, 
rigid 130~.d·.:sJ1 stx·w~J::ure:. than :ts the ca.G0 in many Amt~rican cities and as 
a result Filipirul!s tt::>.nd to be favorably evaluated and accepted by the 
Ame~~ican middle-class, not as isolated individuals, but as a group. Hence, 
they can he thought of as an entire group which is 100bile toward the 
Ante!'i(~an m!t.ddle. class. Additionally, the study pxesented ~:v:\.dence that 
as Al:neric~m. 'Filipincl children reach adulthood, thet·e is a s tr:ong tendeney 
fo:r them to est.;xbJ.ish more or less typical working class, business class~ 
or professional class Ameri.can families. 87 As a result, the fam:i.ly 
structure of th~ Filipino subculture is much like the pattern for the 
Amc·rican famtly.. Among the lower-income Filipino famili(~s, the mother 
:t.s the st:ab.le .and .dominant parent, while among the middle-class famil:f.es, 
-----·-·-=---·---------··----
87 Cons t:antine .I>anunzio, 11Intermarriage in Los Angeles, 11 .A.1ms:rican. 
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; t'~te"':i:amlly ~~.Ystem tends to be matriarchal. 1'he upper-class F'ilip:i.no . 
. ·J •• ., . - ....... ~. :~·· .· . . 
famili-es ·t-c:mJ toward a patriarchal family system, although these arc 
relatively rare in the United States.SS. 
; \~~ ·.'. ·: ... ~~ '. ~·: 
Parental;~oleB in the ·American 
i:eNasters contends ·that the role of parents in modern America 
is not well defined. It 1.s often ambiguous, hard to pin down., and not 
adequately delimited. In modern American families the male and female 
roles have been shifted and reorganized extensively since 1920, and 
some families appear to be so disorganized that nobody seems to know 
t.vho is supposed to do what. In addition, the idea that men and women are 
only superficially different is more prevalent today as there hQ& been 
a tendency in American society to regard men Qnd women as equal since 
World War I.89 
Deci.sio·n-~dng as: ~ joil):,t proc<::!S§~· Zelditch contends that even 
if men and women are equal, there are still raultiple power structures in 
the modern America11 family that are dependent on the husband and wife 
roles in the family; while the husband might be more influential in some 
decision,- the-wife would be in othet·s. Zelditch points out also, that 
even if the roles of husband and wife are differentiated, and it is 
possible for them to perform their. functions relatively independent of 
each other, decision-making ir~ tiM~ modern American family is still a 
joi·nt process~ ~W Komarovsky' s study also supports the thesis that 
------------··-----------·--------------
88Alm.a Rayos Del Sol, "Filipinos in California" (Unpublished 
paper, Solano Community Col.lcge,-1967, in Special Collections, 
John F. Kennedy Public Library, Vallejo, Cali.fornia). 
89LeMasters, Qpo ci~., p. 5lo 
90 
Zelditch, o~ c.!_~., pp ... 699-705. 
.. 
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decision making in the family is a joint process. Furthermore, she 
hypothesi.zes that joint decision making in the family has a curvilinear 
correlat:i.on wi.th social class; in the lower-income class most decisions 
ar.e made by the mother, more or less without consultation, because men 
and women.' s worlds are viewed as being entirely separate. The husband's 
beHef :ls that the honte and job should be kept sep.<trate. Hale dominance 
of the marriage was also found to be more common for the lesser educated 
group. Add:i..t:l.onally, she contends that mobility aspirations a·re greater 
in the middle ... irtcome class~ hence, more planning and orientation to the 
future leads to greater joint consultation.91 Wilkeni.ng' s study 
i'ttdicated a similar finding when he found lo111- joint involvement in 
decislon making for the lower-income groups, higher-joint involvement 
for. th.F.~ middl~ ... :tn.come grou?s, :md low-joint in,rc:lvetnent in. decision 
:Blood and Wolfe found that the 
higher the ht:gbs;nci' s :bcome, th-a h:tgi"t.er the husband; s relat:i.ve. 
decision~making pm.;er in the family. They also found that the contri-
bution of an independent i·ncome by the wife increases the wife's 
decision-mak:l.ng power in the family, and the higher the ~'life 1 s educati.on 
relative to her husband's education, the greater her decision-m.aking 
power in the family. The study also·indicated that the Negro has lese 
cleci.s:ton ... making power than the white husband even . .after his occupa.t:l.on, 
91Mirra Komarovsky, "Class Differences in Family Decisi.on"Z.Iaking 
on Expenditure, 11 in !lousehold Decision t-~l'ill. ed. Nc Foote, (New York: 
N'e:w York University Press~ 1961). 
92E. A. Wilkening, "Joint Decision-Mc1.king as a Function of Status 




income~ and general social rank are controlled.93 Zelditch concluded 
that i.t is possible to interpret variations in the authority of the 
husband-fathe't' who is present in the household and not the dominant 
authority as resulting from hi.s position in the economic and rank 
t>txucture of the larger society. '!'he more margnritwl he is the weaker 
is his authority. 94 Benson states that a man 'viel.ds the poHer in the 
contemporary hc.rusehold o1.1ly if he has the personal characteristics to 
not because society backs hira up "t-lith. strong support. 95 
for the Amerh~:m male as a peripheral one. Two roles in particular -
that of his job and that of 111i.l:i.ta:ry service - almost ahiays ha•~.re to be 
giv.rm p:dority ov~n:· his role as parent. ·Children are not the center of 
biological base for, iinprint::tng for the father t'ole as there 1.s f:or the 
· mother. This means that fathers in our society are almost entirely 
dependent on proper socialization and positive induction into the role 
of parents. 96 
In the parf-;nt role, Tasch found that m:i.ddle .. c.lass fathers 
parUcipated actively in the routine da:Uy care of the children and 
---------~--~-----
93 De Mo Wolfe and R. 0. Blood, !!wand and Y!,!:Y~, (Glencoe, Ill.: 
Free Press. 1960), pp. 21-25. 
94zelditch, _!p"c. ci.t.• 
cr.· 
!J,:)Leonar.d Benson, Fathe~l!?od: ... lL§.?.ci_~logical Pers~.tj~, 
(New York: Random House, 1968), pp. 99~100. 






considered child rearing as part of their role.97rn a more recent 
study, Tasch indicated that fathers perceived themselves as companions 
as well as child:r.ear.ers. She. concluded that the changing role of the 
fathet.· from vestigial to a more equalita1.·ian relationship is suggestcd.98 
· Kohn found also that the middle--class father almost ahvays helps the 
mother with child care, while the lower-class father spends little time 
in tasks rel;:-!ted to ch:I.ld care"99 K01narovsky found alDc' that in m.any 
of. the lowe:t•class wh:I.te homes whe_n_th_!Lhushands_ar_e__in_tke_hontELth('-f'-------
generally give little help in tasks related to homemaking as .such tasks 
are rigidly proscribed as woman's work.lOO 
fu>l!':.....£1= th~_mneric_51n mot:he~. Mead and Kaplin point:- out that 
du?:ing the emancipation of women which began in the U'nitecl States 
during vlol~ld War I, and probably -x:eached its peak during the 1920l s 
h1 the pl"ocetw he did not lose 4'lll his power as he still continues 
to be consulted in family decisions; but the wife mother emerged as the 
director and manager of the enterprise called family.lOl The extent o£ 
this shift of responsibility can be seen in the wife-mother role in the 
economics of the Americatt family, as Blood and Wolfe point out. Today ___ ,_, __ , _________________ _ 
97Ruth J. Tasch, "Role of the Father in the· Family, 11 ~!.!.~~:_!..,£f. 
~JSP.~r.~en.t~!.L.llit~i&n) 20:319-61, 1952. 
98Ruth J. Tasch, "Interpersonal Perceptions ofFathers and 
Mothers~" JE.::~!~~metic Ps.:r.c·!!.o.!.£z:t, 87 :59.,.65, 1955. 
99M.. L. Kohn and Eleanor B. Carrol, "Social Class and the 
Allocati,on of Parental Responsibilities," §.~ci?.E~~t.!.Y.' 23:378, 1960¥ 
101Hargaret Mead and Frances Bagley Kaplin, br~:.tE.E-E ... }.'lo~g_ 
(New York: Chttrle,s Scribner's Sr .. ms~ 1965), pp. 78 .. 95. 
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the wife-motht.~r is rt'Jsponsible for over 80 percent of the family's 
consumer expen.ditures.- In. taking over the family budget and the job 
of purchasing, ag(~nt, the mother has expanded her home management role. 
Mothers shop for the men in the family as "'ell as for themselvc.s and it 
is not uncommon to see mothers mowing the lawn and even painting the 
house .. 102 LeM.asters contends that the American mother has expanded her 
role as "•ife and the picture of full-tbte mother. no longer fits. In 
home, engages in corrrmunity act:f.vities, or serves as a companion to 
her husband. Additionally~ mothers are e>.."Pected t:o be informed about 
new medical findings; they are supposed to be alert to uew community 
programs for children and to get their children interested and enrolled. 
[khools ~ PTI:., Gir.·l Scouts, Boy Scouts, e;ncl many other child-centered 
orgardzatior.u; J.,emand more from today' s toothers than ever before. 103 
In t:b-t~ exp&.nsion of ·her community role, HHls points out, the 
American mother has taken on the connnunity liaison role i.n the family 
;systera. She is the major line of communication and contact >:<lith the 
school, the we.l.fare agencies, the youth agencies, the church, sn<i the 
var:i.ous bealth age~cies.I04 LeMasters concludes that although the 
American mother has taken on nm-1 roles and expanded on traditional roles 
'102Blood, .2E.!_Ci!:_., chap. 4. 
l03LeHa.st.ers, op. cit., pp. 128al30. 
104Rueben HHl, "Sociological Frameworks for Family Study," a 
paper pt'(~scmted at the University of 11innesota at a meeting sponsored 
by the De:pt(rtment of Psychiatry, School of Medicine, University of 




during the past several decades, the role of parent still takes 
precedenC.€.! ove1.· all other adult roles .105 
~r,s* witho.EJ:~ fat~~rP..• LeMasters points out that since 
mothers rearing children alone have added the father role to their 
parental r.e.spons ibili ties, they tend to be either. overloaded or in 
conflict over their vartous roles. The presence of a husband-ft.tther 
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:i.n the home provides role flexi.b:Llity which single mothers do not have. 
HenceJ the,1e mothers operate an unusual family system i11 that, for as 
long as there i.s not a man in the household, they do not have to be 
concerned about what the other parent thinks; they do not have to 
share the daily parental decisions with a partner who might not agree 
wi.th theix stx:;~tegy.l06 
In smmn?.:::y. :i. t appears that different cultures, or subcul tur<:::s 
·have 8 d.i.fferent:i.al f.!TiJHlC.t on fttm:i.ly patterns and parental roles and 
although there are some. fairly basic similarities that ch3racteri.ze 
families, there are also some differences. In. the Negro subculture and 
the subculture of poverty, :tt appears that the mother is the stable 
dominant parc~ut \..rh:i.le i.n the Mexican-Americ:an subcul tuxe there is more 
of a tendem:;y towm~d a matriarchal family system t-ri.th a mixture of 
patrim:chal m;d equalitarian authority. In the Filipino subculture, 
the tendr~ncy is toward the matriarchal family system. In the modern 
American family,. a1 though the father has heen severely neglected :i.n 
research, the changing role for them from vestigial to a more equaH-
tarian relatiortship is suggested. It appears that the modern American 
----------------
105LeMas ters, l2.S.. . ...si.!=.• 







mother has expanded her role from full•time mother to that of executive 
director of the family. And in addition to her home management role, 
either she works outside the home, engages in connnunity act:i.vities, or 
serves as companion to her husband. Although the mother has taken on 
new roles and expanded on traditional ones such as assuming the school-
cotnmunity lia:i.son role, it appears as though the father. is consul ted in 
famUy decisions. However. these joint decisions appear to have n 
curvilinear correlation with social class • 
V. HHAT PEOPLE THINK ABOUT THEIR SCHOOLS 
One of the first national surveys of public opinion with respect 
to the public. schools was conducted in the year 1950 by Elmo Roper. 
The investigation found that: havi.ng virtually tu:r:i.&ed their children ow:;;t· 
Rop0.t' concluded that ~vhen Americans think about education, they s.rf.! 
con!placent as a whole and d:Lssatisfied in particular; they felt that 
the ovt:rall situation was sunny hut not so good as the school down the 
. 107 str.ee.t. 
In 1969, George Gallup conducted the first of three consecutive 
yearly surveys of the public's attitude toward the public sd1onls. The 
purpose of: th:l.s 1969 survey "4'a*'l to measure and record the att;_tudes of 
the Amer:f.can public tmvard the public schools in order that benchmttrks 
could b~ establ:i.shed to enable changes to be measured :f.n years ahead.l08 
Gallup found that the major problem facing the public school 
107"A Roper Surveyt n 1.lli,_~,&~, 29 (October 16, 1950), p. 11~ 
108Ga1J.up) ~i!;.o, P• 99. 
I 
'~ 
in 1969 ~ was di.scipline. 'l'he public again, in 1970, cited disci.pline 
as the greatest problem of the schools in their own connnunities. Next 
in order of mention came (2) the problems of integratlon••segregation, 
(3) the problem of getting fi.nancial support for the schools, (4) the 
lack of "good" teachers, and (5) improving school buildings and 
fac:Uities. The use of drugs and dope by students was mentioned often· 
enough to pla(.~e t:his relatively new pt·oblem :f.n sixth place.l09 
The American public in 1971, cited the problem of getting 
fina:nci.al support for the schools as the biggest problem. Second in 
terms of importance, as in 1970, was the major problem of school 
integratipn-segregation. The third major school problem cited in 1971, 
was lack of discipline; having dropped from first place in 1969. 
F'ou:cth 'Y7aS the lade of. school rooms and sdwol facilities l>lhich had 
cmd dope moved from sixth to fi.fth place in 1971 as c:ompared to 1970, 
and the problem of "poor" teachers dropped to sixth. Other problems 
mentioned~ but not frequently enough to place them among the major 
concerns were lack of interest on the part of par<E'.nts and. students, 
the curriculum and school administration.llO 
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Gallup points out that the persons who are most inclined to vote 
and to approve tax i.ncreases are the better educated, business and 
professional people, and persons in the younger age groups. The greatest 
opposition to voting favorably, but at the same time, least likely to 
----·~-·------------
1091b~d., pp. 100-101. 
llOc;eorge Gallup, "'fhe Third Annual Survey of the Public's 
Attitudes 'l'o~mrd th.e Public Schools, 19'71" Phi.£~~, LIII, 





vote on. tax 5.ncreases comes from the poorly educated, persons over fifty 
years of age, low-j.ncome groups, and manual laborers. Also, Gallup 
found that the public is very poorly informed about education itself. 
Fevl cH:izens take the time and trouble to become i.nformed about their 
st~hools) and at the same time, they T.>1ill not approve objectively 
iufo"tillation from the educator's point of view. 'Ihe public needs more 
information a.bout their schools. Specifically, more information is 
needed concerning the special merits of the school system. As the costs 
. of education mounts, taxpayers are becoming more increasingly critical 
of educational policies. People need more objective data on student 
achievement in order to measure student progress and achievement with 
other schools as a way of j\tdging the quality of education. Information 
.about the. schools :f.m1. 1 t simply a matter of selling present policies,. 
rY.tbiic relad.ons :i.s a n:o-way st:r.eet~. lt; :L~ trnpo~tant. to. tell th~ pt.~hl:f.c 
a.bout the &chools ~ but it is also incumber on the schools to li.stert to 
the public's vie't-TS and, after serious examination, to take steps to 
meet critic:i.sms. Additionally, Gallup points ottt that schools are not 
glv:i.ng enough attention to students who do not plan. to go on to c.ollege. 
Too nn.tch emphasis is placed on college prep and not enough emphasis on 
prepar.ing students for occupations that do not require a college degree. 
Student and ta.xpayel:' revolts have opened the tvhole iSsue of whether or . 
not: education in America is reality related. Lay citizens are beginning 
to questiou the judgement of educa.tors - the experts.lll 
In December 1970, the Vallejo City Unified School District 
conducted a study of adult .attitud~~:~s and opinions of reg:i.etered voters 
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residing within the boundaries of the school district. In general the 
findings were that (1) the quality of education is a relatively salient 
.issue in the minds of parents; (2) quality education and new buildings 
were not associated in the minds of the respondents; (3) curriculum 
emphasis w:Lth the exception of family life education did not appear to be 
an issue; (I+) financial support for educational spe.nding was greatest for 
buildings and supplies for elementary and high schools; (5) teachers and 
administrators received a strong plurality of support; (6) while a 
majority of those interviewed had heard about the structural problems in 
the school building in the district, there existed a t;:redibility gap with 
only one out of two respondents actually believing ~11hat they had heard; 
and (7) th<~ predominant information sources on the local ·schools are the 
nor:wspapcrs and the stm.ients in that order.1.12 
VI . SUMMARY 
This review of the scientific literature concerning parental 
roles and fami.ly patterns, social class influences on the school, the 
female school concept, the control of education, and su:rveys of what the 
public thinks about the schools ex~mplifies the types of findings 
significant and pertinent to this study. 
With reference to the conr-ept of family control over education, 
the re'\o~ie.v;ed literature appeared to establi.sh, at least on a scholastic 
level, that (1) the historic role of family control over education has 
disappeared; (2) mothers have been deprived of the role of those who 
teach the complex skills of adulthood with many child-rearing functions 
ll2.Decision-Making Information, "A Study of Adult Attitudes and 
Opinions in the Vallejo City Unified School Distri.ct ,!I (Unpublished 





relinquished to the schools; and (3) the fam:i.ly has diminished in 
importance cmd women in America have elevated themselves primarily as 
mother who are the d:i..rectors of home activities and social life. 
This review of literature fairly well substantiated that (1) the 
PTA is controlled and dominated by mothers; (2) the puhlic.oehools· 
especially at the elementary level, are run largely by ~10men; (3) lm.;er-
class fare:Ufes exert little influence on schools whil1~ the upper-income 
groups exercise the greatest influence; and (4) teachers represent the 
middle class in their influences on the school. 
This revi£m of literature concerning parental roles and family 
patterns appeared to support the thesis that (1) in the Negro subculttn.·e 
and in tb,t~ subculture of poverty~ the mother is the stable dominant 
parent, v/hi.le irJ> •. the Hexican··American subculture the pattern :i.s toward 
equalHa:x·ian aut:horU:y; (2) in the Filipino subculture, the tendency is 
to\otard th,e matriarchal family system; (3) deeision.-maki.ng in the modern 
American. family· i:s a joint process whi(!h. h;:ts a curviii.near correlation 
w:l.th social clas.s, that is, d.;,~c:i.si.onmmaking in the lowerMclass and the 
upper.~claEts tends to be a singular process while in the majo·ri ty-cl.~ss, 
dec.ision-m.~tld.ng ls a joint proc~:~ss; and (l•) the American mother has 
takc'ill on th~>; school-communi.t.y liaison role in th4!l family e:ystcm. 
A l~e\'iew of the literature on local and national surveys of 
what people think about their schools Has included in the. review. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPE;RIMENTAL DES!GN 
As i.:nd:lcated in the introductory chapter, this gtudy ·was con~;.erned 
"1ith the problem of whether or not fathers of Title I school children 
have a voice in deciding school progr.am. The d.atn on the opi.nion. and 
attitude variables vrere gatta~red by conducting porsonal interviews with 
mothers and fathers of Title I school children • .. 
In th:i.s chapter attention is focused on the description of the 
experimental design. Discussed are the methodology employed in the 
selection of the population, the identif:i.cat:t.on of the popttlat:lon, 
t!),e construct:!.on of the in(:e:;-:v:i.ew schedule, th<:; :i.ntPrviev7 proce<l.t~re, the 
select:i.on of the techn:i.ques and p:coccdures fm~ E.V·<.<luating the intet'vle~·7. 
I •. SUBJECTS 
school children in the three Title I schools in Va1J.ejo, Ctlliforni.a. 
The .,2 pa.irs of parents and the 2l,. mothel.'-parents vbo "''~re lnterv:te.wed 
:i.n the. compensr(tory education pt·oj.:~ct. 'iH.thin the total number of: 
iden.ti.fied as mother-pBt·!::ntn, 57.6 per cent ,,,er~~ Negr(), 3lh 7 per cent 
and 4.8 pc.l."' cr::n.t were J.i'O.ipi.no. Of the identified group of twonpat·en.t 
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10.2 per cent were Mexican-Anteriean, and 7.7 per cent were J!Tlipi.no. 
Hethod of Sele£!_~ 
Sax states that a ten per cent samrde is an adeqaat:~ rmmber 
for survey purposes, hence, the population selected for thi.B study 
constituted a ten per cent sampling of the 817 fam:Uies.l :Furthermore, 
it is described as a strat:I.Hed sample :i.n that the peu,;entage factor 
schools. The procedure for selecting the families to be interviewed 
involved the follovring: Fb.·st~ .famil:i.es -.;-1et'e tr:i.c.hotomized by the 
respective school attendance areas ..; Farragut, I.in.coln snd Lom21.tiSierra 
Schools. Second, the fami.lies were dichotomized hy roother··parent and 
two-parent families. 'l'hb:d, e.ac.h of these categorized famiU.es WErre then 
tahl1:1d and distributed :i.n: a ra.ci~l and ethi.'lic brea.kdmrn. by Mexican-
Ameri.can, Caucasian, Negro, and rilipino origin. Finally, a ten pe:r. cent 
sample was selected from each of the racial and ethnic categories of th(;\ 
two-parent and mother-parent families :which involved (1) prept.n:ing an 
alphabetical list of the names of the famiHes in each distribut:i.on 
category; (2) numbering the famtlies on each alphahetical list in consec .. 
utive order bc~ginning vlith "J. tl; .tmd (3) using a sy'S1:em of random numbers 
for the t'H~lection of the sample., Acc.ording to T.rmr.ers, thi.s process of 
alphabetizing and numbet·i.ng wi.th a r.a:ndom. selection avoids producing 
b:i.as in that the sample wa.s not S>!:'.lect;cd on thf.; hasi.s of name alone. 2 
lcalbert Sax, E!!!..!J?.!.?;i££:(L~.~~!!!.hd.£ttif.?..ll~-o£_ Ed££.~ionlll R(:>f!,~~!£t~ 
{Engle,>Tood Cliffs, N. J.: Pr:em:oi.ceftliallt 1969), p., ll~<3. 
2uobert M. W. 'rrave1·s t ho;LIE.!£2.~~~!.£tio!}...J;Q..l~~~i9E:3L.I~·..'~.§.£.:!!:S.:.!}. 
(New York~ Th~ Macmi.llan Co., 1966), p .• 305e 
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S:tnc<~' tht.::: nuwber of families falling into several of the 
categories w;:ts as S"illall as.one, a scheme devised by the u. s. Office of 
Education was utilized in selecting the families to be interviewed when 
the number in. any one cat€!gory was from one to 41+. (See Appendix B) 3 
Where the number of families in a category was greater than 44, the 
t•andc)miza.tion scheme utilized for the purpose of drawing the ten per 
cent sample ut:Uized a Table of Random Numbers. 4 This method. of 
selection produced a ten per cent sample where the total r1umber of 
families l.n a category was greater than 44, and conversely, the sample 
yield was slightly larger than the ten per cent in the lesser 
categor:l.es. Hotrrever, the process did have the effect of including in 
the survey families from each of the racial and ethnic categories by 
t'especti.V(~ st!hool . .attendance areas. Regat"ding this method of selection, 
affect the s tud,y of the congruence of the opinions aud atti.tudes of the 
parents, and (2:) if the se.lected sample matched the defined population 
parnrt1E!ters l>Yithin each school attendance area, it \vould lend elegance 
to the stucly of the total number of parents. Travers is of the 
opin:i.on that this process of matching the sample to the universe 
permits greater validity of 5.nferen.ce f:or the sample to the uni.verse 
and from the sr~m:ple to other variables than ·when the st:unple has been 
selected Ct"Jtupl~t:ely at random. 5 
----·-·-----...e ....... _____________ ..,. ____  
:Hass: 
4Audl.'ey Haber and Richard Runyon, .Qen.era1._ Stati~~ (Reading, 
Addismt-~~esley PubHshing Co., 1966), pp. 318-321. 
5·rruvers, .91?..:. c.i.!:_. , p. 306. 
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Although originally 98 families ·were under consideration for the 
study, only 96 were surveyed. This was due to the fact that two families 
refused to participate in the study. Of the remaining 96 famiHes, 2t• 
\.rere mother-parent families and 72 were t:.l-70•parent families. 
;.;R:,;:;;a:.;:c;.;:i;..;;a:..:l~a::.;n::.;d_E_thnJ_c_fac tor !! _ _in th~ __ §aug:; ~ 
of the population sample f01: each of the school attendance al'eas as well 
as the number of families included in the survey. As can be seen in the 
table, the majority of the parents "1ere of e:tther Negro ()!.' Caucasian 
origin. Negt•o parents comprised 37.5 per cent of the sample, 40.6 P'!r 
cent uer.e· .F:i.lipin"··· A: f"tn.·ther examin:ation reveals that 57.2 per cent 
of the families ineluded in the study ~li!re identified with the Lorna-
Sierra School, 18.1 per cent wi.th the Lincoln School, and 24.7 per cent 
with the Farragut School. 
II. DATA GATHERING PROCEDURE 
'E."lrough the cooperadon of the persom.1el of the Titl~C I school .. 
community off:!.ces at the three schools, tht~ investi.gator ,.,as supplied 
with the list of names and an ethnic and racial breakdovm of the Title I 
families. The ~~oor.dinato-rs wer.e most helpful and cooperative in 
supplying information which facilitated sampling procedwre and 
com.nmn:lcation with the parents of the Title I chHdren. T'ne coordinators 
asked parents to partid.pate ln the study and interview appointments 
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Number of Mother .. Parent FamiHes 
3 0 1 6 
3 1 1 7 
2 1 ll 
8 2 24 
33.3 8.3 12.5 25 
Number of 'l'vw•Par~nt Families 
--- ·---------------------
10 1 3 18 
7 3· 2 16 
4 3 38 
31 8 8 72 
lt3.1 11.1 11.1 75 
Aggregate Total of Families 
..,_.  .._ .... _.. .... ·-~---.. ~"'·------·---·---·-- .. _.,....._ '17 • ----"""~·-.-..--
Farragut 6 13 1 IJ., 21+ 
Lil)coln 6 10 4 3 23 
Loma~Sierra 24 16 5 ..lL 49 
Total 36 39 10 l1 96 
Percentage 31.5 lt0.6 10.5 11.5 100 
---------~~---
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inter-v~iew would be for the purpose of securing fnformation to be u~ed 
in making a ·study of problems facing mothers and fathers in Vallejo "\-Jho 
had children in the Title I schools, and that the study was being car:r:l.t.:d 
out in the Lorna-Sierra, Lincoln and Farragut Schools to learn abo-ut the 
attitudes and 01,'dnions of parents in various kinds of school and 
commun:f.ty situations. S:i.n.ce the study required that each pa:cent respond 
to identical questions, it was necessary t.o make the appointments "\-l'hen 
both parents in a two-parent home could be present. This was necessary 
in Ot'der to COn~rol for the problem of how questi.-ms might have been 
ansvle:ced had the pairs of pt.n:ents been in.terv:i.ewed 2.t sGparate times. 
The responses to the study on the part of the families was most 
favorable. All parents noti.fi.ed, with the exception of tr...-o, consented 
to and kept their :i.nterv·iew appointments as scheduled. All of them 
which expressed strong dissatisfaction w:lth some aspect of the school or. 
the community. 
The subject matter of the interview was derived from over one-
hundred statements describing the conditions, events, and other \'!lemmtts I 
I believed to be related to the measurement of opinlons and attitudes 
towax·d the school. In order to lend generality to the measu:r.':tng 
instrument) me.ny of the ques;tions that pal':ents were asked to respond to L 
~: 
were from eithe-r the December, 1970, DecisionNHald.ng Information sm:vey 
conducted in Vallejo,9 or the October, 1970) Second Annual Survey of the 
----.. -------~,·~---- --F" 
9Dec:f.sion Making Information, Joe.!_.£!&· 
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Public Schools, by Gallup.lO 
The next step employed in devising the intervie~v schedule was 
to sort the statements into five broad areas of content with a design 
to gather specific data.to measure opinions and attitudes of parents 
within the response categories of (1) local issues, (2) attitudes tov1ard 
educatiorl. in the J.oca.l school district, (3) attitudes tmva:rd getting 
infonnation about the loc.~al public school system, (4) opiuions on 
state and national issues in education, and (5) background information 
on. the respondents. 
The questions designed to collect data on local issues asked each 
resporLdent to list (1) the single most importar1t local problem facing 
his are<",Si (2) h:ts prio:d.ty ranking of six problems faci.ng the local 
commun:i.ty; and (3) his crr.le:d.ng of the importance of twelve problems 
'fhe questionH designed to collect the data on parent attitudes 
and opinions to~.rard education :l.n the local school district were (1) 
identifying des.:i.red changes in the school system; (2) prioritizing 
teaching goals; (3) ordering educational spending priorities; (4) 
rating the performance of the teachers and admin:i.strators; (5) rating 
the overall pe.rfot"l.1k'lnce of the district; (6) determining financial 
support f.o:.~ schoc,ls; (7) evaluating discipline; (8) determining the 
level of intwvative practices; and (9) determining attitudes toward 
the nttmhcr of women "Who are teaching in the schools. 
The questions designed to collect data on parent attitudes and 
.. ______ , _______ _ 
lOGallup, loc. c:i.t. 
.. 
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opinions t::rt.un.~d getting inforrr•ation about the public schools were (1.) 
identifying t'hE'~ best source of infm::rnat:J.OI~.; (2) p:duritizing the 
sources of inforrnat:ton abcmt the schools; (3) l.'~'va1HE:ting the amount of 
information received; (/~) establishing schoo1-eon:municator roles; and 
(5) evaluating school hospitality. 
'!he intervie-v.r schedule also included quest::i.ons des:tgned to 
collect data on (1) opinions of parent8 towsxd is::n.H~s 1.n education on 
state and national levels, and (2) on background information on (~ach 
respondent wh:tch ~vas used for cross-tabulation studies. 
Hith the conte.nt of the inter\~ic~·l fairly Hell defined by thi.s 
process, an 5.nterv:tew schedule was constructed. In ordf~r. to mi.n:i.m:i.ze 
ot' 8Vo:i.d thte kind of quest1.ons t.;rh:i.ch might be offensive, ·embarrassing, 
T1u.~ nm't step ,,•as to field: test tlvz int:ervie'io: schedule and to 
develop an inte:rvievT technique. This \\lfLS n<!complished by several trial 
blte't'v:L•:·ws v71.th parents who were not a pal:t of the study. With 
ref::.i.n.ement of technique and reorganization of quesU.ons and their 
se.qu.en<..!c:: after each trial, the researcher developed the interview 
s~"!hedul-~ used in t:h:ls study \·Jhi.ch appears :i.n Appendix A.l2 
'i'hf; next step was to select and trein three te.ams of i.nte:rviewers. 
Since each 'ritle I school had school-com.munity a:f.dcw ,,rho were already 
working w:i.th parents i11 the respective school communities, six of them 
·----------··~·~·------------·-··---·--·-------------
llRobert Sears and Eleanor E. MacCoby, ratterns of ChiJ,~ 
(New· York; Ro\v Peterson and Co., 1957), pp. 491-50L 
12ln!E~· pp. 180·192. 
-----~-------------
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were chosen to be trained in. interviewing techniques. Several formal 
training st!ss1.-mt~ were held with the potential interviewers. Each 
int:ervie~ver \\'2\f:; trained to carry out the intet'"\_riew i.n as systema.tic a 
manner as poss:l.ble. The Hrst part of the interview always consisted of 
a prer.H~nt:ation of the l)urpose behind the study and a rationale of its 
potential contribution to the field of education. During the training 
it> was stressed that :l..n the :interview, the questions, theil: sequence, 
and their wording vms fixed. Also, the liberty to be allov1ed the 
int:t>l.'Viewer in probing the open-ended questions was specified. The six 
interviewers then made several trial :l.nterviews wi.th parents v1ho ·were 
not a part. of the study unde:r the scrutiny of the researcher • 
.Additional formal trai.ning sessions resulted in rcfinemt~nt of technique 
afte>: each tri.aJ.. ~i'hen the intervie.~,rE:rs had developed an appropx-:tate 
from their schools. 
!g,t ~17.Y2£"!. Pr,££~;rh~ 
'!he interviewing was conducted in the homes of the parents during 
the month of .Tune 1971. In all cases black interv·iewers were utilized 
to interview the black parents and caucasian interviewers surveyed all 
other pare.nts. In the case of the tw·ouparent homes, two of the 
interviev!e:cs form.ed a team and conducted the scheduled interv:f.ew in 
sepm-:ate locations in the homee · This process resulted in both parents 
be:!.ng intervi'i.~wed at the same time. Because the interviewers 'tV'ere 
trained to conduct the interviews in a somewhat :f.nformal manner, and 
each respondent lvas allowed suff:i.c:tent time to reply, and all open" ended 
responses were p~:obed for clarity, the length of the interviews 
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generally varied ·from one hour. to an hour and a half, w:.i.th a ft!W lasting 
somewhat longer. 
'The lnformation obtained from the structured interview schedule 
admin:tstered to all sampled parerits constituted the pr:i.mary data for the 
an.alysis fo'l.· thi.s study. 
III. ANALYSIS AND ORGANIZATION OF INTERVl.E'i-1 J)ATA ... 
The data. wh:tch were gathered froin the verbat:i.m responses to 
questions asked in the interview were itemized and. tabulat~d to 
facilitate quantific<lt:i.on. Data in quantitative form were then punched 
on IBM c..m:ds for data processing using the SPSS cross-tabalstion pr.ogrr.m. 
nl.'li'-':'•0'"\.'"l .. l-.. rr•,...,.,.,....l'll;...._.~ ... -'!',,.. ..... ~'l",;,.7 l-,.-:1'.n.~ .... " 1 '¥14! ....... ~ ,·...,.~., ..... ~ .... 1!~n.-,f. 
;.:.~~::::~:-~.:-. ... ,;;:.:~~:.:.;;=...~,~:_...:.;::.;:_::... .. ,.;.:.;~~~4_._:::.:.;.~~;.;:;;~~ 
"'1n:'4:0€'. t)rpes of response :i.tern.~ are found in the interv1.0w 
. schedule: opcn.·~end~d., fixed-altE~rnative, and scale. Each type required 
the use of differ€lnt techniques of data analysis in order to measure the 
agreement: cf parents on attitudes and opinions on. the various vad.ables. 
r.esponde•;tt:s '""-"re: allow;;:~d suffi.cieut time to reply and all responses were 
pl·obed :for clar:tty. In comp:Ui.ng the data, the respo11ses were f:i·rst 
tabulated by rer;ponse categot'ies, and seconds on a purely subject:l.ve 
has is, the many categori.es were c<:mlhined to form cluste:1~s. For example, 
for the <J1ueotion, "What do you t:h:tnk is the most important problem 
f~1cing yom..· local area et the. p1;esent time?" The :i.ssue clusters formed 
from. the answ'ers werf! (1) sod.al problems, (2) crime/law enforcement, 
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(3) the pocketbook, (4) city services, (5) education/recreation, and 
(6) no problems. 
The issue clusters were used to measure the congruence of the 
opinions and attitudes of the pairs of parents~ For example, if the 
reply of both parents fell under the soc.ial prohlf!ms cluster-category, 
the agreement was considered to be congruent. .~y other combination 
of responses was considered not to be congruent. 
The open-ended responses were dropped from the analysis for 
the con~arison of the opinions and attitudes of the two-parent n~thers 
and the mother-parents. However, at another point :tn the study, the 
1.tems were. used in a cr.ossbreak analys5.s to study relationships with 
response items where 1:he re10pondents were asked to rate a number of: 
items on &. scale of (1) (2) (3) (4), the f.our·-point scale was 
collapsed into a. two-point scale of (1-2) = 1, and (3-4) = 2. This 
technique "';as utilized to facilitate the study of the opinion and 
attitude variables and adjust for errors of severity, leniency, an.d 
central tendency. Therefore, the test for the congruency of the opinions 
and atti:tndes of the parents considered either a {1··2) or a (3-4.) to 
be equaL For example, if the mother of a pair of parents marked a (1) 
and the father marked a (2) the responses were considered to he in 
·agreement: .. All other combinations were not considered to be congruent. 
In the fixed-alternative -response items \vhere respondents \-7ere 
offered a .t:hoi.ce among several alternatives, that is, Yes-No, Agree-
Disagref!,_ or Toro.> .many-Not enoughuJust about right, the test fox the 
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de.term:i.na.tion of congruency considered only an identical respor>sr.~ ttJ 
be in agreement. .. 
In the fixed-alternative response items whet·e the respondents 
were required to rank-order by importance on a scale of (1) (2) (3) (tr) 
(5) (6) ~ th<t:~ t(.~st for the congruency of the opinions of the pairs of 
parents Ct;mB:i.d:er·t~d .n:n identical :ranking to be equal. Also, consi~0.red 
to b<-~ 1:.:t agr.sw.ment we:r:e any of tbe following combinations: (1-2) 1 (2~3), 
(3-1.,.) > (l~-5), o:c (5··6). In analyzing this data for the b)te.l number· of 
" 
parents~ a three~_ reHponse-alternative was utilized. The six alternativ~s 
Wf3re collapsed into thre<3j that is, a (1-2) = 1, a (3h4) = 2, and a 
(5-6) ~;: 3. 
r.lescd.ptive statistics, including cross-t:abulr-ttion, were the 
primary ~ll&•.thod -r.:>.Be.d to analyze the data. Where diff(;!:J:enc.es w·e.re to be 
test;(~d, the chi square techniqae and the sign test were utilized. Since 
the popul..-.tion o'f parents studied was not selected from a normally 
di.strib>..ite.d populatiort, distribution-free or nouparametr.ic stat:tstics 
are appr·op~ial:e. and are applicable to this study because they ~jre not 
dependent upon the assumptions of specific conditions about the parameters 
of: the popul.at:!.on. 
£!1:!21~\E:t . ...!l~~?.i&· 'fhe purpose of primary analysis is mainly 
descriptive. H(>'\•lever, it vms appropriate in this study to tl.se pt'irnal·y 
analys:i.s to test the hypotheses relating to the pairs of parents, since 
observed frequencies on a continuous distribution were being tested 
against frequencies expected by chance. 
ln the processing of 'the interview data. for the two-parent 
fam:i.liesl> each couple constituted a matched pair; they were matched 
in the sense that each .considered the same child and the school 
situatio·n in the material rated. The sign test was chosen for this 
port:i.on of the study because the research used nominal measures and 
therefore., the differences between pairs of parents on each of the 
72 attitude and. opinion variables could be represented appropriately 
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by a plus s::Lgn f:or agreement and a minus sj_gn for. disagreement. Thus, 
it was possible, to rank ,.,ith respect to each other, the t-v;o members of 
ef!ch pail:·. 
In the processing of the -interview data for the 24 mot:her-
pa.rents r>.nd th.·e 7 2 t'-ifo-parent members, the population 'ilas ccnceived 
~.s cons:i.st:i:ng of. only tv.ro classes. Henc,>., it was appl:opt·i.ate the ch:t 
tlvo inclepl';;ndent groups. Since the thesis of tld.s study could .actually he 
stated as null hypothesis, i.e., there a:re no differ.enc,~s betwe(';m. 
the two group~; of parents, a confidence level of gre.;J.t:.:~r than .05 was 
indicative of the congru:l.ty of the opinions and att:i.tudes of the groups. 
Therefore, as ·in the case for the pairs of parents, the differences 
could be K.\epresented by plus and miuua signs, and 1 t was possible to 
categor:tze Hi.th respect to each other the tt110 categories of pa:rents. No 
attempt wr.as made to study the cm•gr:uenc.t~. of the opinions rmd att:i.tudes 
among the r~u;:i.~');.l and ethnic groups since tt ,.,as apparent that the 
snmple (}f only two Mexican-American and the thrc~e Filipino mother-
p~rents did not constitute enough cases for ~t study. 
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SteJ?~ .. in the anaJ_ysis. The steps in the analysis at the first 
level for the pairs of parents involved {1) determining agreement or 
disagreement on each response to each questi.on asked in the interview 
and assigning the positi.ve or negative,sign; (2) finding the difference 
between the sco1~es by counting overall how many of the differences "'ere 
positive. and hov1 many were negat:i..ve; and (3) referring these values to 
the appropriate statist:tcal tool to determine probabil:i..ty. Congruent 
vie.ws were assigned a positive sign when the significance level was less 
than .OS, and concurrently, the negative sign was assigned when the 
significance level ,;vas greater. When scores were tied the difft-!rence w:ts 
assigned zero and the zeros were dropped from the analysi.s and the N '\·ms 
reduced. The paradigm f01~ the analyBis is found in Table 2 t page 71. 
'l'he final step •~mploye.d :tn th.n analysis for both the pairs of 
differences between the score3 for each respective group by counting 
overall how many of. the differences we+.e positive and h<nv many ~vere 
negative and referring the vah.tes. to the appropriate statistical tool 
to determine probability. 'Table 3, page 72, shmvs the parad:i.gm and 
the statistical formula used for the analysis. 
~S9.Ef1.§J:•z_.an.a,!~:i&.· Relationships among the parents were studied 
two ways· at this level. First, data· were collected to measure the opinions 
and attitudes of pa.t·ents within the four. response categories of (1) local 
:i.ssues, (2) attitudes and op:tnions toward education in the local public 
schools, (3) attitudes tow·ar.d getting more information about the local 
schools, and (l~) opinions on state and national issues 1.n education. 
.. 
TABLE 2 

































PAl~ADIGM FOR PRIMARY ANALYSIS OF AGGREGATE OF COUPLES' RESPONSES 
_________ ,,,,q._ 
____ .. ..._ _ ---
Couple Total of Total of Level of 
Number Plus Signs I1inus Signs Significance Sign 
_, .. ~:,?.- --···· --
l 47 25 .01 + 
•• . .. • 
3 5_8 14 ,001 .. + 
. . .. 
8 38 33 ·"75 
• . . ... 
27 38 34 .354 
.. . . 
i:f.'.""l ~.,.· 2C • ctn + ·".a. J'"-
72 53 19 .001 -1· 
Total number of positive signs 
Total number of negative signs 
--· --------.. -------------~--. .--_,..,.-,,--
The statistical tool for the analysis vras the sign test which 
uses the hinomial distribution to test the null hypothesis. The median 
of the difference. is zero: 




The assun•ption was that ce1:tain clements of this data could be combined 
to describe the various attitudes and opinions a group of parents may· 
have toward education. \•1hereHs this study had prev:tously classifi.ed 
respondents by characteristics of pairs of par.ents and mother-parents 
in orde:t· 1:o nwk€! statistical studies, the analysis here consisted of 
comparing the frequency and the percentage of the responses of the 
three groups o£ parents to study the differences and the direction of 
the differences of the opinions and e.tti.tudes within the four issue 
clusteTs. 
'!"he second mnnner of study1.ng relationships involved c·rorJs~ 
tabulation of the background information variables found in the 
Interview Schedule with specific 'T.ari.ables in each of th<~ ·issue clusters. 
The background vari.'.J.bles used include.d: (1) Item No. 1, length of 
,.,ork the head of the household does; (3) Item No. 82, the level of 
family income; and (4) Item No. 86, the respondents' levels of education. 
The specific variables used for each issue cluster included: 
(1) Op.er;~ended Item No. 2, the most important local problem, was used 
from issue eluster, local problems. (2) Open.~ended Item No. 3, one 
change i.n t.he way the locai schools are ru;.;., was used from the ir.sue 
cluster relat.'lng: to attitudes tm..rard educati'.on in the local school 
di.stri.et. (3) Open-ended li:em No. 43, prioritizing sources of 
informat:i.cn.> was used from the issue cluster relating. to getting more 
informa.tion .ahout the local schools. (4) Items 56 to 63, which included 
the use of n.ntioi'kal tests, the voucher plan, ~lid to parochial schools, 
the drug proble114 Y·2nr H:round schools, the question of temlre, teacher 
.... 
.power~ counselors in the schools, sex education in the schools, and 
the question of merit pay for teachers, wet·e used from the issue cluster 
relating to opinions on state and national school problems. 
Data processing services were utilized here 'vith the cr.ossbr.eak 
studies being m.ad.e by the computer program, "Statifltical Package for 
the Social Sciences." This permitted opinions and attitudes to be 
measured for the purpose of exploring inter.relationsh:i.psc Since the 
data of the research at this point consisted of frequencies in discrete 
categories, the chi square statistic ~·ms used to determine the 




Additionally, the sign test was used \-lith the ten response items 
relati.ng to the opinions on the Htate and national issues, following the 
ch:f. squat:e analysis, in order to study the overall relation of the 
background variables to the issue cluster.. 'l'he probabili.ty arb:i.trarily 
selected ns the min1.11Ullly acceptable level of significance for the sign 
test '•Tas that of .055. 'l'hat is, 8 of the items must be significant at 
the .05 l(~vel wtth the chi squa1:e analysis in order to reach the 




J.V. OPERATIONi,l. hYl'OTliESES 
1'h-e operational hypotheses conc.erning thE: congruity of the 
opinions and attitudes of the pairs of parents were these~ 
7 ~­.J 
H1 'J'he:re is cong-ruity bet:?N'ee11 the opinions end attitudes of the 
t"10-parent Title I mothers and the opinions and attitude~ -of the two-
parent Tit:le X .fathc·rs to""Jard the school ~ystem m:; me.asu::.·2d by the 
H2. 'I'herE. is congru:i.ty between the opin:i.ons rmd att1.t•.Jdes of the 
two-parent Title I Caucasian mothers and the opinions and attitudes of 
the two-p;.n:ent Title I Caucasian fathers toward the school system as 
measured by the I.ntervie•.oJ Schedule. 
n3 There :ts congru:tt.y bet'.7een the opinions nnd attitudes of the 
t\W··parent: Title 1 Neg:r.o mothers and the opinions and attitudes of the 
twoMpaz·c.nt 'l'itle I Negro fathers toward the school system as measured by 
the Interview Schedule. 
H4 There is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
two-parent Ti.th~ I Me,dcan~·American mothers and the opinions and 
etdtudes of the t~.ro-pareut Title I Mexican-American fathers toward the 
~Jchool sys1;.>em as measured by the Interview Schedule .. 
Hs ')7her<~ fs congruity between the opinions and att:i.tudes of th;:: 
t·~.ro-·parent l'itle I Filipino n10thet's and the opinions and attitudes of th€. 
two-parent ~t':l.tle I Filipino fathers to-v1ard the school system as measured 
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H6 'l1tere is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
motherw·parent Title I· mothers and the opinions and attitudes o.f the two"" 
parent. Title I mothers tov1ard the school system as measured by the 
Interview Schedule. 
U7 There is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
T:i.tle I mother.-parents and the opinions and attitudes of the two-parent 
'l'itle I fathers toward the school system as measured by the Intervievr 
Schedule. 
Hg The school liaison role is concomitant with the mother role 
in the Title I families as measured by the Interview Schedule. 
Hg The school liaison role is concomitant wi.th the mother role 
:i.n the Ca.uea.sin.n. Title I families as measured by the Interview Schedule" 
H10 The school liaison role is concomitant with the mother role 
H11 l'he school liaison role is concomitant w:l.th the mother role 
in the Mexican-American Title I famili.es as measured by the Intet-vie,.;; 
Schedule. 
n12 '11iE:: school liai.son rol(~ is concomitant with the mother role 
in the Negro 'l'itle I families as measured by the Intervie\'1 Schedule. 
H13 The opirdons and attitudes of the Title I parents as 
measured by speci.fic response items within the four i.ssue cate.got·ies on 
the Intervit;:w Schedule are related to levels of education. 
HllJ. 'fhe •opinion.s and attitudes of the Titlt~ I parents as 
measured by specif:i.c response items within the four i.ssue categories on 
the Intel:'Vie-.~· SclH:.dulEl $.1.'(; related to levels of income. 
I-115 Th~ opinions and atyi.tudes of the Title I parents as 
measurf:.d by speci.fic ret,;ponse :i.tems tv:i.thin the four issue categories on 
"' 
'l7 
the Intervie,., Schedule are rel1Jted to length of residence in the school 
attendance area. 
R16 The op:lnions and attltudes of the Title I parents as 
measured by specific response items within the four issue categories on 
the Interview Schedule are related to occt1pationaJ. status. 
V. SUMMARY 
In this chapter the method for selection of the population under 
study and the background characteristics of the families in relation to 
their ethnic and racial status were presented, A detailed account was 
given of the sequential steps involved i.n selecting families for 
participation, eo£istruction and c.ontent: of the Interview ·Schedule, and 
the intervie•,r Ill~ocedure. Research techrd.ques and the techniques for 
evaluar:ing the :i.ntervie•.v data ann CO:ntent Here ai~o d:i,seus~ed. 
Procedures fox data analysis "\-Jere explained, spe!ci.fically: (1) i:he 
congr::ity of the opinions and attitudes of the parents of diffe·rcnt 
racial t:md ethnic status, (2) a deseript:i.on of the opinions and 
attitudes of the parents on the variables v7ithfn the I.ntervleu 
Schedule~, (3) the agreement between mothers of different rac:i.al and 
ethnic status in terms of their school liaison role, and (4) the 
op5.nions and attitudes of the Title I parents :i.n reltltion to certain 
background characteristics of the respondent groups. The statistical 
tests to be nBed ,.,ere specified for each analysis and the operational 
hyvotheses were stated. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION, TREATMENT, AND ANALYSIS OF DATA' 
Tltis chapter presents the data gathered for the mother-parents 
and the two-parent Title I families and discusses their treatment and 
anal sis.. The to ics discussed~ in order of their sequenc_e_,'---ar_e_as'----------c--------:---
~. follows: (1) statistical analysis and presentation of. demographic 
data verifying the sampling techniques; (2) the statistical analysis 
and deb;rmination of the congruity of the opinions and attitudes 
between the pairs of paren.ts; (3) the statistical analysis and 
determination of the relationship of the congruity of the opinions and 
attitudes of the pairs of parents to their racial and ethnic status; 
(4) the statistical analysis and detel."mination of the. congruity of"the 
opinions and attitudes among the two-parent mothers, the two-r-arent 
fathers, and the mother·-parents; (5) a statistical analysis and 
presentation of the relationship of the attitudes and opinions of the 
three groups of parents tov1ard .local issues, education in the local 
school district, state and national issues in education, and 
information sources about the local schools which includes a 
statistical analysis and determination of the concomitancy of the 
school liaison role with the mother role and the ethnic and racial 
status var:i.ables; and (6) a statistical presentation and an analysis 
of the interrelationships of the attitudes and opinions of the Title I 
parents ,-r:r.th their levels of education, levels of income, length of 
residene€., and occupation •. 
... 
I.· BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
' . . . 
.In additio~ to the ~thnic and racial affiliations of the 
. . .· 
families reflectedin Table 1, page 61, Chapter III, specific questions 
were . included in.· the interview schedule used in this study to gather 
data on the socio-economic·status of the families, the length of 
residence in the area, the number of children in each family, the 
and the major occupation of the head of the household. 
Social Class and· Occupational Status 
The. occupational status of each family was· arrived at thorough 
classification of the familY provider's occupation according to the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles ., 1 It will be noted from Table 4, 
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workers, or were unemployed. Statistics for the mother-parents indicated 
that 97.7 per cent of them tended to low-income occupations or 
unemployment. In terms of occupational status, the families in this· 
study appeared to represent a lower .. class segment of socie.ty. 
Education and Income 
A study of Table 5, page 81, reflects that craftmen and 
professionals were much better paid than the laborers and the service 
workers .aniD'ng the Title I parents. Additionally, ~~hen family income was 
related tc1 the steps in the educational ladder, Table 6, page 82, income 
inct·eased M':i.th educational level. For example, for the head of the 
1Dlet:iol!arY._2.f •. q~'?.ul~C2Ea\p.~j_t,l~. (Vo 1. I and II; Washington, 
D.C.: u. S,, Govermnent Printing Offic.e, 1965). 
.. 
TABLE 4 
. NUMBER AND PER CENT OF HEADS OF TrlE HOUSEHOLD OF TITL·E I 



















Two-Parent Fathers MOther-Parents 
N Per cent N Per cent 
5 6.9 12 50.0 
15 20.8 10 41.7 
26 36.1 0 o.o 
12 16.7 0 0~0 
11 15.3 0 o.o 
2 2.8 ·r 4.2 
1 1.4 0 o.o 
1 4.2 
-----.....----..-..~--

















MED.IAN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL. AND MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME OF HEADS OF THE 


















Median Years of Education 
High school graduate 
High school graduate 
Some high school 
High school graduate 
High school graduate 
High school graduate 
College graduate 
-------------------
Median Family Income 
$ 3,000 - $4,999 
$ 5,000 - $6,999 
$ s,ooo - $6,999 
$ 7,000- $9,999 
$10,000 - over 





EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, INCOME ·LEVEL, AND MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME 
OF HEADS OF THE HOUSEHOLD OF TITLE I FAHILIES 
Income Level . 
$ 0 - 2,999 
3,000 - 4,999 
5,000 - 5,999 
6,000 - 9,999 
10,000 - JJ~o,999 
15,000 - .over 
No Ansv;er. · 
Level of Education 
Grade school or less 
Some high school 
Hi.gh- ·school graduate 
Some college 
College graduate 
Per Cent of Responses 
Two-Parent 
Families 


















Nedian Family Income 
(N = 92) 
$ 3,000 - 4,999 
5,000 - 6,999 
5,000 - 6,999 
7,000 - 9,999 
10,000 - J.4., 999 
----------------------··-·-* _______ --* ______ "**""*-**--------------
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family with a grade school or less level of education, the median family 
income was $3,000 to $4 5 999 as compared to $5,000 to $5,999 for the 
person with some high school or a high school graduate. The head of the 
family with some college education had a median income of $6,000 to 
$9,999 as compal:ed to the two college graduates in the sample with incomes 
of $10,000. A further examination of the level of income for the heads of 
the household i-ndicated that 43 per. cent of the fathers and 100 per cent 
of the mother-parents had a yearly inc.ome of. less than $5,999. An 
additional examination of the level of education for the heads of the 
household, Table 7, page 84, revealed that 37.5 per cent of thetwo-
parent fathers and 29.2 per cent of the mother-parents had less than a 
high school education. Stated in terms of a high school or less level 
of education, the statistics indicated that 66.,7 per cent of the two-
parent fat:hers and 75 !)er cent of the mother-parents had not gone 
beyond high school. 
Family Si,?e andJln.:ttv 
The analysis of the data in Table 8 3 page 85, revealed that the 
mother-parenta averaged 3.2 children per family l-7ith 62.5 per cent of 
them having three or more chUdren. For the two-parents families, the 
average number of children was 4 with 63.1 per cent of the homes having 
l~ or more children.. Statistical data on family stabi.lity in the same 
table revealed that 27.8 per cent of the two-parent fathers indicated a 
prior marriage~ vlhile 23.4 per cent of the two-parent mothers said that 
they had heen married before. Nearly 71 per cent of the mother-parents 
had been married more than once with 16.6 per cent of them declining an 




EDUCATIONAl~ 1.EVEL OF HEADS OF THE HOUSEHOLD OF 'riTLE I. FAMILIES 
- ····== 
Level of Education 
Grade school or less 






Per Cent of Responses 
1\·10-Parent 
Fathers 




























--~~-·-·----- -------------------------···-... . ... ..._...,.._ _ 
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PER CENT OF. TITLE I FAMILIES AND GROUPS OF PARENTS 
BY SOCIAL AND. DEHJGRAPHIC VARIABLES 
.To(:a1 
Parents 
Per Cent of Responses 
Two-Parent Two-Parent MOther-
Fathers MOthers Parents 
-ll-------RESIDENCR----'--c"--------~-c-----~----'-----~------:------
.. 0 ..; 1 year 11 months 10.7 --6~ 9 --- --- ---rr-:-1 20.8 
2 ·- 4 years 11 months 26.8 27.8 26.4 25.0 . 
5 - 14 years 11 months 49.4 48.6 50.0 so.o 
15 - over 12.5 15.3 12.5 4.2 
No Answer .6 1.4. 
NU:t>ffiER OF CHII.DREN IN FAMILY 
One 7.3 1.4 25.0 
Two 15.6 16.7 12.5 
Three 18.8 18.1 20.8 
Four 24.0 -26.4 16.7 
Five .16.6 19.4 8.3 
Six or noore 17.7 18.1 16.7 
FIRST MARR!AGE 
Yes 66.0 69.4 70.8 12.5 
No 25.0 27.8 23.6 70.9 
No Answer. 9.0 2.8 5 .• 6 16.6 
ARE YOU RRGISTERED TO VOTE 
Yes 82.1 87.5 83.3 62.5 
No 13.7 9.7 11.1 33.3 
No ArtS\iTer 4.2 .. 2.8 5.6 4.2 
AGE GROUP 
21- 2l~ years 3.0 5.6 4.2 
25 ~ 3l~" years 33.3 22.2 36.1 58.3 
35 - 44 years 36.3 43.1 :n.9 29.2 
45 - 59 years 20.2 25.0 19.4 8.3 
60 - 64 years 1.2 o.o 2.8 o.o 
65 - ove1:.· .6 1.4 o.o o.o 
No Answer 5.4 8.3 l~. 2 o.o 
.__ ..... _ .... ___ 
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concurrently with levels of income, amount of education, and status of 
occupation, it appeared that a strong plurality of the families in this 
study were representative of a lower-class segment of society. 
II. CONGRUITY OF OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES OF PAIRS OF PARENTS 
The ethnic and racial composition of the parents· of the Title I 
students l-7ere briefly d:i.scussed in Chaptet: III, and ~-1ere sunnnarized in 
Table 1, page 61. The statistical analysis and discussion of significant 
.·differences bet:T.veen the attitudes and opinions of the pairs of parents, 
however, were reserved for this section. 
It was stated in Chapter III that the total family population 
was divided into t>Jo family groups, representing 21+ mother-pa.rent 
families and 7?. two-parent families. The aspect nf ·congru.:i.ty between 
the 72 pairs of mothers and fathers, ~ncompassing the variables of 
.. ethnic and racial status, was. f.:ubjected to stat:i.stical analysis .for 
this-part of the study. 
The first variable put to test under the null hypothesis wao that 
there are differences between the opinions and attitudes of the matched 
. pa:i.rs of Title I mothers and the opinions and attitude.s of their spouses 
toward the school system. The probability arbitrarily selected as the I 
minimally accex,t:able level of signiflcance fox the stati.stical computations ·I 
was that of .05. The application of the sign test in test:tng for the 
congru:f.ty between the pairs of Title I parents was made after. the data 
were cast in a table of differences. Table 9, page 87, shows that a 
Z of 6. 246 was obtained \'7hen all the mother- father responses were 
compared. ~I.lds finding indicates that both partmts of a child tended to 
bave the same attitude~~ and opinions toward the school system. The 
.. 
'!'ABLE 9 
ANALYSIS SHOWIWG THE AGREE"t-1ENT BETWEEN THE PAIRS OF TITLE I FATHERS AND 








Minus Signs Z Score 
Probability 
Level 
Total of Pairs 63 9 6.246 t.-.00006 
(-N-=-7-2-) 
Caucasian 28 3 4.310 *.00006 
(N = 31) 
Filipino 8 0 ** *.004 
(N = 8) 
·Negro 22 3 ** *.001 (N = 25) 
l1exican-Amcrican 5 3 ** .73 
(N = 8) 
--------·---------------------------------------------------------------
*Fall within level of significance selected for this. study 
**Table D. Table of Probabilities Assoc:f.ated With Values As 
Small As Observed Velues of x in the Binomial Test, from Sidney Siegel, 
~o.npa_E.!':.:~.tr_ic ~tist~Jcs for !b~-»ehaviot·al Scg~, (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956), p. 250. 
.. 
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agreement is highly significant~·· 
The ·rema:ining variables encompassing the ethnic and racial status 
of the pairs of parents were put to. test under the null hypothesis by 
the sign test in the same manner. The statistical findings are sununarized 
in Table 9. The data relating to. the opinions of each of the pairs of 
Title I parents may be found in Table l, Appendix C, page 196. Of the 
four factors tested for congruity, three were significant: the congruity 
of the opinions and attitudes of the pairs of Negro, Caucasian, and 
Filipino parents. The remaining vari.able, the congruity of the opinions 
and attitudes of the Mexican-American parents was not significant. 
III. CONGRUITY OF Tlill OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES OF MOTHER-PARENTS 
AND TWO-PARENT IDTHERS AND TWO-PARENT FATHERS 
As aforementioned, the total population of this study was 
divided int:O two family groups, representing 24 motller-parent families 
and 72 two-parent families. Th~" sixth variable put to test under the 
null hypothesis was there ar:e differences between the opinions and 
attitudes of the mother-parents and the tw·o-parent mothers. The 
. application of chi square in testing for the congruity between the two 
categories of parents was made on each of the 72 variables contained in 
the Intervie"1 Schedule. Table 2, pages 200 and 201s shows the chi 
sqt.tares ~e.rived from the computer tables. The appU.cation of the sign 
test was made after the data were cast in this table of aggregate 
differences. Table 10, page 89, surrunarizes the differenc.es and shows 
that Z is 8.367, thHrt:by yielding a .00006 level of significanc.e. 
The sever1t11 va:ri.able put to test under the null hypothesis in 
the samt~ mauner tms that there at·e differences ben.rcen the opin:l.ons and 
89 
attitudes of th.e mother-parents and the two-parent fathers. The 
s'tatistical findi.ngs for each variable are presented in Table 3, Appendix 
· C, page 196. The statistical findings are.sunnnarized in Table 10, and 
show that there was a highly significant agreement between the opinions 
of these two groups. 
TABLE 10 
ANALYSIS OF THE OPINIONS AI-l""D ATTITUDES 'fOWARD THE SCHOOL SYSTEM OF THE 
TITLE I 1.1JTHER-PARENTS VERSUS THE TWO-PARENT M>TIIERS 
AND Tim TWO-PARENT FATHERS 
Mother-Pat:ents Number of Number .of 
vs. Plus Signs Minus Signs Z Score 
TwouParen.t 1-fothers 71 1 8.367• 




.• 00032* _ ... ___ 
*Fall within the level of significance selected for this study 
IV. ANALYSIS OF OPINIONS AND AT'riTUDES WITHIN FOUR RESPONSE CATEGORIES 
As aforementioned, data were collected to measure the opinions 
and attitudes of parents within the response categories of (1) local 
issues; (2) attitudes toward. education in the local school district; (3) 
attitudes tot<7ard getting information about the local public school system; 
and (4) opinions on state and national issues in education. In order to 
study the interrelationships of the opinions and attitudes of the Title I 
parents, two aspects are considered in this portion of the research. 
First,· a presentation and analysis of the data will be made concerning 
the direction of the differences of the opinions and attitudes of the 
respondents as measured by the variables within the four response 
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categories. Second, in or.der to study the differences, the respondents 
are classified by characteri.stics of mother-parents' two-parent mothers, 
two~·parent fathers, and the total number of parents·.· 
Local Issues 
Each parent in this study was asked to identify the single most 
important problem facing h:i.s school attendance area today. Respondents 
clarity. Many o£ the response categories listed for this question may 
be combined to form issue clusters. This is done on a purely subjective 
basis. Whert response categories relating to the most important problem 
facing the. respondent's local area are combined, five issue clusters 
appea.r to emerge. Table 11, on the follo"ling page, shows the response 
categ9ries contributing to each issue cluster and identifies the per cent 
mentioned for each of the local concerns. 
Education/recreation issues such.as facilities, financing of 
education, more information about the schools, and school-cotnmunity 
relations combine together to form the leading issue clustergenerated 
from responses to the sur\7 ey question on local problems. Social problems 
of various types combine together to form the next issue cluster. The 
issue ·relatit1g to the pocketbook appeat• to be third in order with 
unemploym~ntdominating the issue .. Concern over crime and city services 
round out the l:i.st of issue cluster. In the issue cluster of education, 
. the quality of education dominates the concerns. 
!'.!l.r..mt ,grou2_s.. Concern over education as a local issue when 
considered by parent groups, Table 12, page 92, indicates that the pairs 
of parents and the mothet·-parents are almost equal in their mention of 
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TABLE 11 
RESPONSES CATEGORIZEDAS ISSUE CLUSTERS 
~===================---========--============ 
Issue Cluster Per Cent 
~.w 
Quality of Education 27.4 
Recreation Facilities 3.6 
1:0.: • ~ "'' ~.. -----'----'----------:--~--z--.3-,-------
-l----------------c'"'-...cn-anc~ .. 1g~o.L. ~c.u.u•caL..~:on-
II. 
~bre Information About Schools 1.2 
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education as the most important·local problem. The joint concern over 
social problems. and the pocketbook surface most often for the two-parent 
fathers and the two-parent mothers. The overall distribution of responses 
for the parent groups in the five local problem. categories parallels that 
of the total sample most closely in the t"t<;o-parent mother category. 
Furthermore, the two-parent mothers show the highest frequency of 
responses.in the category reflecting no problems of concern. 
Prioritizing local issues. Each parent was given a list of six 
local issues and asked to rank ot•der them from the most important to the 
least important. For the overall group responses, the i.sstie rated most 
important was irtlT._)rovi.ng the quality of education ttrith concern over the drug 
problem second in priority. Providing netv- building for the schools is 
weighted next foJ.lowe.d by reducing taxes, inr!'roving roads, and saving the 
envir:onment. 1.v1:<2n a11 examination is made by parent group, the only 
difference in ranking was that by the two-parent mothers who ranked 
reducing property taxes ahead of providing new buHding for the schools. 
The six problems and the supporing statistics are given in Table 13, 
page 94. 
Attij"~~Uow~LJ'~!.~ the 1.ocal School Dis~ 
In tM.s section of the study, an examination· is made of how those 
intervie'tved (1) identified desired changes in the school system; (2) 
prioritized teaching goals; (3) ordered educational spending priorities; 
{4) evaluated the performance of school district personnel; (5) viewed 
disciplinary practices in the district; (6) evaluated the innovative 
climate of the district; and (7) viewed the number of women teachers 
in the dist.-rict. 1'hese seven elel.)~ents may be combined to describe the 
TABLE 13 
MEAN RANK IMPORTANCE OF EACH OF SIX LOCAL ISSUES BY PARENT GROUP 
(1 = most important; 6 = least important) 
In~roving the quality 
All Parents 
Combined 
(N = 168) 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 
(N = 72) 
Two-Parent 
Mothers 
(N = 72) 
Mother-
Parents 
(N = 24) 
~--------~e~~eduGat4~sn-fsr--eu~~----------------~--------------------~------------------
children 
Solving the drug and 
narcotics problem 
Providing new buildings 
for our schools 
Reducing property taxes 
Improving roads and 
tr~_ff:tc. conditions, 








1.60 1.53 1.83 
2.56 2.47 2.75 
3.74 3.70 3.54 
4.00 3.65 3.83 
4.60 4.79 4.29 
4.51 4.88 4. 75 
various attitudes and opinions the parent groups possess toward educat:!.on 
in the local district. 
Changes in trl£._~<j~2.Q1~?.• Each respondent was asked, "If you could 
make or.e change in the wo.y your local schools are run, what would it be?" 
In the combined responses, a call for improving the quality of education 
and better teachers was mentioned by nearly one out of every two parents 
interviewed. Approximately one of every five respondents felt the schools 
did not need to be changed. A plea for more discipline was made by 15.5 
per cent of those interviewed, while 10.1 per cent desired better 
.. 
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facilities. A need ·.for more black teachers was expressed by 4.8 per cent 
of the parents •. As Table 14, on the following page indicates, the per 
cent mentloning these desired changes in the schools varies among the 
parent groups. Improving the quality of education and better teachers 
are of the most concern to the two-parent mothers, while improving the 
quality of education dominates the clistri'butions for the fathers. The 
two-parent mothers appear to be the most concerned of the parent groups 
with discipline~ while the mother-parents seem to be the least concerned • 
Within the mother-parent group, the need for better facilities, and 
satisfaction with the status qtlo are mentioned more often than in the 
combined total of the three groups. 
I.§~ktll.&...!::.fJ_~.§..· Each respondent in this study was given a list 
of fifteen teaching goals and asked to identify how important each 
pe.rti.cula-.:· goal was to a person like him. To control for any possible 
bi.as in the Hst of goals, two randomized lists were used. Table 15, 
pages 97 and 98, sunnnarizes the mean importance rating for each of the 
goals by parent group. For the scale used in this question, the higher 
the mean scorey the more important the rating for that goal. 
The teaching goals included in this study may be divided into t'tiTO 
groups. The first group reflects skill related behaviors. These include 
reading,- recall~ mathematics, writing, physical activity, creativity, 
and science. The other group reflects aspects of personal adjustment. 
Good citizenship, getting along with others, making decis:i.ons, positive 
self-image, self-motivation, independence, and family life adjustment 
are identified with this group. 
As 'J:aole 15 indicates, there is no clustering of skill and 
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No change needed 
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.HEAl'l INPORTANCE RATING OF TEACHING .GO.ALS .BY PARENT GROUP 
(.1 =not so important 
Teach students to read 
Teach students to listen 
and to remember 
Teach students to have a 
positive outlook toward 
.themselv~s and the future 
.,:,t~<tch s t:t~il er> t !3 mathf.'m.~tic~ 










Teach students about health 
and safety 3.36 
Teach students how to get. 
along well with others 3.36 
Teach studer:tts to be 
independent 3.36 
Teach students to motivate 
themselves 3.34 
Teach students good citizenship 
and·concerns for the r:i.ghts and 
freedom of th.e individual 3.33 
4 == extremely important ) 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 






































TABLE 15 (continued) 
. Teach students how to express 
themselves through writing 3.12 
Teach students about family 
life, reproduction, growth, 






Teach students to participate 
+-~~--~--~~~ 
in physical activities that 
.. can be used all their lives 2.89 
Teach students the facts 
and theories of science 
Teach students to create 
original art, invent:tons, 







·---·-- 0 ·-·--·-·-- ---··----
personal adjustment goals in the aggregate data.. In point o.f fact, the 
t\o10 groups of goals are well interspersed. The priority ordering of 
Table 15 list teaching students to read as the most important of the 
teaching goals stud:i.ed wi.th a mean of 3. 73. This goal is follm~ed 
closely by the goals of taach:l.ng students to listen and to remember and 
teaching students to have a positive outlook toward themselves and the 
future. Understanding mathematics, learning to make. decisions, knowing 
the facts of health and safety, getting along well with others, learning 
to be inde.pendent, knowing how to motivate themselves, and learning good 
citizenship and respect for others are tightly clus:tered next to the 
priority items. Family life~ education, participating in physical 
activities, learning about science, and learning to be creative are 
rated at the bottom of the priority list. 
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An examination of the mean rat,ip.g of each goal within the parent 
groups :i:rv1icates that~ while the differences in means between the groups 
are often small, an interesting pattern emeJ:ges when the .mean scores 
a:r:e averaged.· If the scores for goals which reflect skill related 
beh<Nior and the goals .which reflect: aspects of personal adjustment are 
summed C'it1d ~v:,n.·nged for each of the parent groups J the groups of two-
pEtrent mothers rate the skill goals more important than the other 
gt'oups of parents. The two-parent f.~thers and the mother-parents rate the 
skill goals of equal impot·tance. However, the personal adjustment 
goals seem to be valued more highly than the skill goals by all of the 
parent groups. Good citizenship, posit:f.ve self-attitude, self-
motivt1tion, independence, getting along well with others, and family 
life echtcation l'E!~eiv.ed a h1gher priority rating than the skill goals. 
TABLE 16 
MeAN RANKING OF SKILL GOALS AND PERSON.AI.. ADJUSTMENT GOALS BY PARENT GROUP 
=====-================ 
( 1 = not so important; 4 = extrern·f~ly important ) 
Goals Two-Parent Two-P;:1rent Mother-
Fathers Mothers Pa-rents 
(N = 72) (N = 72) (N = 24) 
--""···----
Skill goals 3:.15 3.20 3.15 
Personal adjustment goals 3.39 3.38 3.31 
listing se-.ren categori.es of possible spending for education. These 
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includ!,!d buildings and supplies for. elementary schools, high schools, 
·and vocational training, programs to teach reading, attract new teachers, 
help students from poor homes, and establish racial balance in the 
school. Respondents were asked for each of the seven categories whether 
more or less money should be spent. Those indicating that more should 
be spent were then asked whether they would be willing to spend more 
money if it meant a tax increase. Table 17, page 101, shows the 
d~str1bution of responses for each of the seven categories. The 
ranking is according to the frequency with which the respondents said 
they would be willing to spend more for the program even if it meant a 
tax increase. Heading the list in terms of spending priorities are 
buildings and supplies for high schools and elementary schools and 
programs to teach reading. Programs for the underprivileged and 
prvg:.:aiiiS tv k-et:p Lt:a•.::het:s we have ar1d to Httract new ones ratik low in 
the spending priorities of the Title I parents. Spending priorities 
changed when the categories were ranked according to the frequency with 
which the parent groups said that more should be spent. Programs to 
teach reading! more money for supplies for high schools, programs for 
students from poor homes, and more money for elementary schools 
received the priority ranking in that order. Spending for vocat:i.onal 
training and programs to keep teachers and to attract new ones 
received the least support from the Title I parent groups. The 
support:i.ng statistics are shown in Table 18, page 102. 
Votina ,on tax issues.. To gauge the sentiment. of Title I parents 
toward voting tax increases, all respondents in this study were asked the 
question, 11 lf this school district were to have a bond election to raise 
TABLE 17 
RECOl-f.MEtUlED SPENDING FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES 
IN PER CENT BY AU, TITLE I PARENTS CONBINED 
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Per Cent of Responses (N ~ 168) 
Buildings and supplies 
for high schools 
Programs to teach •. 
t·eading 
Buildings and suppJ.ies 
for elementary schools 
Prog!i''lms bo establish 
racial baJ..<!lnce iu the 
schools 
Buildings and supplies 
for vocational training 
Programs to keep teachers 
we have and to attract 
neH ones 
Programbl· for students 







































~--------~~--- ~ ~-~~- .. ~ 
TABLE 18 
RECOHNENDED INCREASES IN SPENDING FOR ·EDUCATIONAL fROGRAMS AND 
FACILITIES BY PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES BY PARENT GROUP 
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents Ttoro-Parent TYro-Parent 
Combined Fathers Hothers 
Program (N == 168) (N == 72) (N = 72) 
---
Programs to teach reading 76.2 77.8 74.0 
Buildings and supplies 
for high schools 70.2 69.4 68.0 
Programs for students 
from poor hcmes 66.7 68.1 62.5 
Btl :f lrl :l.!:"lg~ ,.,m~1 :S.1J:pp 11. e.s 
for elementat·y schools 66.6 63.8 66.6 
Programs to establish 
racial bal~nce in the 
schools 61.9 56.9 69.5 
Buildings: and st.tpplies 
for vocational training 61.3 57.0 59.7 . 
Programs to keep teachers 
we have an.d to attract 













money "for needed buildings and programs, how ~rould you probably vote?" 
Respondents were shown n. probability scale ranging from a definitely 
vote for the bond issue to definitely vote against·the bond issue. 
However, for the statistical presentation the scale was collapsed into 
two response categories. The distribution of responses on the latter 
scale are shown in Table 19 below. 
TABLE 19 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES TO PROBABILITY OF VOTE ON 
SCHOOL BOND ISSUE BY PARENT GROUP 
Per Cent of Responses 
----------------~--------------------------
All P.'lrents T~·?o-Parent 
Combined Fathers 
(N == 168) (1~ = 72) 
Ti:vc-Parent 
Mothers 
(N = 72) 
Mother~ 
Parents 
(N ~ 24) 
-------·----------------------------------------------------------------
Vote for the tax issue 82.7 79.2 86.1 83.4 
Vote against tax issue 17.3 20.8 13.9 16.6 
100 100 100 100 
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'l'he response on this issue \vas nearly five to one in favor of a 
tax increase, wi.th 82.7 per cent of the. Title I parents in favor and 17.3 
per cent opposed. Sentiment was rather evenly divided among the groups 
of parents with a range of a low at 79.2 per cent for two-parent fathers 
to a high of 86.1 per cent for the two-parent mothers. 
Performance evaluation of school personnel. Included in the 
subject of performance evaluation in several ways. Each respondent was 
given five attitude items to evaluate. These :i.ncluded (1) rating the 
performance of teachers and administrators in the district; (2) rating 
the school district as a whole; (3) categorizing teachers in relation to 
certain characteristics; and (4) rating the teaching of drugs.· Table 20 
on the. fo1lot-1ing .page. shows the distribution of the frequency of the 
responses C"Jf th'" groups of parents in the rating of school personnel. 
As the table indicates, teachers are rated more favorably than are 
administrators in the district. Overall, 73.8 per cent of the parents 
rated the performance of teachers good to excellent with 55.4 per cent 
of the parents giving administrators the same rating. Only 16.5 per cent 
of the respondents rate the school district personnel as doing a poor 
job for the district. When the performance rating are broken down by 
parent groups, the mother-parents tend to rate the teachers and the 
administrato·rs more favorably than the pairs of parents. The two-parent 
fathers indicate that in their opinion 81.9 per cent of the district 
personnel are d.oing a good job. 
In Table 21, page 106, the school district is rated as a whole 
by the Title I parents. A total of 70.9 per cent of the mother-parents 
.... 
TABLE 20 
JOB PERFORt1ANCE RATINGS OF SCHOOL PERSONNEL BY 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES BY TITLE I PARENTS 
----
Per Cent of Responses 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
All Parents Combined (N = 168) 
Teachers 29.8 44.0 20.8 7.0 
Administrators 20.3 35.1 33.9 9.5 
Two-Parent Fathers (N = 72) 
Teach€r!: 22.2 1+7. 2 25.0 5.6 
AdminiGtrators 13.9 34.7 . 37.5 13.9 
~"'------t<:o.·J.:o-..;.~,f,"~ .... -~-~-.:..»~.u.~-.... ....... -~-
Two-Parent MOthers (N = 72) 
Teachers 31 .. 9 41.7 20.8 2.8 
Administrators 22.2 33.3 34.7 6.9 
Mother-Parents (N = 24) 
--
Teachers 45.8 41.7 8.3 4.2 









rated th~ district eithe:r better than .average or one of the best, while 
58.4 per cent of the two-parent mothers and 48.6 per cent of the fathers 
gave the district the same rating. Interestingly·, the mother-parents also 
gave the district the lowest overall evaluation with 16.7 per cent of them 
viewing the district as not as good as most. Overall, the district is 
perceived as better than average to one of the best by 57.2 per cent of 
the Title I parents. The supporting statistics are given in Table 21 
be. ow • 
TABLE 21 
RATING OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT AS A WHOLE BY PERCENTAGE 
OF RESPONSES BY TITLE I PARENTS 
-= 2:::;::¢j-
Per Cent of Responses: 
--
Bette1.· 
One of Than 
The Best Average Average 
Tw·o-pareut fathers (N = 72) 6.9 41.7 4.5.8 
Tr#o-parent mothers (N == 72) 15.3 43.1 30.6 
U~ther-parents (N = 24) 16.7 54.2 12.5 









.·The third attitude item to be studied in evaluating the performance 
of school personnel contained a list of six teacher characteristics. Each 
respondent interviewed ,.,as asked to rank order them from the most fitting 
to the least fitting. Table 22 on the following page summarizes the 
t·esponses to this question. 




MEAN RANKING OF TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS· BY TITLE I PARENT GROUP 
( 1 = most fitting characteristic; 6 = least fitting ) 
All Parents Two-Parent Two-Parent Mother-
Combined Fathers Mothers Parents 
(N = 168) (N = 72) (N = 72) (N = 24) 
Friendly 1.72 1.67 1.65 2.08 
Understand problems .. with children 3.03 2.92 2.68 2.46 
Willing to help out 
in activities 3.29 3.06 3.56 3.21 
Too easy with school 
work 3.72 3.79 3.63 3.79 
Too strict 4.64 4.78 4.50 4.63 
Not interes.ted in 
ch:i.1.drc~ !~.'?,7 4,81 4.94 4.83 
The three groups of parents were identical in their ranking of 
the six teacher characteristics. All found the characteristic of 
friendliness to be the most fitting. Understanding problems with children, 
willing to help out, and too easy with school work were ranked next in 
that order. Interestingly, the least fitting chnracteristic appeared to 
be "not interested in children, 11 '"hich if stated positively seems to 
indicate that teachers were perceived as bei.ng interested in children. 
In the. rating of the teaching of a problem subject, each parent 
intervi.ewed was asked, "Do you feel that the local public schools are 
doing a good job of teaching the bad effects of drug use?" As Table 23, 
page 108) indicates that 70.9 per cent of the mother-parents are of the 
opinion that the public schools are doing a good job of teaching the bad 
" 
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effects of drug use. The two-parent families are about evenly divided 
·on the ·:tssue with 53.5 per cent of the mothers have a positive opinion 




PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, 11DO YOU 
FEEL THE LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS ARE DOING A GOOD JOB 
OF TEACHING THE BADEFFECTS OF DRUG USE? 11 
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents Two-Parent Two-Parent 
Combined Fathers Mothers 
(N = 168) (N = 72) (N = 72) 
53.0 44.4 55.5 
45.8 54.2 43.1 
No .Ans~·1er , ., _,._ 1.4 l.l~ 
100 100 100 
Mother-
Parents 





Opinions and attitudes 9_1} disc.!J?H.ne. Each respondent was given 
three items to evaluate regarding discipline. These included opinions 
toward the strictness of discipline, the responsibility for more discipline, 
and views on physical punishment:. The questions and supporting 
statistics are shown in Table 24 on the next page. When those 
interviewed were asked specifically about discipline about 4.8 pe.r cent 
of the Title I paren.ts said that discipline is "too strict." Slightly 
more than half (actually 54.2%) said that discipline is unot strict 
enough. 11 Another 41.1 per cent said discipline is "just about right." 
TABLE 24 
PI:."R CENT OF RESPO:NSES BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, "HOW DO 
YOU FEEL. ABOUT THE DISCIPLINE IN: TilE LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS?" 




(N = 168) 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 






(N = 24) 
Too strict 4.8 
Just about right 41.1 










If discipline is "not strict enough," who should assume more 
responsibility for correcting this situation? 
Teachers 15.5 16.7 11.1 25.0 
Administrators 12.5 11.1 15.3 8.3 
Parents 65.5 65.3 66.7 62.5. 
School Board .6 o.o 1.4 o.o 
Students .6 1.4 o.o o.o 
Others 5.4 5.6 5.6 4.2 
Spanking and other forms of physical punishment are permitted in 
our elementary schools for children who do not respond to other 
forms of discipline. Do you approve or disapprove of this practice1 
Approve 69.0 80.6 62.5 ·54.2 
31.0 19.4 37.5 45.8 
Who shou1d assume more responil'ibility for correcting the 
situation? When the Title I parent were asked this ques.tion, nearly 
seven out of ten (actually 65.5%) said, "parents.n 
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Change and. innovation. As found in Table 25 on the following 
page, each Title I respondent was given a number of items to evaluate 
regarding their overall feeling about (1) the extent to which the local 
~----~:s-choo-l-s-a-r-e-kee-p-i-n-g-u-p-w-i-t-h-t-h-e-t-i-me-s-;-(-2-)-th-e-qu-es-t-i-on-o-f-h-av-ing-mor;o.-------
control of the operation of the school; and (3) the number of female 
versus the nwnber of male teachers in the school system. 
Most of the Title I parents, 60. 1 per cent, believe the 
curriculum needs to be changed. The responses ranged from a high for the 
two-parent fathers at 62.5 per cent to a lm.;r of 48.5 per cent for the 
mother-parents. The two-parent mothers v1ere in between with a 60;.1 p.~r 
cent response. Nearly three-fourths of each parent group felt that they 
should have more say about the curriculum. Additionally, a majority of 
each parent group felt they should have more say on matters such as 
teachers 2 dress, and school rules. Regarding the interest of the local 
schools in innovative methods, the responses were consistant on the part 
of each group selected for this study with approximately one-half of the 
parents viewing the interest of the district to be "just about right." 
·· H<n\1 do you .fE.\el about the number of men teachers in the local 
public schools? The three categories of Title I parents believe there 
should be more male teachers at the elementary level. About 60 per cent 
indicated a need, 33 per cent are satisfied, and 6 per cent feel there are 
too many.. A plurality of each group of parents seem satisfied with the 
number of men teachers at the secondary level. 
.. 
TABLE 25 
PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP ON VIEWS TOWARD 
Ct~NGE AND INNOVATION IN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM 
All Parents 
Combined 








(N = 168) (N = 72) (N ..,. 72) (N = 24) 
Do you feel that the local public schools are not interested enough in 
trying nelv ways and methods or are they too ready to try new ideas? 
~-
Not interested 
enough 34.5 36.1 30.6 41.7 
Too ready to try 
new ideas 11.3 11.1 12.5 8.3 
Just about: right 54.2 52.8 56.9 so.o 
------ -"--lOO 100 100 100 
--
Do you think the school curriculum in your community needs to be 
changed to meet today's needs or do you think it already pteets 
today' s needs? 
Needs to be changed 60.1 62o5 62.5 48.5 
Already meets needs 39.9 37.5 37.5 51.5 




Should parents have more say about what goes on within the school on 
matters such as curriculum? 
Yes 75.0 73.6 75.0 79.2 
No 25.0 26.4 25.0 20.8 
--- --100 100 100 100 
... 
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TABLE 25 (continued) 
Should parents have more say about what goes on within the school on 
matters such as teachers? 









Should parents have more say about what goes on within the school on 
matters such as school rules? 
Yes 58.3 52.8 63.9 58.3 
No . 41.1 47.2 34.7 41.7 
No opinion .6 1.4 
100 100 100 100 
-...... 1- .... - .. ,.--~-··--~-------------------------------
Should parents have more say about what goes on within the school on 
matters such as student dress? 
Yes 59.8 65.3 56.9 50.0 
No 40.2 34.7 43.1 50.0 
100 100 100 100 
Most of the elementary teachers in your local schools are women. How 






















TABLE 25 (continued) 
About one-half. of the teachers teaching in the secondary schools are 
men. How do yot:1. feel about the number of men teaching in the 
secondary schools? 
: "' 
Too· many 14.9 
Not enough 23.2 












Each Title I parent interviewed in this study was given ten 
items to evaluate regarding their opinions on state and national issues 
in education. These included questions on (1) teacher and administrator 
~ccour.ta'!::,H:i.ty, (2) financi.al ni.d to pri-:.rate schools, (3) th·"" -vc.ucher 
. ··~· ~., 
system, (4) sex education, (5) year around schools, (6) the use of drugs, 
and (7) guidance counselors. The questions and supporting statistics 
are given in the following pages. 
Teacher . .J~nd administrator accounJ:!:!bility. Included in the 
i.nterviews conducted fo:r this study were several questions designed to 
probe feelings respondents may have possessed on the subject of 
accountability. The first question asked on the topic was, "Do you like 
to see students in local schools given national tests so that their 
educational achievements can be compared with that of students in other 






PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, "DO YOU LIKE TO SEE 
STUDENTS IN LOCAL SCHOOLS GIVEN NATIONAL TESTS SO THAT THEIR 
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT CAN BE COMPARED WITH THAT 
OF STUDENTS IN OTHER COMMUNITIES?" 
= 
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents Two-Parent Two-Parent Mother-
Combined Fathers futher.s Parents 
\lr~to-a-' {N = 72:) (N = 72) (N = 24) · 
Yes 81.5 81.9 80.6 83.3 
No 18.5 18.1 19.4 16.7 
-100 100 100 100 
The responses to this question indicate that 81.5 per cent of the 
Title I parents are interested in some kind of measurement of student 
progress on a comparability basis with national standards. All three 
groups of parents registered a response over 80 per cent in favor of 
national tests. 
Another question presented the issue of greater accountability 
from another direction when parents were ·asked, "Should each teacher be 
paid on the basis of the quality of his work or should all teachers be 
paid on .a standard scale?" The results of this question indicated that 
the t\vo-parent mothers and fathers are evenly divided on the issue with 
56 per cent favoring the standard scale as opposed to appt·oximately 42 
per certt favoring the quality of work. '.r.he opinions of the mother-
parents are more widely spread with 70.8 per cent favoring the standard 
scale and 29.2 per cent favoring the quality of work. The supporting 




PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PAREN'f GROUP TO .. THE QUESTION, "SHOULD EACH 
TEACHER BE PAID ON THE BASIS OF THE QUALITY OF HIS WORK OR 
SHOULD AL~ TEACHERS BE PAID ON A STANDARD SCALE?" 










Per Cent of Responses 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 


















A quest.,ion about tenure, Table 28t page 116, probed the same area. 
The quest.ion was •designed chiefly to gauge the feeling about the general 
principle of t.enure. The results show that the pairs of parents are in 
close agreement on the issue with approximately 57 per cent of the two-
parent mothers and fathers favoring the concept with 42 per cent opposed. 
The views of the mother-parents are opposite with 62.5 per· cent of them 
opposing tenm:·e as compared to 37.5 per cent for tenure rights for 
teachers. 
''Iri. recent years teacher organizations seem to have become active 
in their own interests. A question designed to analyze the feeling of 
parents towarrl this issue asked the question, t'Have teacher organizations 
ga:i:ned too much power over their own salaries and working conditions?" 




PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, "ARE YOU FOR 
GIVING TEACHERS TENURE OR ARE YOU AGAINST TENURE?" 
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents Two-Parent Two-Parent futher-
Combined Fathers Mothers Parents 
(N = 168) (N = 72) (N = 72) (N = 24) 
For tenure 54.8 56.9 58.3 37.5 
Against tenure 45.2 43.1 41.7 62.5 
Yes 
No 
100 100 100 100 
TABLE 29 
PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, "HAVE 
TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS GAINED TOO HUCH POWER OVER 
TIIEIR OW1! S!\L~"liES· /,!JD ~~lOr .. I<:ING CONDITIONS?rr 
All Parents 
Combined· 
(N = 168) 
23.8 
75.6 
Per Cent of Responses 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 










(N = 24) 
20.8 
79.2 
No opinion .6 1.4 
100 100 100 100 
'llte reaction to the question resulted in responses that were 
congruent in direction. All populations were of the opinion that teacher 
organizations have not gained too much power. Responses ranged from a low 
"' 
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72.2 per cent for the two-parent mothers to a high 79. 2 per cent for the 
mother-parents. For the total of the three groups of parents in this 
study, 75.6 per cent said "yes" as compared to 23.8 per cent with "no." 
Tax aid~9E private schopls. A question. about giving government 
tax money. to private schools l-ras asked in order to gauge the feeling of 
the parents in this study toward consideration of financial aid to help 
parochial schools make ends meet. The Title I parents were 66.7 p::_:e=r.__,c'-"e=n=t~~~~-
in favor of helping parochial schools with some government tax money. 
The question an.d the statistics are given in the table below. 
TABLE 30 
PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, "DO YOU FAVOR OR 
OPPOSE GIVING SOHE GOVERNHEN1' HJNEY TO HELP PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS?" 
____ .... ___ .,. ___ ~-.:::=======================-· --·· ··~ ·~·-·~---
Per Cent of Respon~es ______ , _____ , _________ ·-------~ 
All Parents 
Combined 
(N = 168) 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 
(N = 72) 
Two-Parent 
Hothers 
(N = 72) 
Mother-
Parents 
(N = 24) 
-----------------~-------------~--~-~-----------------------~--------
Favor 64.3 62.5 62.5 66.7 
Oppose 35.7 37.5 37.5 33.3 
100 100 100 100 
-----· ···--·---.... -·----------------·---·---
,.· ,-
!.l~~:h~~:r: .. s.Ys t~. Some nations follow a plan of allocating a 
certain sum of money for the education of each child. The parent may 
then de~. ide to send the child to any school they choose. This proposal 
is referred to as the "voucher" plan in the United States. In response 
to a questlon regarding such a plan here, the sentiment of the Title I 
.. 
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paren:ts was rather evenly divided on adopting the proposal. The responses 
·were 56.5 per cent in favor and 43.5 per cent opposed. The question asked 
and the supporti.ng statistics are found in Table 31, belol-7. 
TABLE 31 
PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT. GROUP. TO THE QUESTION, "IN SOME 
NATIONS, THE GOVERNMENT ALLOTS A CERTAIN AM:lUNT OF MJNEY FOR 
EACH CHILD FOR HIS EDUCATION. THE PARENTS THEN CAN SEND THE 
CHILD TO ANY PUBLIC, PRIVATE, OR PAROCHIAL SCHOOL THEY CHOOSE. 
\>lOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE SUCH AN IDEA_ADQE_T_E_D_IN_THIS_CO_UN'l'RY?_11 ________ c-
=== ==. : ::·:== "= :::=-- ·== ===- . : 
All Parents 
Combined 
(N = 168) 
Per Cent of Responses 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 
(N = 72) 
Two-Parent 
M:lthers 
(N = 72) 
Mother-
Parents 
(N = 24) 
-------------------------------------~-------------- --------------
Favor 56.5 52.8 55.6 66.7 
Oppcse. 43.5 !.~7. 2 !~4.4 ')') ') ...t-:.J 
-- ---100 100 100 100 
TABLE 32 
PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, "DO YOU APPROVE 
OR DISAPPROVE OF SCHOOLS GIVING COURSES IN SEX EDUCATION?" 
-
----
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents Two-Parent Two-Parent Mother-
Combi.ned Fathers Mothers Parents 
(N = 168) (N = 72) (N = 72) (N = 24) 
Approve 72.0 77.8 63.9 79.2 
Disapprove 28.0 22.2 36.1 20.8 





Sex education i.n the schools. In order to assess the feelings 
of the parents in this study toward se;x ·education, the question was asked, 
"Do you approve or disapprov-e of schools giving courses in sex education?" 
By an o·verwhelming majority, the Title I parents expressed their 
approval of courses in sex education. The approval of the two-pa1.·ent 
mothers was the lowest of 63.9 per cent. The two-parent fathers approved 
~'lith a 77.8 per cent response and the mother-parents registered the 
highest approval with 79.2 per cent response • 
Year around schools. The question of keeping the schools open 
all year to utilize school buildings and facilities to their fullest 
extent did not receive majority support from the Title I parents. The 
response on the issue was 38.1 per cent in favor, 61.3 per cent opposed~ 
and .6 per cent with no opinion. The statistics are in Table 33, below. 
TABLE 33 
PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, "TO UTILIZE 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS TO THEIR FULLEST EXTENT, WOULD YOU APPROVE OR 
DISAPPROVE OF KEEPING THE SCHOOLS OPEN THE YEAR AROUND?" 
.. 
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~se nf druz~. · The American public seems to have become aware of 
a serious drug .problem in their public schools. When the Title I parents 
were asked if the schools had a problem approximately four of every five 
interviewed said that marijuana and drugs constitute a "serious problem" 
in their schools. The responses to the question are summed in Table 34, 
below·. 
TABLE 34 
PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTIONt "MARIJUANA AND 
OTHER DRUGS ARE INCREASINGLY BEING USED BY STUDENTS. DO·YOU 
THINK IT IS A SERIOUS PROBLEM IN YOUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?" 
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents Two-Parent Two-Parent Mother-
Combined Fathers Mot'hers Parents 
(N == 168) (N = 72) (N ""' 72) {N = 24) 
Yes 80.4 77.8 86.1 70.8 
No 19.6 22.2 13.9 29.2 
-- -100 100 100 100 
------
Co,!ln_s.~l_ors in the public §.Choqj&. The question concerning the 
value and worth of having guidance counselors in the public schools was 
overwhelmit1gly favored by the Title I parents. The. response on the issue 
was 'Vlide-spread with 87.5 per cent in favor and 12.5 per cent opposed. 
T'ae two-parent mothers saw the greatest value in counselors with 
response of 86.1 per cent in favor. The response of the two-parent 
fathers and the mothe1:-parents 77.8 per cent to 70.8 per cent in favor. 




PER CENT Or' RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THE QUESTION, " HOW DO YOU FEEL 
ABOUT HAVING GUIDANCE COUNSELORS IN THE PUJ3LTC SCHOOLS? 
DO YOU THINK THEY ARE WORTH THE ADDED COST?" 
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents Two-Parent Two-Parent M:Jther-
Combined Fathers Mothers ·Parents 
(N = 168) (N = 72) (N = 72) (N = 24) 
----------
Yes 87.5 86.1 87.5 91.7 
No 12.5 13.9 12.5 8.3 _,_ -1.00 100 100 100 
Each respondent interviewed in this study vms given five items 
to evaluate concerning communications with the local public schools. 
These included (1) identifying the best source for information about the 
schools; (2) ranking the importance of sources; (3) evaluating the amount 
of information received; (4) identifying the parent who has assumed the 
role in the family as school-connnunicator; and (5) evaluating the 
hospitality clilaate of the local public schools. 
¥!..~st s_g_urce_for_lr~~· The first question asked on the 
topic of communications was, "From your ow-n personal viewpoint, what is 
the best source -of information about the local schools?" The answers 
were probed for clarity and· the frequency of the responses indicates that 
for all the Titl·e I parents cor.tbined, the predominant information sources 
appeared to be the students and the PTA, in that order. Among the 
.. 
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groQps of parents, the two-parent fathers listed in priority order 
students and direct observation as the predominant source.s of 
information. The two-parent mothers listed the PTA as first and students 
and the school board/administration as second •. z.'.othet·-parents considered 
students and netvspapers as the best sources of information. The frequency 
of responses are surmnarized in Table 36 belmv • 
. TABLE 36 
IDENTIFYING BEST SOURCES OF INFOR}~TION ABOUT THE LOCAL 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY PER CENT OF PARENT GROUP 
All Parents 
Combined 
(N = 168) 
Per Cent of Responses 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 
(N = 72) 
Two-Parent 
Mothers 
(N ::. 72) 
Mother-
Parents 


















































t..!!!£Ortan,t _ _wa.Y_s of ge.tting infprma.ll£!!• Each respondent was given 
a list of nine t.rays .in which information could be secured conce~rning the 
schools and asked to identify for each how important that particular 
source was to a person like them. To control for any possible bias in 
the list of nine sources; two randomized lists were used. Table 40 
below, summarizes the mean importance rating for each of the sources. 
For the scale used with the question, the higher the mean score, the 
more mport~mt the rating for that source. 
TABLE 37 
MEAN RANK U1PORTANCE OF BEST SOURCES OF INFORMATION BY PARENT GROUP 
( 1 = poor source; 4 = best source) 
-----------------------------------
Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents 
Combined 
(N = 168) 
Two-Parent 
Fathers 
(N = 72) 
T'·JO•Parent 
Hothers 
(N = 72) 
Nother-
Pa:rents 





































The nine sources of information listed in Table 37 may be divided 
into two groups. The first group reflects sources of information 
directly connected with the school. These include direct observation, 
teachers, parent meetings, students, PTA, and principals. The other 
group reflects aspects of information directed to the public about the 
schools. Ne~.,rspapers, school board, and talking with people are identified 
with this groupQ As the table indicates, there is a clustering of the 
.. two categories in the responses of all the Title I parents. In point of 
fact, the sources of information identified with the school are ranked 
in priority order with direct observation being valued as the best 
source. This first-ranked source is followed closely by teachers, PTA, 
parent meetings~ students, and principals. The second group, talking 
With people, :ne1t7Spapers, and the school board, are clustered at the 
bottom of th<0 priority ranking and seem to be less valued by the Title I 
parents as important sources of information~ 
More information is needed. By an overwhelming majority, parents 
expressed a desire to know more about the public schools in their 
community. The response of the Title I parents was 94.6 per cent in 
favor to 5.4 per cent opposed. The least desire to lmow more about the 
&chools was expressed by the mother-parents, yet, in this group the 
,• 
favorable response was seven to one. The greatest desire to have more 
information was on the part of the two-parent fathers with a response 
of 98.6 per cent. This -is supported by statistics to the question 





PER CENT OF RESPONSE BY PARENT GROUP TO THREE VARIABLES RELATING 
TO CO.HMUNICATJ.ONS viiTH THE LOCAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Would yon like to know mo:r.e about the public schools in this community? 
- Per Cent of Responses 
All Parents T-wo-Parent l'wo-Parent Mother~ 
Combined Jlather_s V£G-t-h-e~o Parents 
--
Yes 94.6 98.6 93.1 87.6 
No 5.4 1.4 6.9 12.5 
100 100 100 100 
--
In general, do you feel welcome when you visit your local public schools? 
----·-------------------------------------·-------------·----··-----
93.4 94.4 9.:J.8 88.3 
No 6.0 5.6 . 2.8 16.7 
No Anst.;rer .6 
---100 100 100 100 ______ , _____ _ 
'h"henever it is necessary to contact the local schools' who -in this home 
generally makes the contact? The mother or the father? (For the mother-
parents, ask who did when the father was in the home) 
----~~~·---·--J·..,........._ ___ ,.. _______ ~---.. ---·--·-· ____ ,_, __ 
Hother 92.3 90.3 93.1 95.8 
Father 6.5 8.3 5.6 4.2 
No Ans\.;rer 1.2 1.4 1.4 
100 100 100 100 
--------------------·--------------------------------------------
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ligspitality climate of the school. In order to gauge the 
feelings of the parents interviewed in this study toward feeling welcome 
when school contacts are made, the questton was asked, "In general do 
you feel welcome when you visit your local public schools?" By an 
overwhelming majority, parents expressed a feeling of being welcome to 
visit their schools •. The response was 93.4 per cent "yes" to 6 per cent 
11no." The lowest "feeling of welcome" was found among the mother-
parents, yet, in this group the response was about five to one - actually 
83.3 per cent for feeling welcome to 16.7 per cent negative. This is 
supported by the question and statistics in Table 38, page 125. 
The school liaison role. The question of who in the home 
generally contacts the local schools when it is necessary revealed that 
92 .• 3 p.er cent· of th-a mothers as· oppost'!d to.· 6.5 per cent of the fath<:lrs 
were reported to be the ones who contact the school. 
At this point of the study, in addition to this percentage 
statistic" the statistical analysis and discussion involving significant 
difference between the mothers and fathers in the school l:i.aison role and 
encompassing ethnic and racial status variables were reserved for this 
section. The statistical tool of choice for the analysis was the 
binomial test which tests the null hypothesis, the median of the 
differences is zero. 
The eighth variable of this study put to test under the null 
hypothesis was· that there are no differences between the mothers and 
fathers in the school liaison role. The probability arbitrarily 
selected as the rni.nimally acceptable level of confidence was that of .05. 
The applicatimt of the binomial test in testing for no differences was 
~~~ .. ;-~-~ 
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made after the data were cast in a table of aggregate differences. Tabl.e · 
39, below, shows that with a Z of 8.00; the liaison role is significantly 
perceived as being a woman's responsibility by all respondents combined. 
However, when the rema,ining variables enc-ompassing the ethnic and· racial 
status of the mothers and fathers were put to test under the null 
hypothesis in the same manner, of the four factors tested, only ·three 
significantly supported the liaison role as being_a_r,.romanLs 
r_e.spens-ihi:t~it:y. The school liaison role was found to be concomitant 
with the mother role in the Caucasian) Negro, and Filipino families. 
The remaining variable, the concomitancy in the school liaison role in 
the Mexican-American families did not approach the .05 level of 
significance. 
TABLE 39 
STATISTICAL VARIANCE OF THE TITLE I MOTHERS A~ID FA1RERS 
IN THE SCHOOL LIAISON ROLE 
:::::::==-========-==--=··==:~t~::." ======:=:-==-~-=~-·::.:. "1:1' ·-- • "'"'"":t.:....==== 
Family Va:ciable 
.. .__ .. _. __ ......_.... .. __ 



















5~35 * .00006 
~ .001 
5.17 * .00006 
.34 
-.. ..... _._4 ______ .. , ________________________________ _ 







V. TilE CONGRUITY OF OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES IN 
RELATION TO BACKGROi.JND VARIABLES 
128 
As mentioned before, data were collected to measure opinions and 
attitudes of Title I parents within the response categories of (1) local 
problems; (2) attitudes toward education in the local school district; 
(3) attitudes toward getting more information about the local schools; 
and (4) opinions on state and national issues. In this portion of the 
study, the responses of the Title I parents, within these four 
categories, are studied in relation with certain background variables of 
the respondents. The background characteristics lnclude levels of 
education, levels of income, status of occupation, and length of 
residence. In the study of differences, data from the open-ended 
response items in three of the issue clusters and the ten response items 
in tbe fourth clt!ster ~J~re,. referred by crocs tebul.ntion ~-rith each of the 
four'.hackground variables.. 'l'he hypotheses under test are that the 
parents differ i.n their responses with respect to background 
characteristics, therefore, the thirteenth null hypothesis put to test 
was that education is independent of the attitudes and opinions of the 
Title I parents. Table 40 on the following page shows that.of the four 
factors tested for independence, only one, level of education as related 
to attitudes toward education in the d::i.strict reached the .05 level 
of significance. Further reference to Table 40 reveals that when the 
remaining twelve background variables were put to test under the null 
hypothesi.s in the same manner, only one reached the acceptable level 
of significance. It v.r.as attitudes toward education in the local school 




ANALYSI.S.-SHOHING THE RELATIONSHIP OF OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES OF TITLE I 
PARENTS .ON SPECIFIC RESPONSE ITE1"S IN TilE :FOUR ISSUE CATEGORIES 
TO VARIABLES OF LEVELS OF EDUCATION, LEVELS OF INCOME, 
STATUS OF OCCUPATION, AND LENGTH OR RESIDENCE 
- -~---
fust important local prob1em 
Variable Chi Square df Probability Level 
Levels of education 10.39 6 .20 
LevelS of income .25 6 .99 
S.tatus of occupation 8.25 6 .30 
Length of residence 10.82 6 .10 
One change in the way the local schools are run 
-·--.. ---. 
Lt:!vels a£ edu,;at:Lor\ l6.14 6 .02 
Levels of itlt.'1.or:te 12.92. 6 .os 
Status of occupation 9.28 6 .20 
Length of residence 6.11 6 .so 
llist important source of information about the 
local schools 
Levels ·~ l:!ducat:i.on 1.75 3 .70 01: 
J.evels of incon1e 5.81 3 .20 
Status of oc:cupation 3.82 3 .30 
Length of residence 6.90 3 .10 
------.~~~~~--·········· 
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TABLE l~O (continued) 
State and national issues on tenure, national 
tests, voucher plans, sex education, aid to 
private schools, teacher pmver, year around 
schools, drugs, counselors, and merit pay. 
No. of Items No. of Items Probability 
Less Than .055 More than .055 Level 
Levels of education. 2 8 • 86 
Levels of income 1 9 .98 
Status of occupation 2 8 .86 
Length of residence 4 6 .89 
VI. SUMMARY 
This chapter was devoted to the presentation, treatment, and 
analysis of the data obtained for the investigated Title I families 
selected for this study. Figures and tables sho~v-:i.ng both descriptive 
and inferential statistical treatment of the data were presented. 
'!he follo\ving chapters wHl present the implications for educational 






DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 
TI1is chapter is concerned with the interpretation of the data 
treated in Chapter IV and, therefore, discusses the findings in respect 
to either the support or rejection of the hypotheses upon which this 
.. study was based. • 
The first part of the chapter is . concerned with the discussion 
of the congruity of the opinions and attitudes of the pairs of parents, 
the concomitancy of the school liaison role with the mother role, and 
the congruity of the opinions and attitudes of the three ·independent 
groups of parents. 
'!'he s~conrl pc:!'t:l.cn of the chapt:e!' is dP.'!oted to a. stat:tst:tcal 
p:resentation and discussion of the findings relative to the opinions 
and attitudes of the three categories of Title I parents toward issues 
'.Vithin the f:our response categories on the survey instrument. Whenever 
applicable, comparisons arc made with data from relevant surveys, i.e., 
survey. 
1'he third portion of this chapter concerns itself with the 
-
interpretation of finding relative to the congruity of the opinions and i 
attitudes of the respondents as related to the four background 
characteristics. 
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I. CONGRUITY OF THE OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES O:E' TITLE I·· PARENTS 
Since this study was the first ,.,£ its kind, a cornp.arison cannot 
be made with similar studi.es. The findings, however, seem to be in 
harmony with some of the results reported in related studies included in 
the review ofliterature, Chapter II, and are in apparant agreement with 
stated hypothe:ses for this portion of the study with two exceptions. 
The h otheses c<mcerned t-.•ith the agreement of the Mexican-American 
pairs of parents on the attitude and opinion variables, and the one 
concerned. ;.1ith the .Mexican-American parents and the concomitance of the 
school liaison role. 
"\.fuen th~ Oi'inions and attitudes of the 72 pairs of Title I 
pcn.:tni.:s w>!:'.tt: cl.m!V)u:.;;'e<'i •. it: was determined that the pail·s of mothers &ii.G 
fathers were congruent in their views toward the school. Table 9, page 
... , 
87, revealed that 63 of the 72 pairs of parents were significantly 
similar in tbe5.r v:i.ews. The table shows, also, that when the attitude 
and opinio.n va:d.ables of the racial and ethnic groups of the pairs of 
parents were compared, the Caucasian, Filipino, and Negro parents were 
in agr.e.ement to a highly significant degree. Concurrently, Table 39, 
page 127, sho·weJ. that in the 96 '£itle I families, a hi.ghly significant 
level of agreement was found between mothers and fathers perception of 
the school liais'l"ln role and the mother role as being concomit<mt. However, 
when the famil:Les were com~,ared on the ra.cial and ethnic variable, it 
\-7as detc'l:'mined t.hat a highly significant number of fathers and mothers, 
agai.n in the Ca:ucasi.an ~ Filipino, and Negro family groups, related the 




American pairs of parents did not show a significant level of agreement, 
nor did they significantly relate the school liaison role to either 
parent. Since the number of N.exican-American:' families sampled for this 
study was small, perhaps it need be considered that not enough subjects 
were included so as to be able to generalize beyond the sample. The 
assumption made is that this is not a problem that needs to be resolved 
at this point, since the finding of this stuqy, as related to. the 
. population in question, appear to be supported by related studies as 
shown below. 
The fact that the Caucasian, Filipino, and Negro parents reached 
congruency in their views toward the school and related the school 
liaison role ¥7ith the mother, and the Mexican~American parents did not, 
implies that in general, decision-making :i.n respect to the Title I 
s~.l!Ool 1"s n joint p:rot.~ess het'\\!een hllsben,d .and wife, but :'.t :f.s not tb.e 
same in all the subcultures of society. One assumption that can bemade, 
in the case of the Caucasian, Filipino, and Negro poverty subcultures, 
is that since these family systems appear to be matriarchal-equalitarian 
relat :i.onships, ·the father is consulted in decisions regarding the 
education of the children, and the mother. in the school liaison role is 
cognizant of the vfews of her husband toward the school system when she 
is deali.ng with the school. An inference that appears warranted here is 
that the majority of the Title I fathers do have an equal voice with the 
mothers in the educative process involving their children as decision-
making on school problems is a joint process. 
An assumption that can.be made, in the case of the Mexican-
American subculture of society, is that since the family system tends 
to be a mixtm::e ofpatriarchal and equalitarian authority, decision-
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'.fit 
' ........ ;., 
·. : ·~~ ~.:n:!~aking on school relat.;;,rl problems is not a joint process. An inference 
1~~ -" ~ -~ "'; f~' .tha_~ the male. and fenwle roles is the family are more differentiated 
thart .. ir.~:~the,···o,:::lwr. Title I families, which is in apparant agreement with 
aspect,s .. .of.. ~o~1e of_ the findings. reported by Burma and Clark in the 
literature:~r~wie""ed in ·chapter II.l Although the family patterns tend 
to patriarcheJ~,oqualitarian, according to Clark actual relationships 
may be quite different as the patriarchal-authoritarian system· is still 
regarded by many to be i.deal. Accordingly, C-larl< supports the thesis 
that wives defy male authority despite the fact that theoretically they 
are subservient to their husbands.2 
It was also revealed by Burma, that in this particular 
subculture of society, there is not a close contact with.the neighbors 
or with the school, and also, ~.rithin the subculture there seems to be the· 
t·;;,m.dei.;.~:;y foz p.;;rsm.s to agr.ae to a state:ment or observation and say "yes" 
when the answer is really ••no. n3 
An implication seems to be that these differences apply also to 
tht~ school liaison role as it appears that the i.'ole is not clearly 
related to .either the mother. or the father in the Hexican-American family. 
Th.e roles of husband and wife are enough diff<!rentiated so that in the 
case of the sc.hool liaison role, it is possible for either to perform the 
decision-n1aking functions in tt manne.r relatively independent of the other. 
lJohn H. Burma, Mexican-Americans in the United States (Cambridge: 
Schenkman Publishing Co., 1970), p. 21. 
2Hargaret Clark, Health in the Y.exican-American Cu~ 
(Berkeley: Un:tversity of California Press, 1959), pp. 133-137. 
3Burma, ~it·, p. 25. 
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An additional implication arises from observations of the results 
of this study in relation to interpretations made of findings reported 
by Wilkening in the revievl of the literature. He found that decision· 
making i.n the family has a curvilinear correlation with social class in 
that it is viewed as being a singular process in lower and upper class 
families and a joint process in middle class families.4 With a 
significant numher of T1.tle I families, howew:r, decision-making in 
respect to the schools does not appear to have the same curvilinear 
correlation v1ith social class as reported. This study showed that the 
lower class Title I fathers in Vallejo are consulted by the mothers in 
the families on school related issues and decisions are made jointly. 
Several possible assumptions arise from these observations • 
. One is that decision-making on issues related to the school does not 
education. is a salient issue in the minds of the Title I mothers and 
fathers; it is viewed as the most effective instrument for their 
children to move up into the mainstream of American society, and joint 
decision-making on educational problems enhances tl)e children's 
competitive changes in the upward movement through the social classes. 
~When the op:i.nion and attitude vari.ables of the two-parent mothers 
and the t-wo-parent fathers were each compared to the views of the 
mother"pare11ts, it was determined that the three groups of parents were 
4E. ·.A. Wi.lkening, "Joint Decision-Making as a Function of Status 







congtueut in their vie¥.rs toward the school. Table 10, pagl~ 89, revealed 
that there w.as a highly si$ni.ficant degree of congruity between the 
mother-parents and the two-parent mothers and the mother-parents and the 
two-parent fathers. ·. An assumption is that education and the schools 
are· an important aspect of the lives of the Title I parents, and all 
<!an identify w:f.th the importance of education and with the imp·rovement 
o£ the quality of education j_n their. schools. An inference is that for 
the Title I parents education has become one of the major promises of 
prestige and status. They perceive education and the schools as the 
.chief agent of social mobility. It is one of the few mean of self-
improvement available to them, not necessarily in terms of economic and 
social success for themselves, but also, an urgent quest .for better 
eo:uc:ational opportunities and higher-quality education for their children. 
IL ANAJ .. YSIS OF THE ATTITUDE AND OPINION VARIABLES 
WITHIN THE FOUR RESPONSE CATEGORIES 
Perhaps it is worthwhile at this point in the dissertation to 
consider the possible bias toward the school which could have occurred 
because the Title I school-comnnmity aides were used to obtain the data. 
The assumption is that the. survey intcrvi.ew did not sensitize the 
respondents to issues mentioned for the reasons that (1) the interv:i.ew 
was not.a special event in the ordinary life of the Title I parents 
since all have been. contacted before, and in a similat' manner, for data 
concerning the operation of the Title I project, and (2) as mentioned 
before, the a5.des were trained in the careful phrasing and asking of 
questions so as to limit the effec:ts of such interaction. 
As ind:tcated in Chaptm.· IV, one of the interview items which the 
Title I parents responded to concerning the local tssues was staUng 
.... 
TABLE 41 
DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES TOWARD LOCAL ISSUES IN THE DISTRICT BY 
COMBUlED TOTAL OF TITLE I PARENTS AND THE DMI POPULATION 
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Variables Title I Parents DMI Voters 
Item No. 2 - Host important local problem 




Crime and violence 
Street conditions 
-- -






p = .001 





the single roost important local problem. Item No. 2, Table ~~ls above 
covered the responses to the question, "What do you think is the most 
important problem facing you local area at the present time? 11 'l'he 
three groups of parents expressed the opinion that the qualityof 
education 'vas the most important local problem. A comparison of the 
responses of the Title I parents with those of the voters in the DMI 
study yi.elded a chi square value of 27.27 which has· an associated 
p'robability le\•el of .001. There are significant group differences in 
respect to the responses on this item between the findings reported in 
the DHI and th:i.s study. 
An inrpH.cation that appears warranted here is that the findings 
~mphat:tcally gupport the previous assumption that education is the 
::: 
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salient issue in· the minds of the Title I parents even with the more 
publicized issues of drugs, pollution, and taxati.on. An inference 
appears to he that many of the Title 1 parents view education as the 
"royal road to success" and see the diploma as the measure of the man. 
Attitude Toward Education in the Local. School District 
As indica ted in Chapter IV, ·seven items were combined to 
tow·ard education in the local school district. 
Change in the schools. The first of these, Item No. 3, 
covered the parents' responses to the question, "If you could make one 
change in the way your local schools are run, what would it be?" As 
indicated in 'ra.ble42, page 140, the three groups of Title I parents 
to be made in the way the schools are run. A comparison of the DMI 
respouses tb those obtained in this study yielded a chi square of 
_23.61 a highly significant difference between the two populations. 
'.the implication appears to be.that these findings again emphasize 
that the Title I parents are not satisfied with the quality of education 
at all school levels. An assumption that might be drawn here is that the 
Title I parents are asking for an updatingof their secondary schools. 
tfuat they see happening in their schools today is the same as when they 
were in school. 
Nearly 85 per cent of t~e Title I parents in this study have had. 
the advantage of at least some high school education. They can fall back 
on their own educational experience asa way of judging the progress of 
their children, something that was uot possible a generatlon or two ago.· 
,. : 
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An inference is that in the, .'scl1ools they attended, and the schools their 
children are attendi.ng now are defined not by what they are, but by what 
~hey are not. In the review of the literature, Sexton and others viewed 
rNhat childt·en do in school tends to be predetermined by social class • 
. The honor class is filled with the children of the upper-classes whose 
parents have completed high sc.hool, and in many instances, gone on to 
college. The remedial track, the general course, and the vocational 
track tend to be composed of the sons and daughters of the lower classes. 
Additionally, school is an extension of the home. In the suburbs, it is 
rated on college admissions. In the working class and lower class 
neighborhoods, it tends to be judged on order and discipline. 5 
Teaching goal!. Items 4-18 pertained to identifying by 
importance a list cf teaching. goals that were divided into two groups; 
one reflecting skill related b::=haviors, and the bther., reflecting 
aspects of personal adjustment. For the opinions on these items, the . 
. three categories of Title I parents placed curriculum emphasis of the 
skill related behaviors on teaching students to read and ~n teach~ng 
students to listen and remember. M:>st skill behaviors received good 
support. In fact~ as indicated in Table 15, pages 97 to 98, there '"as 
no difference betwee.n the vie~qs of the mother-parents and the two-parent 
mothers on the importance c.£ teaching reading, Item No. 10, and on 
teaching mathematics, Item No. 12. Learning about physical activities, 
~ . . . 
"Patrici.a Cayo Sexton, Education and Income, (New York: The Viking" 
Press, 1961), pp. 228-231; August Hollingshead, ElmtoW? Youth (New York: 
John Hiley and Sons, 1949), pp. 121-203; Roberts. Lynd and Helen Merrill 
Lynd, Middletown: A Stud.!...i;!!. American Culture; (New York: Harcour!=, 
Brace and Co., 1929). 
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TABLE l~2 
DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES TOHARD EDUCATION IN THE DISTRICT BY 
CONBINED TOTAL OF TITLE I PARENTS AND THE DMI POPULATION 
-================---=========================== 
Variable Title I Parents DMI Voters 
Item No. 3 - ~~ke one change in the schools 
Chi square ~ 23.61 df = 3 p = .001 
Improve the quality of education 24.4 % 6.1 % 
Better teachers 22.6 'Yo 6.6 % 
No changes 17.8% 6.4% 
More discipline 15.5 % 13.5% 
Better facilities 10.1% 5.4 % 
·--~--·-------· 
H:emg. Nos~ t~~·B - 1>1ean rank of skill goals and personal adJustment goals 
(/+ .,. extremely impm·:taut) 
Skill goals 




3.14 ______ .,., ...... ..._._._ __ 
·------------------------------·---------
Items Nos. 19-25 ·· Spend more for educational programs 
Chi sctua:re = 36 .11-:. 
Progra.ms in reading 
Bu:l.ld:J'.ngs and supplies for high schools 
Programs for students from poor homes 
Buildings and supplies for elementary schools 





Programs to achieve racial balance 61.9 % 
Bui.ldings and s1.1pplies for W1cational educati.on 61.3 % 
Programs to keep teachers and get new ones 58.9 % 









TABLE 42 (continued) 
=========--=· ··==========================~===========·--=·===·*====·=======·==----
Item No. 32 " Rating the performance of teachers 








Item No. 33 - Rating the performance of administrators 
Chi square = 1.58 df = 2 
Above average 55.4 % 
Average 33.9 % 
Poor 9.5 % 
--------?--~------
Item No. 34- Rattng the district as a whole 
Chi square = 19.52 df = 2 
Above average 57.2 % 
Average 34.5 % 
Poor 8.3 % 





















'> .. ' 
· ....... 
. . . . 
'science~ .... creativity, and repr0:ducti,on a~~d fami.ly life received the le.ast. 
suppor.t.. The curriculum empha~is· o;1 th'e personal ad,justment skills wae 
.. ·,on dev(~loping a positive self..,tm.age:~· mak.ing deCisions, ~eing independent, 
'· 
·,.:·:i>.-nq·,t~~1<tting along weil wtth ot:he;SI. ·. When the total score for the two 
·ca~ego:ties of goal skills were.~ompared,' the personal adjustment goal 
skills seemed to be, valued most highiyJ'y the three groups of Title l 
~arenta~ Conversaly, the DMI"voter population ranked the skill related 
oehavior goals of greater importance than the persoo.al an)ustment st<Hl 
goals. 
Two inferences appear jusdfie.d here. First, the Title I parents 
recognize that reading, mathem,atic~, and being able to listen and to 
~d>er are indispensible. skills. i Th~y are the. skills that open the 
·door ·to better, hlgher•paying, · tno·r.f'! pleasant jobs, and pt·ovidc greater 
~ tat!.le an.li securi i:y. The secona possibili.ty is t~at: the overall priori r:y 
... .:. •f"f{'\O'>tn by the Title I parents to the personal adjustment skills relating 
(,; .. · . 
·tt) st!lf·•irnage, self-motivation, and getting along well \11ith others 
,. implies that they recognize that libQok learning" to the exclt.tsi()n of most 
othet' skills nnd virtues is worth less than nothing unless one has the 
charar-ter to get alongwell in therealworld. 
· ·, · : __ 'School speri.§j.!!£1.. Items Nos. 19-25, Table 42, were concerned 
·::··.· : ... ·:-"Wl·tl•,::·;c;,:itegories of spending for· educational programs •... The Title I 
. . 
.·-;. · ... ·'''~"; :p.a~.u:t>S identif:ted the a:re.as where :more money shou.ld be spent as 
. '(-:~ ~· ~ 
programs to teach reading and speri4ing for supplies, materials, an.d 
-:·:~-hll.~ings. Interestingly, spending for vocationl:ll training -programs was~ 
...... 
,, : ":• ,.-. 
·,., :,.;wit:h .those of the DMI, the two groups were significantly differentiated~ 
·-.-
,-
An inference drawn from this finding is that Title I parents 
sense a close relationship between quality education and school spending 
p. 
priorities when they identify the areas where more money should be spent. 
They view better programs in r~!ading, more supplies and materials, and 
better buildings as necessary for a more meani.ngful education fo·r their 
children; an education that readies the student either fol.' higher 
education or for some fot•m of inunediate and satisfying employment at 
the end of high school. .. 
The respouse toward vocational education lead to the possible 
assumption that lower-income parents see little ''romance" in vocational 
education. An implication is that schools have given improper emphasis 
to preparing students for entrance i.nto college. This is a practice 
which cart .. be traced even to the elementary level. Little importance 
vocation.c1l etluc;.<.ttl.on. .Another possible i.nt;?Hca.tion is that a top 
priority facing the Vallejo schools is that of improvlng the image of 
career educati.on. by making the education for the world of work 
attractive, lively, and real. Career education means moving away from 
general education, which is a watered down version of a college entrance 
program, at the end of which is nothing • 
... r !.!.rum~J-.:d supp_Q.rt for the schQ_ols. The fourth item, No. 36, 
Table 43, page 145, which pertained to the probability of voting more i_:_ 
financial support for the schools, was found to significantly 
differentiate the Title I parents and the Gallup public school parents 
at the .001 level. As a group, the Title I parents ind1.cated that they 
would vot:e overr..zhelmingly for a tax increase. As compared to the Gallup 
" 
population, 62-.7 per cent of the T:ttle I parents were for raising taxes 
~vhile only 40 per cent of the parents in the Gallup survey were. so 
inclined. Additionally, data revealed there v.ras no differences between 
the views of the two-parent mothers and the mother-parents toward the tax 
increase. An infer~nce from these findings is that improving education 
is foremost in the minds of the Title I parents, even at the expense of 
higher taxes. 
Another possibility is that if a realistic measure ofthe 
public's attitude toward their schools is the willingness of the people 
in a community to vote tax increases v1hen there is a need for greater 
financial assistance, as was found by Gallup in his study, 6 then it can· 
be assumed that the Title I parents are highly satisfied.with the Title I 
program ln their schools. 
IL shou.lcl te pointed out here that in a recent tax increase 
election held in Vallejo, although the proposal was defeated in the 
district, in the attendance areas of the Title I schools, the vote cast 
was over 60 per cent in favor of the increase. Gallup observed that 
this voting pattern is contrary to the vot1.ng pattern of low-income 
persons ~ho are found to be the most opposed to meeting new financial 
needs for the schools.7 One reason for this appar.ent contradiction 
may be due to the fact that the Title I personnel iu Vallejo not only 
6George Gallup, "Second Annual Survey of the Public's Attitude 
Toward the Public Schools," ?h.!_ p~lta. Kaf!pan .• LII (October 1970), p. 97. 
7George Gallup, "Third Annual Survey of the Public's Attitudes 
Toward the Public Schools, 1971, ri Phi Delta Is_appan, LIII, No. 1 





DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES T01i1ARD EDUCATION IN THE DISTRICT BY COMSINED 
TOTAL OF TITLE I PARENTS AND THE GALLUP POPULATION 
Variable Title I parents Gallup 
Item No. 35 - Rating the teaching of the bad effects of drugs 
Chi square = 2.22 df = 1 
Yes 53.0_% 
No 48.5 % 
Item No. 36 - Wi.llingness to vote financial support 
Chi square = 48.91 
Vote for a tax increase 
Vote age:i.nst: a tax increase 
Item No. 4l~ - Discipline 
Chi square = 2.20 
Too strict 
Just about right 
Not strict enough 


















• 6 % 
.6 % 
5.4 % 
p = .20 
56.0-% 
31.0 % 
p = .001 
40.0 % 
52.0 'lQ 
p = .50 
2.0 "' /o 
48.0 % 
47.0 % 





















TABLE l~3 (continued) 
Item No. 46 Should students be spanked? 
Chi square = .004 
. Approve of spanking 
Disapprove of spanking 
Item No. 47 - Interest in trying new "(iays and ideas 
Chi square = 8.85 
Not interested enough 
'l'oo ready to try new ideas 
Just about right 







It£!m No. l~o8 - Does the curriculum meet today' s needs? 
Chi square = 6.22 df = 1 
Needs to be changed 60.1 % 
Already meets n.eeds 39.9 % 
Item No. 49 - Should parents have more say on the curriculum? 
Yes 
No 
Chi square = 30.53 df = l 
75.0 % 
25.0 % 
Item No.· .50 - Should parents have more say on teachers? 
Chi square = 40.15 df == 1 
Yes 68.0 % 
l~o 32.0 % 
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p = .98 
66.0 % 
29.0% 




p = .02 
40.0 % 
55.0 % 
p = .001 
40.0 % 
so.o% 









TABLE 43 (continued) 
~~=~==-="==~============--==~==~====-=-==== 
Item No. 51 - Should parents have more say on school rules? 
Chi square= 7.10 d£ = 1 p = .01 
Yes 58.3% 38.0 % 
No 41.7% 58.0 % 
--
Item No. 52 - Should parents have more say on student dress? 
"' 
Chi square = 6.62 d£ = 1 p = .02 
Yes 59.8% 40.0 % 
No l•O • 2 '/o 56.0 % 
belie,Te in the right and responsibility of the Title I communities to 
help decide its destiny but actively involve them in decisicm-making. 
An.ot:he:z: -;:eason !iuay 'De that Title I families pay h:ss taxes and 
consequently are more favorably inclined to vote tax increases. However, 
in prevj.ous tax elections, ·the Title I vote has been against the tax 
increases. Pexhaps the fact that the project personnel values and 
recognizes a need for the input of the parent advisory comm:l.ttees with 
a commitment to share the decision-making process with the communities 
being served has made a difference. Through these gt·oups, some control. 
over education has been returned to the fam:i.ly, and the parent advisory 
,.rr·' 
cormnittees have become an important part of the Title I pr.ogram. An 
assumption that appears justified here is that this study provides data 
which clearly indicates that there is a positj.ve correlation between 
involvitl.g parents in school decision~·making processes and financial 
support for the schools. •.ro put H another way, school decisions being 
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macl.e by a small per cent of the population .has contributed to the chasm 
0ot~ei~i~ ·the school system and the families who financially support it. 
Performance evaluat:!:2!!.. Rating the performance of teachers, 
=-
, It~!m No. 32, was found to differentiate the Title I parents and the DMI 
vote1:s s ignifi.cantly. Overall, 73.8 per cent of the Title I parents 
. -•, .: <.:~/i~1Ji'iewed. the perJ:ormance of the teachers es above average compared to 46.9 
11------~p_er cent of the DMI group. An inference is that Title I parents are well 
'· "~ -, · .. '·.•,o.t$'litXisfietl"'wi'th the teaching in the Title I program. Apparently they 
.·. '··view~· positively, the efforts of the teachers in the Title I schools to 
develop programs which maximize opportunities for the individualization 
of instruction and learning. · The project personnel believes the best 
way to facil:i.tate the highest educational attainment for each and e'1ery 
child in the schools is to offer instructional programs with a wide 
diveridty o.f objectives, with elements which permit self-pacil'tg, and 
t·, .. t"'hich offer e:h.-posure to stimulating instructional materials and 
activities. 
Items Nos. 33 and 34 were concerned with rating the performance 
of adti1lni.strators and the distri.ct as a whole. Both the Title I parents 
an.d:the DMI group rated the performance less favorably than they rated 
the teachers. An inference to be considered here is that, in the case 
of the adminLgtrators and the district, they have less confidence. This 
might.be interpreted to mean that the administrators and the district, 
and not the teachers, are being held accountable for the quality of 
educat:ton. It follows then, that teachers are too little involved :i.n 
educational management, including the allocation of resources, to be 
held accountable. Hence, if the administrator's primary responsibility 
... 
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is educational accountability, then he is the one to el<:plain ~vhat is 
·being done· and what should be done and why. The possibility is that 
administrators are being judged in terms of their reasonings, 
explanations, and proposals. There is apparently considerable 
skepticism that administrators really mean what they say. The typical 
patterns o£ dealing with school problems and latent negativism in 
parents is for the administrator to give the appearance that problems 
do not exist. Problems that do arise and approaches to solving these 
problems are often made out of the public eye. Schools and their 
administrators need to conduct school business in public in order to 
get the kinds of feedback that allow parents 1 concerns to surface and 
be dealt tJ:ith. 
the attitude dimensions concerned with discipline. It asked the Title 
I parents specifically about the strictness of discipline in the schools. 
Item No. 45, which asked whose responsibility it was for more discipline 
if it was not strict enough, when compared with the Gallup responses, 
d:i.fferent~ated between the t'vo groups to a highly significant level. 
The third item, No. lt-6, which pertained to spanking students, did not 
significantly differentiate between the two groups •. 
. - For the contrast in the opinions regarding who should assume 
more respon.s:i.bility for correcting the situation if discipline is not 
strict enough, nmre than a majority of the Title I public think parents 
should. be responsible while a majority of the Gallup population said, 
"the school11 - teachers, administrators, and the school board. The 




jo5.nt responsibility, a concept that is not recog;nized by many 
administ:r.ato:r.s. 
Since the lack of discipline seems to produce more headaches £or 
teachers than anything else, ne~.;r approaches to the problem must be made. 
Hethods now used - lectures, scolding, failures, detenti.on, and even 
corporal punishment - apparently do not work with a great many Title I 
students, an.d "in fact, seem to have an effect opposite to what is 
presumably intended. An additional implication appears to be that 
principals must become school-community involvement specialists in order 
to facilitate the handling of discipline and other problems that cannot 
be solved at the building level. This means not simply directing the 
parties involved to another level, but arranging whatever meetings are 
necessary so that students, parents, teachers, and administrators can 
be involved· on ciii:i.d guidance matter·s. 
Chcn1f~ and innovation,. Item No. !J,.] pertained to the extent to 
•.vhich the local schools are keeping up '\'Jith the times. A maj9rity of 
the Title I parents expressed the opinion that the schools are just 
about right in trying new ways and methods' while in the case of the 
Gallup public, the responses were more evenly f}pread. On Item No. 48, 
pertaining to whether the curriculum is up-to-date, a significant 
majority of the Title I parents were far more critical of that aspect 
of the school than were the Gallup population. While a majority of 
local parents (60.1 %) believed that the curriculum needs to be changed, 
the Gallup parents by almost the same percentage (55 %) sa:i.d that the 
curriculum is all right as it :l.s. 









questions which dealt with the role parents should play in determining 
such matters as teachers, school rules, curriculum, student dress. On 
each of the items, the Title I parents indicated that they wanted more 
say while the Gallup parents indicated that they did not want more say. 
An assumption made here is that these impressive results reveal that 
Title I parents recognize t:he :importance of involvement in the 
educational process and the value of a partnership between the school 
and parents. 
Since it is recognized that an important part of the educational 
process must necessarily be carried on in the home, Title I parents have 
been involved in decision-making through parent advisory connnittees, in 
inservice education programs, and with instruction in the classrooms. 
'· 
Pi:'oblems t1>nt arise and different approaches to solving these problems 
.a~e d1.~~u;:;f??d · ~dth parents. Eve~. he.sic dec.is1.ons such e.s setti.ng 
priorities i.n detex,mining the pattern of resource allocati.on for the 
annual Title I budget are made with parental advice. The assumption is 
that these activit:J.es have reduced the chasm between the family and the 
school in educating children. Another possibili.ty is that parents, 
through the involvement activities, are becom:i.ng better prepared to 
carry out their educational responsibilities and to make school decisions. 
They are not more willing to devote time to learn:tng how to do a better 
job motivat:i.ng their children, improving their behavior, and covering 
areas not included in the school curriculum. 
~nber of women teacl}_e_l?J?.• Items 53 and 54, pages 112-113, 
·asked the Title I parent;s their views on the number of women teachers 
working in the district. A strong majority of the mothers and fathers 
believed that. there should be more male teachers at·the elementary 
level. A plurality of each group seemed satisfied ·With the number o£ 
male teache1~s teaching at the secondary level. Since imprd(ring the 
schools and the quality of education seems to be a rather consistant 
strand of opinion interwoven throughout the various findings of this 
study, an assumption that. appears relevant here is that the mothers 
and fathers view more male teachers in the elementary schools as a 
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metliOd~for improving on the quality of education offered their children. 
O,Rinions on State and National Iss~~-JE Educa.ll.<m 
As stated in Chapter IV, each Title I parent interviewed in this 
study was given a number c·f items to evaluat0 regarding their opinions 
on. nation'i~'ide issues. 'l1~ese included quest5.ons on accountability, 
financial Edd to private and parochj_al schools, sex educat5.on, longer 
sc!:wo 1 ye.:?.rs, .i.i'l::ugs , and counselors. 
A«"~llt~bility.~ Item No. 55, the first question on accountability 
indicated that all three groups of Title I parents .were oven1helmingly 
in fa•;or of some kind of national assessment of student progress. In 
fact, there was no difference in the views of the views of the mother-
parents and the two-mother parents on this issue. Also, the pubU.c 
r.chool parents surveyed by Gallup were overwhelm:i.ngly in favor of 
national assessment. Table 44 on the following page indicates that 
the statisticc ... l cor.1pa:rl.son. yielded a chi. square value of .05 which hllS 
an associnted p:t:obability level of • 90. There are no significant group 
differmu!es in respect to the responses on this item. 
Si,gnificant differences were found on items 60 and 64. On the 










DIFFERENCES IN OPINIONS ON STATE AND NATIONAL ISSUES IN EDUCATION BY 
COMBINED TOTAL OF TITLE I PARENTS AND THE GALLUP POPULATION. 
Variable Issue 
Item No. 55 
N'atinnaL_t_e£tE 
Item No. 56 
Voucher plan 
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Itc~m No. 58 
Uii:e of drugs 
Item No. 59 
~~.~~ ,r.-~o~'rd 
schools 
Item No. 60 
Tenure 
Item No. 61 
Teacher power 
Item No. 62 
Guidance 
counselors 
Item No. 63 
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'on the standard scale as opposed to the inerit system which "YJas favored 
by the public school parents included in.the national study. On the 
third accountability item which pertained to the issue of tenure for 
~--
teachers, a n~jority of the Title I mothers and fathers favored the 
concept of tenure for their teachers while 60 per cent of the Gallup 
parents were against tenure rights for teachers. 
With regard to the issue of national tests, an implication may 
be that Title I parents want some external proof that their schools are 
good and that the standards set for achievement are high. Regardless of 
the fact that educational achievement· :ts diffi.cul t to measure, in the 
absence of better evidence, Title I parents·are willing to accept 
performance on national tests as a measure of the quality of their schools. 
An inference is that with the results of standardized. natio11al tests, 
sv.<lilaole to the pubiic grade by gracie and school hy schoo:J" 1Ji:IY.'ents 
would have evidenc~!. about how their schools compare with others in the 
same communj.ty and with others in the nation including the highest ~-
achieving communities. As a result, the. test w'Ould be used primarily 
as a means of evaluating teachers, principals, and school systems to 
make them more accountable to their cowmlnities. 
Another possible :1.nference is that the practice of social 
promotion is unacceptable to Title I parents. A nationally standardized 
assessment device ~.rould provide a better basis for knowing where a 
. student stands than any present marking systen:.. Additionally, if one of 
the main reasons for educational failure of loweruclass children is 
poor teaching caused by low expectations of what lo-wer-class children 
can learn, an.d poor motivation for teachers, students, and parents~ then 
a system of. national assessment might result in better teachers being 
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placed i.n the schools attended by the 1or.-1er-class children. 
With :t:·espect to the merit pay and tenure issues, the direction 
of the responses of the Tith"! I moth~~rs and fathers furnishes further 
evidence that there is a high regard for the teachers in the Title I 
commt.tn:i.ties~ .Another possibility is that the parents expect all teachers 
to be "good" aud therefore they all should be paid on the same scale. 
Perhaps the Tit.le I communities <>f low· income, marginal employment, and 
unemployment: recognize a need for some kind of job protection for 
everyone., In any event, the findings infer a strong reluctance on the 
part of Title I parents to take any measure to alter the concept of tenure 
and the standard scale of payment for their teachers. 
!~.L.J?.!~~.;l!L• Item No. 57 pertained to the issue of 
financial aid by go'\ternment sources to parochial schools. While the 
public scl-1ool pan:er1.ts in the Gallup study were evenly divided :i.n their 
opinions:~ 47 per cent approved and 47 per cent disapproved, the Title I 
pa.rr;mt:s were significantly in favor of giving some tax monies to 
parochial schools to help them make ends meet. One inference is that 
the data furnishes further evidence of the value placed on education 




:!:,g~o.uc:O.er :z.:v.st!?.!!!. The issue of adopting a voucher system, 
Item No. 56, did not significantly differentiate the responses between 
the Title I parents and the Gallup population. However, as a group 
the Vallejo parents were in favor of adopting the proposal with a 
56.6 :r·esponse~ Gallup's parents were /!1 per cent in favor of the plan. 
An i.nference is that with a voucher system, money· w·ould be available 
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for Title I families so that they could have a choice in sending their 
children to the "best" school in the community, whether it he parochial, 
private, or public. 
The sex education issue. On Item No. 63, by an overwhelming 
majority, the Title I parent groups expressed their approval o£ sex 
education courses in their public schools. The favorable opinions of 
the public school parents in the national study paralled the local 
opinions with an identical 72 per cent. Apparently both populations 
of parents view courses in sex education as valuable knowledge areas 
for their children. 
The issue .of drug use. Item No. 58 pertained tr.> .the us·e of 
drug·s by stt.:dent.s :,1t school. App-roximately four of every five Title I 
.r~nd drugs constituted a serious problem in their public schools. A 
slight majority of the Gallup parents 1<·1ere of the same opinion.. An 
inference seems to be that Title I parents are vitally concerned with 
the education of their children and lvith their schools and they are 
well aware of what is happening at the school. 
Cou11~rf,l,.;.Jn j:pe pt~hl:!.c. s<llE9ls. Item No. 62 pertain:tng to I 
the value and \17orth of having guidance counselors in the public schools 
was overwhelmingly favored by the three groups of Title I parents. :: 
Although the results paralleled the direction of the responses of the 
Gallup pttblic sc:h.ool parents, a greater percentage of the Title I 
population responded i.n favor of guidance counselors in their schools. 
Since the counseling activities in the Title I schools are handled by 
the school-community specialists and their communi.ty aides, two possible 
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inferences appear warranted here. One is that Title I parents place a 
great deal of value on meeting specialist, teachers, and other school 
personnel on child guidance activities. Another possibility is that 
the Title I ITK)thers and fathers value highly the school-community offices 
and the spec:f.alists and vim.,. them as vehicles through which they can 
become involved in counseling &ctivities with their children. 
In order to explore the matter. ·of communications with the local 
pubHc schools, respondents in this study were asked to evaluate the 
best sources of information, the amount of information received, the 
schoolucomrnurd.cator role, and the hospitality climate of the schools. 
par.·e:.tts in Ii:t!m l~os. 6.5~73; consioereci students to be the best source of 
in:f:t--rr:m:=tt:Lon ~>.bi:.ut the local public schools~ An analysis of the vie·vlS 
of the DHI population on the same kind of questions indicated that 
nC\·Yspapers were considered to be the best source of information for tho 
registered voter group. When the sources of information listed in Tahle 
45, page 158 -v.,ere divided into two groups, one reflecting sources o£ 
:i.nfc-rm~1tion directly connected -:-1ith aspects of the school, and the 
otlwr reflect:i.ng aspects of information bei.ng dir~;cted to the publi<! 
about the sd.1.ools) 69.9 per cent of the Title I parents placed the most 
value on infonnat:i.on from sources directly conn<:'.cted with the sc.hool. 
Conversely, l~8 per cent of the DMI population valued most the information 
designed for public consumption. A chi square value of 12.06, with c.m 




the two populations on this item. Supporting statistics are found in 
the fo 1lmvlng page. · 
An inference to be drawn here is that it appears that the 
Title I parents are not willing to take the printed word of the school 
that the schools are doing a good job. Such an .inference lends 
additional support to the one previously considered concerning the 
credibility gap bet'(o7een what the schools, in the minds of Title I parents, 
appe~1r to be doing, and what the administration says the schools are 
doing. The possibility is that students are a more reliable source for 
judging the education in terms of (1) their verbal information on what 
the schools are do:!.ng·, and (2} verification of student information by 
direct observations and meetings with teachers. 
Title I pe.:rents expressed a desire to know more about the public schools 
in their comrrrunity in Item No. 74. The response of the parents was 94.6 
per cent in favor to 5.4 per cent opposed. In the opinions of the 
public school parents in the national survey, the response i:n favor. of 
more information was 62 per cent in favor to 36 per cent opposed. The 
item differentiated between the two groups to a M.ghly significant 
level. Two inferences appear to be in order here. . ~'ir.st, the Title I 
parents in Vallejo have an appetite for more information about the.ir 
schools. Second, as mentioned previously, the parents in this study 
are vitally coneerned about the quality of education i.n their schools, 
and having more say and involvement in school policy-making. The 
possibility is that the school's business isn't simply a matter of 
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publ:i.c;' s vie.ws and, after serious examination, to take steps to meet 
just criticisms. 
Hospital:i.ty climate of the school_. The final opinion 
dimension to differentiate between the three groups of Title I parents 
pertained to the question, "In general do you feel welcome when you 
visit: your local publ::i.c school?" By an overwhelming majority, each 
schools. The response was 93.4 per cent "yes" to 6 per cent "no." Two 
implicat:i.ons are that (1) the school-community offices, which are the 
major vehicle for parent involvement activities, have been instrumental 
in making the schools a part of the parent's business, and (2) the 
parent adv:l.ao:cy coP-unit tees, •,qhlch g:i.ve parents a voice in the affairs 
of theh: se:.ho.:-1, are an important vehicle through which d:i.std.cts ~~an 
i.<l:vol:ve the pat>c·nts of ch:i.ldren part:tc:f.pat:tng in compensatory ech~cation 
programs in school affairs. 
III. CONGRUITY OF Tim OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES OF THE TITLE I 
-PARENTS AS RELATED TO BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS 
The responses of the Title I parents were arranged for 
comparati.ve purposes as group data under the categories of (1) the most 
important local problem, (2) one change in the way local schools are 
run, (3) most important source of information about the local schools, 
and (4) ten state and national issue in education. These categories 
were cross-tabulated with the respondent's background characteristics of 
levels of education, levels of income, status of occupation, and 
length of residence. These data were processed by use of the 





Table 40, page:s 129-130. The interpretation of the results," howe,rer, 
was reserved for this sect:J.on of the dissertat:i.on. 
In the comparison of levels of education with the four 
dimens5.ons on which the data ¥rere studied, it can be stated that levels 
of education are independent of the opinions and attitudes of the Title 
-lf---~.--,-~~~I~parents on ( l)_th_e~IllQs_t_impo_r_tant._lo_cal_p:t'oblem,~(-?.)-the-most--~------~ 
important source of information about the local schools, and (3) state 
and national issues in education. The fourth dimens:i.on, the opinions 
and attitudes of the Title I parents, is related to levels of 
education as measured by the responses to one ch:;.nge in the way the 
local schools are run. This finding suggests that the Ti.tle I parents 
'"ho h£.ve. a high school education or less are the ones \<rho are the most 
cm.1ce.1·1v2.d w:i.th irr:proving the quality of education in their schools. 
J ... eveJ. s of Income 
With a like comparison of levels of income, it can be stated 
that levels of income are independent o£ opinions and attitudes toward 
(1) the roost important local problem, (2) the most important sources of 
:i.nformation .11bout the local schools, and (3) state and national issues 
in education. The fourth factor nets the interpretation that the 
opinions and attitudes of the Title I parents are-related to levels of 
income as measured by their responses to one change in the way the local 
schools are run. This finding infers that the Title I parents who have 
and inr:ome le\1el of less than $5,000 per year are the most. concerned 
with improving the quality of education in their local school district. 
This :f.ind.ing, together with the latter one regarding levels of education 
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does not appear to be in harmony with previous studies referred to in the 
review of literature. Neither seems to lend support to the findings of 
Hollingshead and others that low-income parents of lmve1.·-class students 
generally indicate a lack of interest in the schools and in addition 
seem to possess a negative attitude toward schooling.8 
Improving the quality of education has been a cons1.stent thread 
which could be discerned throughout the various data analyzed for this 
study. The assumption is that ti1e Title I parents, though they themselves 
are largely undereducated, are placing the high value on the improvement 
of the quality of education for the benefit of their children. An 
inference is that the parents with the twin problems of poverty and 
undereducation perceive themselves as functioning below their potential 
due to bel.ng prodt.wts of inferior schools that have not prepared them 
to s\.tc(;e(;:cl. .i.n a cotm:H~titive society. This is possibly tt'ue not only of 
thoe>e t,;}w have failed to complett;; high school, but also, many of those 
who have graduated without acquiring the necessary basic skills to 
allow successful occupational ac~hievement. This they do not want for 
their children. The implication seems to be that if the education 
offered in their schools is of high quality, no matter how their 
children are di.sadvantaged now, they can expect when grown, to rise 
econom:i.cally and soc:f.ally above their present environmeo.t. 
§!lliL2.L O,ccupation 
'l'he comparison. of the status of occup~:ttion w:J.th the four 
categories of data were nonsignificant; therefore, status of occupation 
--------------------------------------






is unrelat(~d to the attitudes and opinions of the 'I'itle I parents as 
nleasured by the scale in question. 
Length of Resl&enc~ 
The final comparison, length of residence versus the four 
dimensions on which the data were studied, did not reach.the level of 
significance selected for this study. Hence, it can be stated that 
Title I parents and their length of residence as measux•ed by the four 
response categories. 
IV. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The fi.ndings from the various sources of data include the 
following: 
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1. A comparison of the opinions and attitudes of the 72 pah:·s 
of 'J:itle I Parents revealed that a signif:l.cant number of mothers and 
fathers were congruent in their views tO't-7ard the school systetn. 
2 .. A comparison of the attitude and opinion variables of. the 
racial and ethnic groups of the pairs of parents revealed that the 
Caucasian, l!'ilipino, ·and Negro parents were in agreement to a highly 
significant degree whi.le the Mexic.al.l .. American parents did not agree 
significantly on school related problems. 
3. A highly significant level of agreement was found in the 
96 Title I families between mothers' and fathers' perception of the 
school liaison t:•ole and the mother role as being concomitant. In the 
Mexican-American families the school liaison role does not appear to 
be clearly related to either parent. 
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... ,. 
4~ The attitudes and opinions of the 2/f mother-parents and the 
t.:wo.;;;parent mothers and fathers were found to .be significantly congruent. 
5~ It appears that the majort'ty of the· Title I fathers have an 
voice withtbe mothers in the educativeprocess involving their 
. . ,. .· 
children as decision-making on school related problems was found to be 
:8. Joirtt process. 
·· 6. Education is a salient issue in the minds of the Title I 
parents even with the more publicized issues of drugs, pollution, and 
taxation. 
7. Title I parent.s are not satisfied with the quality of 
education in their secondary schools in the district. 
8~ The Title I parents placed curriculum emphasis of the 
skill relate<! behavio·rs on teaching students to read~ to listen and to 
. . . 
' on developing a podtive self-image and on learning to make decisions. 
9 •. · The Title I parents are willing to vote an additional tax 
·.increase tiJ support increased spending for. programs. to teach reading and 
·· for more materials and supplies for students and teachers. 
·10. The Title I parents are satisfied \Y'ith the performance of the 
· teachers. in their schools hut are less satisfied with the performance of 
. the administrators and the school district as a whole. 
1L The Title I parents feel that they should be more responsible 
for discipline when it is not strict enough. 
12. The Title I parents feel that the innovative practices of 
the district are .st a satisfactory level, but they believe the 
. curriculum needs to be changed, they should have more say on policy-
·making, and there should be more men teachers at the elementary level. 
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13. On t:he subje.ct of accountability, the Title I parents are 
overwhelmingly in.favor of some kind of national assessment of student 
progress, but are reluctant to take any measures to alter the concept of 
.tenure and the standard scale of payment for teachers. 
14. '£he Title I parents are in favor of giving tax monies to 
aid parochial schools, adopting the voucher plan, having courses in sex 
education in their schools, and keeping cotmsel~"'Jrs in the schools. 
15. The Title I mothers and fathers reported feeling welcome to 
visit their schools, but did want more information about them. At the 
same time:~ they feel the best sou:rce of information about the schools h 
students. Overall, they placed the most value on information coming from 
sources di:rectly connected with the school rather. than from sources of 
infor!1l3.ti.cm .be:tng dh:ected to the P'lbU.c about the schools. 
16~ '.i:he opinions and attitudes of the Title I parents are 
sign:t:f:i.can·tly :related to levels of income a"!ld levels of educatil..1n as 
measured by their responsetJ to making one change in the way the local 
schools are :run. 
17. This study found that the parents who have a.high school 
education or less and who make less than $5,000 per year are. the ones 
who are the most concerned. with improving the quality of education in 
their schools. 
18,. This study fou.n.d that there are no relationships between 
the attit.udes and opinions of the Title I parents and their length of 




SUMNARY, CONCI.USIONS, AND RECOM1'1ENDATIONS 
SlJMt.1ARY 
Thi.s purpose of this study as stated in Chapter I was to study 
~--------..-iwltet.irer--T1-:t.1.--e-----I-mo-th-e-r-s~:f:n-t-h-e-s-ch-oo-l-1-i-a-i-s-ot1-r-o-l-e-r-e-f-lec-t-t-he.-£-a-t-h-e-r_1_s~-----
.. 
att:f.tudes and <~pinions toward the school to the extent that the father 
has a say in deciding school program. The hypotheses were defined as 
f.oll<>ws: (1) The mother in the two-parent Title I family reflects a 
congn.tence with the opinions and attitudes of the father to·ward the 
school r;ystem. (2) The cong:r:uit::y of the opinions and attitudes of the 
. pe:b:s of Title. I parents is related to the5.r racial and ethnic status. 
(3) The mothers and fathers in the t\-10-parent Title I families reflect 
a congruence with the op:i.nlons and attitudes of the mothers in the 
one-parent families towa·rd the school system. (4) The school liaison 
role iB concomitant with the mother role in all racial and ethnic 
groups repr:csented in the Title I families. (5) The congruity of the 
opinions and attitudes of the '£itle I parents is related to certain i 
~ 
I background varL;;hles. These :tnclude levels of education, levels of 
inccml€\,···at.:atus of O<.!Ct!.p·ati.on 1 and length of residence. 
The population SUi.''Vf~yed consisted of a stratified sample of 168 
Title I par(>:nts, 7?.. of \lhi.cP, we:t.·e identified as pairs of parents, and 
24 as mothc:~:""thll':ents. The population was further categorized by racial 
and c.thnlc statt'is of Caucasian, Filipino, Hexican-American and Negro 
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II. CONCI.USIONS 
The findings of this study appear to substantiate the following 
hypotheses. The findings were determined to be significant at a 
probability level of <.OS, and are limited to the population of which 
the sample studied is representative. 
1. There is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
two- areut Title I mothers and the opinions and attitudes of the t"t-70"' 
parent Title I fathers toward the school system. 
2. There is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
pairs of Title I Caucasian parents toward the school system. 
3. There is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of. the 
pairs of THle I l''iHp:l.no parents toward the school system. 
4. There is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
pa:b:s of Titl~?. I Negro parents toward the school system. 
5. There i.s congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
Title mother.-parents etnd the opinions a.nd attitudes of the t't-m··pat:ent 
T:i.tle I mothers to"1ard the school system. 
6. '1~her(~ is congruity between the opinions and attitudes of the 
Title I motht~r-p.arents and the opinions and attitudes of the two-parent 
Title I fathers toward the school system • 
. ~ 7. · The f:lchool lia.ison role is concomitant with the mother role 
:i.n th2 'l'i.tle I fam.ilie.s. 
8. '!he school liaison role is concomitant with the mothel' role 
in the Caucas:.i . .au Title I families. 
9. 'l'he school li.aison role is concomitant with the mother roh' 




10. 'i'h~· sc-:hool liaison.: role :f.S concomitant with the mother role. 
· .. ·::·.;_{:i;; 
· ,in the Negro':Title I fam:Llies· •. · 
··'.·.', 
· •... 
11~. The :a.t~itudes, and opinio~s of the Title. I parents are related 
... ,_(:·,: !' 
·.to levels· of edu~adon and lev~1s of ,income as measured by their responses 
.) '· .. . .· . . . . . . . . . . .. 
t~ mak1l1.g·changes in tlle way the local schools are run in order to improve 
'the. 9Uality o:f •educa.tion. Title I parents with the twin problems of poverty 
::and· und~reducation perceive tl\emselves aa functioning below their potential 
. c. . '· • 
~--~----~due:i~-7b~~ing.prodt1its-o~f~i~fer~~r~~hoo~~~th~t-h~ve~no~~re~a~en-them-to·~------~ 
I. 
.succeed in a competitive society. 
. ' ·: ;~ ,;_ ..... 
Froman analysis and interpretationof the findings fromall the 
. . . 
sources of data, the following conclus:i.ori.s are advanced: 
1.. With :a, significant n~mber ~f '!itle I frunilies, decision-
. : ' 
··: . . 
making on school related·problems is,a joi~t process between husband 
:.and:•wife. Hence,· the majority'of Ti~le I. fathers do have a voice in 
. "the educative process involving their,· children. 
2. In the matriarchal-equalitarian families ,of the Caucasian, 
Filipino, and Negrosubcultures, the father is consulted in decisions 
' . 
·Tegarding the education. of the children and the mother in the school 
li.aisot'~ role is . cognizant of the views of the father toward the school 
' . ' 
system whe:n· she is dealing with the school. 
3. In the patr:i.arcbal-equalitarian Mexican..;American Title I 
fam~lies, .· tl~e male end female roles in the family are more 
differentiated than in the other. Title I families, and in the case of 
·" the school liaison role, it .. is not clearly rdatcd to either the mother 
of the father. It is possible for either parent to perform the decision-
making functions in a manner relatively ir.1.dependent of the other. 
4. Quality of education is a salient issue in .the minds of 
the 'l'i.tle I mothers and fathers. 
5.; The Title I parents withahigh school education or less 
and who have an annual incomelevel of less than $5,000 are the most 
concerned with improving the quality of education in their schools. 
6. A top priority facing the Vallejo schools is that of 
impro~Ting the ill'.age of career education by. making education for the 
of ~-1ork attractive,. lively, and real. 
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7. The parent advisory committees, which give Title I parents 
a voice in the affairs of their school, are an important vehicle 
through which parents can be involved in the educativ.e process with 
their children.· 
8. 'rhere is o. positive correlation between involving parents 
for the schools. 
9. Title I parents see discipline as a joint responsibility 
·with the school. 
10. A credibility gap exists between what the schools are doing, 
as perceived by the Title I parents, and what the administrators say the 
schools are doing. The parents view studertts and d:irect observation as 
·. reliable SOU:t"CeS of information. 
III. ·RECOMMENDATIONS 
-
From an overall perspective it appears that increasing importanc~ . ~ 
is· being attached to education in today' s world. Forces at work in our 
society· have c:rested an expanding and.changing educational system- a 
system \t~hich itu;reasingly emphasizes pupil entry at age three and suggests 
. ( .. 
. ·-~ ··( 
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\' . ' 
one,' s education throug1t college or university. Additionally, 
. :,;..";·' ·:·~ .:: :_:·.. . . - ... . . . 
\.schools ere being assigned the task of prov:!.d:f.ng for the educational 
()f.·eve~y child ~.matever· his circumstance, capacities,- and needs. 
<.Tti~!·:'pressure for. change has never been greater. Governmental agencies 
1aJ!d 'minority groups demand that minority children receive equal, not 
nec.essarily identical:, education~! opportunities. .Parents .and community 
to be ir~volved in the plamling and operations of. the school. 
fqr accountability are multifaceted and real. The call 
for comnrunity · :f.nvolvement is being transplanted into demands for 
, accountability by paren·ts who are concerned about what is happening in 
·,·,-; 
the;tr schools. Hence, the complexity and range of tasks assigned to 
principals, othe-r management personnel, and teachers in our schools have 
.- ;\l;leen ,developing faster than have definitions. on how they can be 
.r::l!IC~t:'·tr.',')l :i_.sh_ed, o-:;- .;~uiitJ\\l!nf."s on wna·t h expected. l'hese pt"cssures for 
·.:: ..... 
3 · ·· · ~~u1nge ~ive new dimensions to the leadership required of those involved 
· ' in the education of the nation's children and youth. If members of the 
educational .team are to give this leadership,, it is necessary to reassess 
, ., their duties and responsibilities and redesign their job ·priorities • 
Rec:onnnendations 
One the basis of the findinga of this study· it is specifically 
. reeom.I'Jl~nded that: 
1~ In order to improve the quality of education and to give each 
I 
sch9ol-commt~nity some control over its schools to bring them to account 
for thei'r results, school districts should shift the responsibility and' 
aCcijr.mtability for the instructional program from the central office to 
the principal and staff of each local school. At the same time, steps 
171 
·' ·::: ·::·· '· .... ·. 
·should be .. taken to introduce a decentraliZed management team into each 
. . .•' 
school consisting of a principal and two change agents: an instructional 
·a~soci~te an.d a school~comnrunity 'coordinator. 'The change agents should 
of the principal T.-rho meet with the principal as a group to 
. . 
make dec~sions concerning school policy, i.-e.' instructional improvement 
and school-corrnnunity involvement. If a profound difference is to be made 
quality of education offered in our schools, the classroom should 
a <!ent.er for experimentation and demonstration for the development 
. of curriculum. The improvement process should be centered on the 
. . . . 
. instructional program - what is taught and how it is taught; the professional 
· · growth 'of personnel - procedures and events which 111.ake teachers more 
· .. effective; and the organization of the classroom .. conditions within the 
classroom that hel_p the child to learn Wld the teacher to teach. 
~~. · l<l. ord•~t' to give aH lo~.J-in.com~ par.ent~ tn the distr.lct a voice 
·. .. 
in. school program, a parent advisory council should be established in the 
non .. Title r.schools in the district. 
· .. ·, .. 
. ·· . .-. 
· 3 •... ·.In view of the findings that the school liaison role is 
·. (!oncomitant with the mother role in a highly significant number of Negro, 
Caucasian., and ·Filipino families together with the fact that the Title I 
.• .· ..•. ' ·personnel have expended considerable effort to enlist fathers 'in school '!··· 
related activities with little success, it iS recommended that the vigil 
be relaxed as it appears that fathers have a voice in school program 
without on the scene involvement. MOre specifically, it is recommended 
that the effort now being directed toward father involvement be shifted 
to efforts to get additional Negro, Caucasian,. and Filipino mothers . 
'involved in Title I acitivities. 
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invobied iri parent advisory council activities. 
5. The s~hool district sho~ld. give more attention to developing 
new programs and. new professioni!l ~omp~tendes at .the second~ry level as 
. . . 
Title I parents see these schools as being less responSive to improving 
the quality of education. 
6. In view of the finding that .Title I parents will probably vote 
yes; whenever,tax increase issues ,gre being consi.dered .. efforts shoulc:} be 
made. to see that Title I parents ar~ registered . to vote and are encouraged 
to vote. 
Recommen.daticms for Future Research 
. The following suggestions for study are those this researcher 
believes need., further fnvestigation: 
· 1." A iollor.r-up study should be conducted to verify certain of 
' . 
··the it-2ms ·that· this·- limited s-tudy suggests. ·· 
,. -·. . 
2. Replication of this study with middle-income and upper-income 
parents, as well as lower•incomeJ'may yield additional information 
relevant to the question: Does decision-making in the family within the 
school milieu have a curvilinear correlation with social clar.s? 
3 .. ·.An. i1l..;depth study with Mexican-American populations may reveal 
.. • .. ·, ., 
additional insight in.to th<e concomitancy of the schooL liaison role with 
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Hello, r•m of the school/community 
office and this is - also of the school/community 
office. We are making a study of problems facing mothers and fathers 
in Vallejo who have children in the Title I schools. May we ask each 
of you some.questions? 
Thi.s questionnaire is part of a study bei.ng carried ·out in the 
Loma-Sie:rra, Lincoln and Farragut schools to learn about the attitudes 
and opinions of parents in various kinds ·of school and conununity 
situations. tJe think you will fitid the ·questions interesting· to 
answer. We will try to go through the questionnaire quickly, without 
spending too much time on any single q:u~s~,~~~t~i~o:n~·----------~~----------~----------
.Fe«-~1 free to ans~·le"t"--exa-c:tiythe "'ay you feel, for neither your 
.L----'---- n.ame-rror ;m.y other method of identifying you will appear on the 
questionnait"e. No 01~e at school will ever know whi.ch are your answers. 
When completed~ the questionnaire will go directly to a ·n;see.:cch worker 
for stat:lstical tabulation. 
-~ 
I 
Remember: This is an attitude qu2stionnaire. · There are no 
right or ;.-rr.ong answers. t.Je vrill ask you most of the questions and will 
giv£ you Hpecif:ic instructions and directions whr~r.e needed. 
Th'" study rcqui.re.:. ec.d1 parent to coutplt:tt!:! the same questionnaire 
apa1:·t f:r.oa:1 ea\.~h other. kre there tw·o rooms we may use? 









0-1 year 11 months 
2-4 years 11 months 
5 .. 14 years 11 months 
15 years and over 
2,. ~Jhat do you think is the most important problem facing 
you.r local area at the present time? (PROBE) 
3.. If you could make one change in the way your local schools 





GIVE RESPO!\'!DENTS SEI.F-ADMINISTERING SUPPLEMENT. . READ INSTRUCTIONS AND. 
QUESTIONS AI .• OUD lUTH HIM. . 
No-r;-1 let me give you some statements that describe the things 
our schools teach our children. As we read each statement, 
I would like your. opinion on how important that teaching goai 
is in g::tving our children a good education. 
To help you in giving your opinion, we will use an Opinion 
Rating Scale (POINT TO FIRST SCALE). As you can see, the 
.Rating Scale has four boxes on it, starting wi.th Not So 
I~ort~}lt, over here (POINT TO LEFT SIDE OF SCALE) and going 
to ~.E~_Elely f!!)QPJ:tant over here {POINT TO RIGHT SIDE OF SC.ALE) • 
I 't'lould like you to choose one of the four boxes on the Rating 
.· ,. ,:"St"Jale for each statement, depending on hOl-7 important that g;QOi'J.8.J.cl ______ _ 
:i.s for you. For exaro.tU.&-,_if~the-go-a-1-on-tne cara i3 .£?'~ 





If is only ~ha~t_i!.!!eor.£..~n.t. to you> you would tell me, "Box 
two~}" (POINT TO BOX 2). 




( ll ) 
Tea.ch students to 
be independent 
l'each students to 
have a positive outlook 
to"rard themselves and 
the future 
Teach students to get 
tllong well 1.vith others 
Te.9.ch st.udf;nts good 
citizenship and 
concern for the rights 










) ( ) ( ) 
) { ) ( ) 
) ( ) ( ) 
) ( ) ( ) 
'8. Teach students to 







Not So Somewhat Very Extremely 
I1U})ortant I!!!!!ortant I£2ortant Important 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) 
9. Teach. students how 
to make decisions ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
~ 
10. Teach students to 
read ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11. Teach students how 
to listen and I 
remeraber ( ) ( ) ( ) (-----)~ 
I .. 
1-2~~ach students 
mathematics ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
-I 
13. Teach students how 
to express themselves I 




ll~·. Teach c:tudet~.ts the g__._::: 
-~ 
facts and theories ~ 
of science ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
- I 
15., Teach studE!!lts abot't 
health and safety { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
16. Teach~students about 
family life, reproduction~ _I 
grovtth, and boy-girl 
relationships ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
17. Teach students to :.____.._.- I 
participate in phys::i.cal "-
activlt:tes that can be -- c: I 
used £1.11 their lives ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ~ 
~ 
18. Teach students to ~ 
ct•eate original ~ 
art, inventions and == ideas ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ~
-
184 
There are a number of programs in our school district.which 
are competing for money. Please tell me whether we should 
spend. less or spend more for each program~ Regardless of 
your answer, you may be sure many people feel as you do. 







(If "SPEND MORE," 
ASK: "Would you still 
be willing to spend 
more even if it meant 
an increase in your 
taxes?") 
-~-~--N.O~~~~YES , _____ 1 
L-----~---------------1 Spend Spend Mbre/ More/ 
No Tax With Tax 
19. Buildings and supplies 
for elementary schools 
20. Program.~ for students 
from poor homes 
21. l'l:'t1grH.ms to . ~:eep the 
teache!:t; ~•e 've got and 
attract: 11ew ones 
22. Programs to teach 
reading 
23. Baildi.ngs and supplies 
fo'l:' vocational 
trai.ning 
24. Buildings and supplies 
for higl} schools 
25. P.r.ograms to establish 
racial balance in our 
~dwols 









( 2 ) (3) {4) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ·. ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 









Here is a card li.st:f.ng six problems facing our community. 
Please tell me which of the six you consider to be the 
most import-ant. And the next most important; ·the next. 
the next, the next; and the least important. · 
RANKED: 
(1st) (2nd) (3rd) (4th) (5th) 
26. Improving the 
quality of 
education for 




27. Improvin~g(ii:r~o"a,.ddss_~-------------c ____ : __________________ ------------~---c-~-----
and tra~ic 
------c-ondltlons ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
28. Solving the drug 
and narcotics 
problem ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
29. Reducing property 
t<tXcG ( .. J ( " ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
30. Pr.ov:i.di.ng net-.• 
btti.ldings .for 
our schools ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
31. Saving our 
environment from 
pt.'llutioi.l ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (. ) ( 
32 ~ Overall, how would you rate the job teachers are doing educating 
our ch:i.ldren in this school district-··e~~:cellent, good, only fair, 





) Only Fair 
) Poor 
Ho~-1 about those who run the schools--our administrators? How 
would you rate the job they are doing--excellent, good, only 











34. Overall, hmv- would you rate our school district as a whole--







) Only Fair 
) Poor 
186 
35,. Do you feel that the local public schools are doing a good job of 







) Only Fair 
) Poor 
36. If this school district were to have a tax election to_x·aise-money 





) Definitely vote for the tax issue 
) Probably vote for the tax issue 
) Probably vote against the tax issue 
) Definitely vote against the tax issue 
Which of the categories below do you think comes closest to fitting 
the majority of teachers in your school. Please tell me. 't\ohic.h of 
the' s:tx you 'HO'Jld consider to be tl'·~ most fitt:!.ng, and the next: 
fH::t:ing, Cl!t'i.d the next fitting; the next, the next, the m!21:t; ana 
the least fttting. 
RAN1.'ED: 
(1st) (2nd) (3rd) (4th) (5"th).(6th) 
37. Friendly ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
38. Too strict ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )· ( ) ( ) 
39. Too easy with school work ( ) ( ) ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
40. Understand problems with 
children 
41.. Not interested in 
eh:tlilren 





) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 






43. From your own personal viewpoint; what is the best source of 
infonnation about the local schools? (PROBE) 
187 
l~lt-. How do you feel about the discipline in the local public schools? 
1. ( } Too strict 
2. ( } Just about right 
3. ( ) Not strict enough 
_ ~~~~-ti-5.----ll :i.scipline is "not strict enough," who should assume more 




1. ( ) Teachers 
2. ( ) School Administration 
3. ( ) Parents 
4. ( } School Board 
5. ( ) Students 
6. ( ) Others 
46. Span1d.n.g and. other fot·ms of physical punishment are permitted in 
our elementary schools for ch:tld:cen ~1ho do not respond to other 





47. Do you feel that the local public schools are not interested enough 





) Not ~.nterested enough 
) Too ready to try new ideas 
) Just about right 
48~ Do you. think the school curriculum in your conununity needs to be 
c.h~n.ged to meet today's needs or do you think it already meets 
toclay' s needs? 
l. ( 
2. ( 
) Needs to be changed 
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49. Should parents have more say about what goes on within the school 
on matters such as curriculum? 
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No 
50. Should parents have more say about what goes on l>7ithin the school 
on matters such as teachers? 
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No 
51. Should parents have more say about what goes on ~v:i.thin the school 
on matters such as school rules? 
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No 
52. Should parents have more say about what goes on within the school 
on matters such as student dress? 
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No 
53. Most of the elementary teachers in your local schools a1:·e ·women. 
Hov1 do you .feel about the number of men teaching in the elementary 
sct,J:~o'! ~? 
1. ( ) Too many 
2. ( ) Not enough 
3. ( ) Just about right 
54.. About: one-half of the teachers teaching in the secondary schools 
are men. How do you feel about the number of men teaching in the 
secondary schools? 
55. 
1. ( ) Too many 
2. ( ) Not enough 
3. ( ) Just about right 
Do y,:-n:. like to see the students in local schools given national 
tests so that their educational achievement can be compared with 
that of: students in other communities? 
l. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No 
= 
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56. In sorne nations, the government allots a certain amount of money 
fot' each child for his education. The parents then can send the 
child to any public, private, or parochial school they choose. 
\-lould you like to see such an idea adopted· in this country? 
1. ( ) Favor 2. ( ) .Oppose 
57. It has been proposed that some government tax money be used to 
help parochial schools make ends meet. Row do you feel about 
this? Do you fav01: or oppose giving some government money to 
help parochial schools? 
1. ( ) Favor 2. ( ) Oppose 
58. Marijuana and other d~ugs-al''e-:i:ncr€asingly being used by students. 
-<1)__-~------Do you tnink it is a serious problem in your pubHc schools? 
1. ( ) Yes 
To utilize school buildings to 
fa.vor ke(~ping the schools open 
choosE\ ~vhich three of the four 
children ~vould attend. Do you 
1. ( ) Approve 
2. ( ) No 
their fullest extent, would you 
the year around? Parents could 
quarters of the year: the:i.r 
approve or disapprove of th:ts idea? 
2. ( ) Disapprove 
60. M£my states have "tenure" laws t;.7h.ich means that a teacher cannot 
be fi.r.ed except by some kind of court procedure. Are you for 
:giving teachers tenure or are you against tenure? 
1. ( ) For 2. ( ) Against 
61. Have teacher organizations gained too much power over their own 
salaries and workh1g conditions? 
1. ( ) Yes ( ) No 
62. How do you fed about having guidance counselors in tht~ public 
schools? Do you think they are worth the added cost? 
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No 
63. l)o you approve or disapprove of schools giving courses in sex 
(:!ducat ion? 








6l•• Should each teacher be paid on the basis of the quality of his 
work or should all teachers be paid on a standard scale bas:i.s? 
1. ( 
2. ( 
) Quality of work. 
) Standard scale 
Now here are some 't<lays in which one can get information concerning 
the ~chools. As we read each way, I would like your opinion on 




( 1 ) 
Fair 
Source 





( 4 ) 
65. Sd:l-os-1-Bo-m:u/A"dministration 
L-..~--~~ 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
66. Students ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
6 7. 'l'eachers ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
) ( ) ( ) < 
69. NeuspapE.:rs/Other V.:edia ( } ( ) ( ) ( 
70.. Parent Ne(~tinzs ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
71. P.T.A. ( ) ( } ( . ) ( 
72. Pr:lncipa1.9 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
13. Tslking \lith people ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
7t~. \-lould you like to know mo·re about the public schools in this 
community? 
















75. t>lhentJ:veT it is necessary to contact the local school, who in thi-s 
home generally makes the contact? The .mother or father? (For 
single parent, ask who did 't-1hen .the father ·WJ.l.S in the home) 
1. ( ) ~ther 2. ( ) Father 
76. In general, do you feel welcome when you visit your local public 
schools? 
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No 
ANSWER ONI.Y IF YOU WISH. · 
77. :How :many· children are there inyour family? 
1. ( ) One 
2. ( ) Two 
3. 
,_ 
) Three '\ 
4. ( ) 1!\:~\tX' 
5. ( ) Five 
6. -( ) Six or more 
78. Is fi'1lis you-x:· first marriage? (ANDVJER ONLY IF YOU WISH) 
1. ( ) Yes 
2. ( ) No 
3$ ( ) No Answer 
79 e Hor..r many ch.Udren are there in your family who are in elementary 
schcrol? 
1.' ( ) One 
2. ( ) Two 
3. ( ) Three 
4. ( ) Four 







80. How many children are the.re in your family who are in high school? 
1. ( ) One 
2. ( ) Two 
3. ( ) Three 
4. ( ) Four or more 
5. ( ) None 
81. What type of work does the head of this household do? 
(PROBE FOR AC'fUAL JOB, NOT CONPANY NAME) 
--.. -tfuich group does your total fam:tly income, before taxes, 
1. ( ) $0 $2,999 5. ( ) $10,000 
2. ( ) $3,000 - $4,999 6. ( ) $15,000 -
3. ( ) $5~000 ... $6,000 7. ( ) $25,000 -
4. ( ) ' $7,000 - $9,999 
83. Are you a registered voter? (ANSHER ONLY IF YOU WISH) 
1. ( 2. ( ) No 
84. Would you please tell me "rhich age group you fall into? 
1. ( ) 21.-24 
2. ( ) 25.-34 
3,. ( ) 35 .. 1+4 
4. ( ) 4.5-99 
5 .. ( ) 60 .. 64 
6. ( ) 65 and over 
7 .. ( ) No Ansuer./Refused 
85. lh .. you own or rent? 
1~ ( ) Own 
2s ( ) Rent 
















86o What i.s the last grade of formal education you con~leted? 
lo ( ' Grade school or less )
2. ( ) Some high school 
3. { ) High school graduate 
4. ( ) Some college 
5. ( ) College graduate 
6. .( ) Post graduate 
7. { ) Vocational, night, or other special school 
8 .. ( ) No answer 
87. (BY OBSERVATION) Sex 








) Spanish surname 
) Oriental/Other 







90.. Parent I1aix number ---------- (FOR OFFICE USE ONLY) 
91.. Single parent (l~OR OFFICE USE ONLY) 







PAR.l\:DIGM ·FoR SELECTING Jt'AMILIES FOR INTERVIEW 
---· 
Number of families 
on atJ.iliabedc-11 lj_st 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Alphabetical nu:mber 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 8 2 1 3 
of family selected 7 6 10 
,, 
14 15 -l.:&__lL--1.§ 19 20 21 22 23 24 25. 26 27 -l.L~29 
.-
2 1 1 3 3 6 3 5 3 2 1 6 2 3 1 3 
9 6 6 9 9 12 8 10 9 8 1 12 8 10 8 10 
11 ll !l$. ·. 15 19 13 16 llr 1~- D 18 15 !6 1.5 18 ~ E...= 






I 3o ___ ::rL_ 3~_ .. }4 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 1+4+ . 1 6 .. · 6 4 8 1 10 2 8 3 2 6 7 4 7 
I 9 13 14 13 16 9 15 11 18 12 12 16 18 14 18 
16 21 22 . 21 25 18 2/f 20 27 22 22 26 28 2.5 29 
.. 







ANALYSIS OF THE VARIANCE OF THE OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES OF THE RACIAL AND 
ETHNIC PAIRS OF TITLE I PAREN".CS TOWARD THE SCHOOL SYSTEM 
--"- ··---s.=--·-== 
-
~ Caucasian Parents (N = 31) 
- --
Couple Number of Number of Probability 
- Nurnher Plus Signs Minus Signs Z Score Level Sign -
-------
9 65 7 6.717 .0001 + 
... · 10 68 4 7.425 .0001 + 
11 57 15 4.832 .0001 + 
1~ £'1 tO 5--:-93-z. .0001 + ~· 
13 58 11 5.537 .0001 + 
14 59 13 5.303 .0001 + 
15 56 16 4.596 .0001 + 
16 67 5 7.189 .0001 + 
17 60 12 5.539 .0001 + 
18 66 5 7.121 .0001 + 
28 53 19 3.889 .0001 + 
29 50 22 3.182 .0002 + 
30 !.~7 25 2.1.:.57 .02 + 
31 51 14 4.985 .0001 + 
32 l}O 32 .825 .41 
33 51 21 3.418 .0003 + 
3l~ 51 20 3.560 .0002 + 
52 53 19 3.889 .0001 + 
53 51 21 3 .t.<19 .0003 + 
54. 43 . 28 1.662 .09 
55 47 17 3.625 .0004 + 
56 39 19 2.495 .02 + 
57 43 29 1.532 .13 
58 52 20 3.650 .001 + 
59 54 18 4.125 .0001 + 
60 51 21 3.418 .0003 + 
61 !~5 23 2.668 .008 + 
62 1~8 23 2.850 .005 + 
63 "/ 55 16 4.510 .0001 + 
6l~ 55 17 4.360 .0001 + 
65 55 17 4.360 .0001 + 
Total Minus Signs "" 3 


















TABLE 1 (continued) 
'Filipino Parents (N .,. 8) 
25 2.475 .02 . + 
14 5.068 .0001 + 
13 5.303 .0001 + 
20 3.653 .001 + 
17 4.360 .0001 + 
18 4.125 .0001 + 
19 .3.889 .0001 + 
19 3.889 .0001 + 
Total Plus Sign~ = 8 
-------%------------------~-·-...,.__ ___ __... 
f.:l'..exican•Amer.icau Parents (N "" 8) 
..... ~.-...._--._......, __ 4,__....,._ 
~-JJO'L·-· 
__ ..._. ____ 
·-----·~ .. ,-..--o 
.. '39 33 ~~Q .55 ~ • .,v; 
19 .35 37 .118 .90 
20 45 27 2.003 .05 + 
2.1 41 31 1.061 .29 
66 (}9 19 4.001 .0001 ;. 
61 5:-\ 19 3.889 .0001 + 
Cl8 63 8 6.413 .0001 + 
69 47 25 2.475 .02 + 
Total Minus Signs = 3 
Total Plus Signs = 5 
-~-··--~"----···.,....·-----·------~----
Negro Parents (N ""' 25) 
-r-~----...... -. _ _.. _____ w-••-------------------~ 
2 47 25 2.475 
6 45 27 2.003 
1 55 17 3.360 
8 38 33 .475 






















23 48 24 
24 60 12 
--
27 38 34 
-- 35 60 12 -
- 36 53 19 -
37 53 19 
38 39 33 
39 45 17 
-
- 40. 46 20 
41 42 22 
42 55 16 
43 55 16 
44 4-9 23 
45 45 2_6 
46 47 25 
47 53 19 
'•8 .56 16 
lf-9 L~8 24 
50 47 25 
51 52 20 
I 
I 




2.712 .007 + 
5.539 .0001 . + 
.354 .73 
5.539 .0001 + 
3.889 .0001 + 
3.889 .0001 + 
.589 .56 
3.429 .001 + 
3.077 .002 
2.375 .03 + 
4.510 .0001 + 
4.510 .0001 + 
2.946 .oot. + 
?.136 .04 ..L -, 
2.475 .02 + 
3.889 .0001 + 
4.596 .0001 + 
2. 712 .007 + 
2.475• .02 + 
3.653 .001. + 
Total Hinus S:i.gns = 3 









TAB'LE 2 (continued) 
-"- -----·-
42 .835 2 .66 + 
43 8.955 8 .35 + 
---
44 .719 2 .70 + 
45 3.470 4 .48 + 
46 .232 1 .63 + 
47 1.097 2 .58 + 
48 1.429 1 .23 + 
49 .019 1 .89 + -- 50 .412 1 .52 + 
51 .660 2 .72 + 
52 .126 1 .72 + 
" 53 .058 2 .97 + 54 3.941 2 .14 + 
55 .-00_ 1 1_6~ + ... .a..vu 
56 1.133 2 .57 + 
57 .754 1 .39 + 
58 1.930 1 .16 + 
59 .779 2 .67 + 
60 2.356 1 .12 + 
61 .673 2. .71 + 
62 .034 1 .85 + 
63 1..286 1 .26 + 
6# 2.104 2 .35 + 
65 .014 1 .91 + 
! 66 .014 1 .91 + 67 .605 1 .41 .. + 
68 .365 1 .55 + -~ 69 .476 1 .49 + 
70 .059 1 .81 + 
71 .015 1 .90 + 
72 .355 1 .55 + 
73 .056 1 .81 + 
Total Minus Signs :: l 










ST~riSTICAL VARIANCE OF THE OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES OF TITLE I MOTHER·· 
~ 
~ PP....RENTS A~ID TWO-PARENT FATHERS TOv1A..i'lD THE SCHOOL SYSTEM 
- -- -- --
Degrees of Probability ~ 
R 
Variable Chi Square. Freedom Level Sign i 
" 
2 5.262 4 .30 + ·-
3 4.021 6 .70 + -
4 .149 1 .70 + 
5 2.148 1 .15 + 
.. 6 1.509 1 .2S + 
7 .423 1 .so + 
8 181 1 .70 + 
9 1.667 1 .20 + 
10 .336 1 .60 + 
11 .• 400 1 .so + 
12 .055 1 .90 + 
13 .280 1 .60 + 
14 .910 1 .40 + 
15 .041 1 .80 + 
16 .149 1 .70 + 
17 ... .836 1 .l~O + 
lis .• 225 1 .60 + 
19 .268 1 .60 + 
I 2.0 .750 1 .40 + 
21 .S63 1 .45 + "' 22 .075 1 .so + "" ~ 
23 2.196 1 .20 + 
24 .605 1 .40 + 1: 
25 .OS7 1 .85 + 
26 3.674 2 .20 + 
27 1.479 2 .50 + 
28 1.396 2 .. so + 
29 .167 2 .9S + 
30 1.068 2 .60 + 
31 .909 2 .60 + 
32 2.1'78 2 .30 + I 33 5.173 1 .05 
3/J. 6.829 1 .01 ~ 
35 S.l23 1 .os I 
36 .212 1 .70 + -
37 2.531 2 .30 + 
38 2.633 2 .30 + ---
39 3.231 2 .20 + --
40 1.768 2 .so + ~ ~ 
--
l~l .452 2 .80 + ~ 
42 1.083 2 .70 + ~ 
2(J3 
TABLE 3 (continued) 
---- .~· . ...,.. __ .. __ -:-. 
43 7.458 8 .50 + 
4l~ .788 2 .70 + 
45 3.959 4 .50 + 
46 6 .31~9 1 .02 
47 1.966 2 .so + 
48 1.428 1 .20 + 
49 .020 1 .90 + 
50 .471 1 .50 + 
51 .223 1 .90 + 
52 .173 1 .70 + 
53 .057 2 .98 + 
54 3.249 2 .20 + 
55 .035 1 .90 + 
56 1.410 1 .30 + 
57 .754 1 .50 + 
58 .437 1 .70 + 
59 .189 1 .70 + 
60 2.366 1 " .20 + 
61 .699 1 .80 + 
62 .034 1 .90 + 
63 .286 1 .70 + 
64 1.451 l .3() + 
[,:) .5013 1 .50 + 
66 .014 1 .90 + 
67 .655 1 .40 + 
68 .055 1 .90 + 
69 .475 1 .50 + 
70 .069 1 .80 + 
71 .019 1 .90 + 
72 .055 1 .90 + 
73 .065 1 .80 + 
Total l1inus Signs = 4 
Total Plus Signs = 68 
